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PREFACE

--The UniteaStas Air Force Systems Command Aeronautical Systems Division
Conferenceyl aintenance of Air Base Operations in a Chemical Warfare
Environment for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization was held 31
August -4 September, 1987 at Williamsburg, Virginia -- Hilton National
Conference Center and Fort Eustis.

The purposes of the Conference were:

Foster cooperation among NATO community members on
chemical s urvivability and maintenance of essential air
base operations while under chemical attacka

Assess the status of research and development in the i
protection of air and ground crews in a chemical
environmen 0 kdI

- Exchange information among NATO community members on air
base operations and air and ground crew survivability in
a. . a chemical environment.-O\, \ r cu k ;L

The Conference served as an informal forum for scientific and technical
exchange and stimulation among the NATO community elements. The conference
format involved four days of presentation and discussions among the invited
participants. y n

Included herein are the Proceedings Papers, a list of registrants and the
Conference Agenda.

IV IVi



An Overview of the U.S. Air Force Chemical Warfare Defense Program

Lt Col Lawrence Hagenauer
Chemical Warfare Defense PEM

U.S. Air Force
The Pentagon
SAF/AQPN

Washington, D.C. 20330-5040

The US Air Force Chemical Warfare Defense Program is based on the goals
stated by Secretary of Defense Casper D. Weinberger in his annual report to the
Congress in support of the FY 1988 Defense Budget.

"The objective of the Department of Defense Chemical Warfare and Biological
Defense Program is to prevent the use of chemical and biological agents against
members of the U.S. Armed Forces... We must equip our forces with the best
defensive chemical warfare equipment available to ensure their survival and
effective operation."

Reflecting this general statement of objectives, the U.S. Air Force goal can
be stated as follows:

Deter the threat of a chemical weapon attack through the combination of a
credible retaliatory .apability and an operationally effective defense; if
subjected to a chemical weapon attack provide a survival capability and also
maintain aircraft operations with a minimum of degradation.

The Air Force program can be viewed best by addressing three separate time
periods of capability; first, those systems which provide today's capability,
second, those systems currently in engineering development to be fielded in the
next several years, and third, a development strategy for the future

Current Capability:

"Individual Protection"

I - U.S. Army battle dress overgarment

- M 17 Series mask with rear term replacement by the MCV-21P mask

- Chemical protective overboot

- U.K. aircrew chemical protective undergarment

- Aircrew mask derived from the aircraft smoke maskI
I
U
I
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These systems provide a basic survival capability with several operational
limitations. The battle dress overgarment is not reusable, the chemical
protective overboot is difficult to clean and bulky to wear, and the total
aircrew protective is uncomfortable and has several areas of vision restrictions.
Immediate improvements in this area will result from fielding the MCV-21P mask
and fielding of the U.S. Army green vinyl overshoe to replace the chemical
protective overboot.

"Collective Protection"

- Construction programs to include chemical protection added to
squradron operations buildings and hardened avionics repair

facilities.

- Installation of the survivable collective protection system (SCPS)

The combination of protected construction facilities as well as SCPS for
rest and relief has .provided us with a true sustained operational capability.

"Detection and Warning"

- M 256 Detection Kit

- M-8 / M-9 Detection Paper 3
- M8A1 Automatic Detector and Alarm

- Automatic Liquid Agent.Detector (ALAD)

- Chemical Agent Monitor (CAM) 3
The M 256 Kits and M-8 / M-9 Detection paper have been fielded for some

time, however the M8A1, and ALAD and the CAM are providing the first benefits of
recent efforts to apply improved technology to the needs of detection and
warning.

'Decontamination"

- Light Weight Decontamination System (LDS)

- M 258 Skin Decontamination Kit

- M 258A1 / M 280 Skin and Equipment

Decontamination systems currently in use do not reflect a great change from

the last several years. The LOS is a hot water contamination removal system and
the M 258 kit is being phased out in favor of the M 258A1 / M 280 system which
contains disposable towlettes saturated with decontaminating agent.

2i
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Develooment:

Items in current development will be entering production in the next several
years. These systems will fill voids in our current systems to strengthen our
sustained capability and lessor the operational impact of defensive equipment or
sortie generation.

."Individual Protection"

! Aircrew Eye Respiratory Protection, (AERP) Program

- Body Cooling for Ground Crews

The AERP program is intended to provide a better aircrew mask for all Air
Force aircraft and crews to increase protection and decrease the burden or
aircrews. We have surveyed many current systems to determine what is ava;' " ,'
for adoption without requiring further development. Equipment selections W a
made and system integration begun within the next several months. We have also
begun a new approach to ground crew body cooling employing a "cooling island" to
which personnel can attach during rest cycles. A demonstration of two systems,
one based on liquid cooling and the other on cooled air, is planned for next
summer.

* "Collective Protection (Transportable Collective Protections)"

- Rigid Wall Shelter hardening programs

- Tent liner kits and contamination control areas (CCA)

Collective protection liners are being added to tactical shelters that are
part of our current bare base development kits. In addition the Air Force is
participating in the U.S. Army development of the TEMPER tent liner as well as
developing a transportable CCA for attachment to these tents. The CCA unit bei.ng
developed will also be usable as a stand alone shelter for expedient use.

"Detection and Warning"

- Command and Control

- Paint Detector Requirements

S- Remote Detector

- Complete System Integration

The Air Force Fixed Site Detection and Warning System will look at the total
requirements of a warning system. It will include not only the need for early
warning but requirements for dewarning to expedite lowering of the MOPP level
thus decreasing the burden of wearing full protective equipment.

1 3
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"Decontamination" Ii
Future Air Force efforts will concentrate on application of Freon

decontamination for avionics equipment. We plan to install large size units into
avionics repair facilities for large electronic pods and also participate in a
smaller unit devrlopment with the US Army. This smaller unit will be used to
decontaminate avionics units (commonly known as "black boxes") prior to
disassembly and repair.

Air Force future strategy will concentrate on detection and warning systems
and concepts. We will continue to improve individual protective equipment,
complete the aircrew (AERP) system production and install avionics
decontaminating equipment. However, the greatest payoffs can be made through
improvements in detection and warning. If areas of contamination can be
positively identified, the effort required for sustained operations can be
greatly decreased through contamination avoidance and effective decontamination.

I

II

Ii
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U.S. Army CW/CBD Overview

Dr. Billy Richardson
Program Executive Officer

Chemical/Nuclear
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I
U.S. NAVY CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL (CB) DEFENSE PROGRAM

Dr. Gloria S. Patton
Program Manager

Naval Sea Systems Command
SEA 05R24

Washington, D.C. 20362-5101

The topics of the Navy's Chemical and Biological (CB) Defense to be dis-

cussed are: CB defense objectives, priorities and goals; CB defense acquisition

strategy; overseas base surveys; and air-related programs.

The Deputy Chiefs of Naval Operations (CNO) for Naval Warfare and Surface

Warfare are the major CNO sponsoring organizations. Requirements and resources

flow from the Fleets through the CNO to the developing agencies. The Naval

Sea Systems Command is the primary lead for Navy-wide advanced and full scale

engineering developments.

Technology Base R&D is managed by the Office of Naval Technology and the

Office of Naval Research. Only the Office of Naval Research works through

academic institutions. All other development is through the Performing

Activities. The lead laboratory for Chemical and Biological Defense Development

within the Navy is the Naval Surface Weapons Center, located at Dahlgren,

Virginia.

As with all other Services, the Navy complies with National Policy and

Defense Guidance by requiring that: (1) naval forces be capable of surviving I
chemical and biological attacks, and (2) continue to operate in that environ-

ment. To attain those objectives, we first procured off-the-shelf items to
achieve a survival capability. Chemical and biological systems development

is specifically designed to meet shipboard requirements. Achieving sustained

operational capability will require major breakthroughs in technology.

In 1982, the Chief of Naval Operations established the Navy's priorities

for upgrading its chemical defense posture. The first priority for outfitting

and R&D is the fleet. Overseas facilities follow.

The Navy's program is established to satisfy those operational objectives

and priorities. The goal of the program is to provide survivability,

operability, and sustainability for forces fighting in contaminated

environments.

16
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The Navy acquisition program strategy is to procure or develop CB defen-

sive equipment and systems necessary to prepare us to survive and continue

operations.

The Navy participates in the Joint Service Agreement signed in 1984. That

agreement designates the U.S. Army as the Lead Service for multi-service

CB research, development and acquisition. If a requirement is Service unique,

such as for shipboard application, or the Army development program cannot

provide for immediate needs, the Navy may pursue other options. Navy options

are: off-the-shelf procurement; develop Navy unique or special application

items; adopt another Service's solution; or use international development. In

cases where the other Service's requirements do not satisfy Navy needs,

particularly for shipboard applications, the basic program is adapted or

modified to meet Navy requirements. Shipboard requirements differ so markedly

from those of other Services that the Navy must conduct its own test and evalua-

tion programs on all items prior to acceptance.

The U.S. Navy participates in NATO and other international programs.

The Navy has delegates on all NATO chemical defense panels and committees.

THe Navy also participates in multi-lateral agreements. Recent examples of

international development adopted for' the Navy are: the Mark III Protective

Suit, adopted in 1984 as the U.S. Navy standard; the AR-5 Aircrew Mask,

following intense test and evaluation, being procured for use by Marine Corps

3 helicopter pilots. It is anticitated that, upon completion of shipboard test

and evaluation, the Chemical Agent Monitor will be procured for Navy shipboard

* and shore base use.

The Navy acquisition program is focused in the following six major areas:

CB defense architecture; individual and collective protection; CB agent detec-

tion; contamination control, materials and techniques; and training equipment.

The CB Defense architecture task provides a reference data base, design

criteria, and the basis for a quick look at Technology Base candidates for

i advanced development.

Some examples of equipment evaluated under the individual and collective

3 protection are: The United Kingdom's Mark III Suit and the MCU-2/P Mask. The

MCU-2/P Mask effort is a joint Navy/Air Force development.

I
I
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The prototype Collective Protection System (CPS) is installed aboard the

U.S.S. Belleau Wood. This basic shipboard CPS design is being incorporated into

the new guided missile destroyer class ship design. We are also developing

CPS for ships that will not have full time systems.

The Navy is procuring Survivable Collective Protection Systems (SCPS) for I
overseas bases. A Navy prototype was tested at the Naval Air Station,

Sigonella, Sicily in 1987. The first units will be procured in FY 88.

Our efforts in detection include: The Chemical Agent Point Detection

System (CAPDS), a bulkhead sensor that detects nerve agent vapors; and an

enhanced version, that detects nerve and blister vapors and aerosols and is I
due for Fleet introduction within the next five years. Fleet introduction of

the Chemical Agent Monitor (CAM) is planned for FY 89. In addition, the Navy

is participating in the evaluation of the Advanced Chemical Agent Detector and

Alarm (ACADA) with the Army. The Chemical Warfare Directional Detector (CWDD)

introduced into the fleet in 1983, is employed for detecting chemical agents

at a distance.

Contamination control problems on Navy ships are similar to those on

airfields. Once contaminated with liquid agent, we must decontaminate. I
Although the Navy, in its operating environment, has no shortage of water for

decontamination, salt water poses its own problems as a corrosive. Currently,

we plan to use contamination avoidance procedures and decontaminate only what

is required for continued operations. The Navy is looking for a non-corrosive

decontaminant for use with water washdown systems and a multi-use decontaminant

to replace high test hypochlorite for shipboard use.

The next area, training equipment development, includes simulants and

18



delivery devices to enhance shipboard and shore based training reality and

effectiveness.

The CNO identified overseas bases as having a critical need for CB

defensive equipment. Surveys were required to evaluate current capabilities

and identify material and training needs. The Fleets established the priority

for base surveys. Seventeen sites have been surveyed. Seven of those sites

were air bases. Overseas naval airbases are designed for antisubmarine warfare

and fleet support operations.

The approach to the surveys was based on these assumptions: that NATO

I standard contamination levels would occur; and that defense guidance for mission

3 sustainability would be met. The survey team visited the bases and documented

Navy-defined operational concepts and priority missions and functions. The

missions and functions were examined to determine the following: susceptibility

and vulnerability to chemical and biological attack; number of personnel requir-

ing protection; required individual and collective protection based on mission

functions; estimated impact of protection on mission accomplishment; decon-

tamination and contamination control requirements; and medical support needs.

The post-survey analyses recommended the requirements for: detection and

warning devices; chemical and biological defense equipment; stowage; main-

I tenance; and training.

There are three major categories of ongoing Navy air-related programs.

Air-capable ships are being analyzed to identify critical air-ship interface

requirements. The contamination control equipmrnt and techniques program is

evaluating equipment and decontaminating materials. U.S. Air Force solutions

3 in CB Defense R&D are an important source for Navy air program efforts.

19



In the future, the Navy CB Defense program will continue its efforts to

develop improved chemical and biological warfare defense equipment and

procedures for sustained mission effectiveness. Continued close coordination I
and cooperation between the Fleet representatives and the development community

will assure more responsiveness to user needs. However, much rcliains to be

done to meet the Defense Guidance requirement for sustained operations in a

chemical and biological contaminated environment.

In conclusion, I would like to re-emphasize my major point: meeting the

Navy's objectives requires major breakthroughs in technology.

I
20I



I U.S. AIR FORCE AIR BASE OPERABILITY (ABO) OVERVIEW

Colonel Edwin L. Stanford, Director
Air Base Operability System Management Office

Air Base Operability (ABO) is an integrated systems approach to sustaining
operations before, during and after attacks directed against Air Force
installations. The five major elements within ABO are defend, survive, recover,
generate, and support.

"Defend" includes those airand ground defense actions necessary to counter
hostile threats to our air bases, such as interceptor aircraft, surface-to-air
missiles, and air base ground defense forces.

'Survive" takes in those actions that protect personnel, equipment and critical
facilities. Examples include revetments, NBC hardening, and camouflage,
concealment and deception.

"Recovery" deals with the rapid damage assessment and restoration of critical
operations. Representative tasks include runaway repair, restoring utilities,
clearing unexploded ordnance, and medical operations.

"Generate" deals with the launch and recovery of aircraft, such as the support
I of integrated combat turns and aircraft battle damage repair.

"Support" provides the personnel and resources needed to sustain the other ABOI elements, including additive forces, War Readiness Material (WRM),
communications, and transportation.
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Department of Defense Instruction 4245.13
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Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Contamination-Survivable Systems

Gerard M. Miknis, Major, USAF
Special Assistant for Chemical Matters

Office of the Assistant to-the Secretary
of Defense Atomic Energy) p

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to provide the reader with a 3
brief overview of a recently published Department of Defense

Instruction (DoDI) entitled, "Design and Acquisition of

Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical (NBC) Contamination-

Survivable Systems," (DoDI 4245.13), dated June 15, 1987. It

will cover the purpose of the instruction, along with its scope

and applicability.

Before covering the specific features of DoDI 4245.13, it

is appropriate to review quickly some of the key concepts that

contribute to the overall subject of NBC survivability. There

are four basic concepts: Ii
o NBC contamination survivability, the concept which

requires a system to withstand an NBC contaminated environment,

including decontamination, without losing its ability to

accomplish the mission;

o Decontaminability, which is comprised of several 3
subelements. One involves the agent resistance of the

materials used in the system. Decontaminability can likewise

be facilitated by the design of the system to both enhance the

ability of exposed surfaces to resist agent accumulation and to

provide ready accessibility for decontamination operations. 3]
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pLastly, contamination control techniques, such as the use of

over pressure, packaging, protective covers, and contamination

I avoidance all contribiute to decontaminability;

o Hardness is the inherent characteristic in the material

I of construction that makes a system resistant to damage by

agents or decontaminants; and

o Compatibility, an NBC survivability concept which

addresses the system interface with personnel wearing

protective ensembles as well as other potential system-to

system interfaces.

UPURPOSE, SCOPE AND APPLICABILITY
I DoDI 4245.13 is intended to provide general management and

documentation requirements for the survivability of systems

3 designed and acquired to perform mission 6ssential functions in

an NBC contaminated environment. It supplements existing

I acquisition directives such as DoD Directive (DoDD) 5000.1,

"Major System Acquisition," DoDD 5000.2, "Major 
System

Acquisition Procedures," DoDD 5000.3, "Test and Evaluation,"

3 and DoDI 4245.4, "Acquisition of Nuclear Survivable Systems."

DoDD 5000.1 and DoDI 5000.2 are currently under revision in

order to reflect changes in the acquisition process brought

about by the DoD Reorganization Act which established the

position of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition

(USDkA)). The revised versions of these documents should be

available very soon.
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The instruction applies to the Office of the Secretary of U
Defense (OSD), the Military Departments (Army, Navy, Air Force, 3
and Marine Corps), the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff (OJCS), and the Defense Agencies.

This instruction is intended to be used in conjunction

with DoDI 4245.4. It calls for consideration of the effects of I
residual nuclear contamination as well as chemical/biological 3
agents and decontaminants on the system under design. DoDI

4245.13 applies to all programs, systems, and subsystems 3
designated as major system acquisition programs as defined in

DoDD 5000.1, as well as any other program reviewed periodically I
by the Under Secretafy of Defense for Acquisition under 3
exceptional management procedures. Execution of the

requirements of this instruction for nonmajor systems is the 3
responsibility of -the Services.

POLICY

It is DoD policy that NBC contamination survivability

shall be included in the design and acquisition of systems that

must perform mission essential functions in an NBC environment.

This includes conventional forces, nonstrategic nuclear forces,

strategic nuclear forces, special operations forces, and

supporting command, control, communication, and intelligence

systems.
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RESPONSIBILITIES

DoDI 4245.13 levies specific responsibilities on the DoD

components. -The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition,

through his cognizant Deputy Under Secretary or Assistant

Secretary, and in coordination with the Assistant to the

Secretary of Defense (Atomic Energy) (ATSD(AE)) may request an

I informal review of NBC contamination survivability on any major

system at any time. The USD(A) may also elect to review the

NBC contamination survivabiilty of supporting systems that must

operate jointly in NBC environments.

The Office of the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense

(Atomir Energy) (OATSD(AE)) acts as the office of primary

responsibility for DoDI 4245.13 by virtue of the charter in

another DoD Directive, 5148.2, which addresses the

responsibilities of the ATSD (AE). The ATSD(AE) is solely

responsible for advising the Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) on

3 the adequacy of NBC contamination survivability programs.

The Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Test and

Evaluation) (DUSD (TE)) shall confirm that NBC contamination

3survivability objectives are met during acquisition test and

evaluation. The Director of Operational Test and Evaluation

3 (DOT&E) shall evaluate the operational effectiveness and

suitability of NBC contamination survivability measures against

* defined operational requirements.
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The bulk of the responsibilities for carrying out this

instruction fall upon the DoD components. These

responsibilities include:

o Assessing NBC contamination survivability and

identifying vulnerabilities and associated risks for systems

with NBC contamination survivability requirements;

o Presenting to the DAB at Milestone 1 the cost and

operational trade-offs of achieving NBC contamination

survivability;

o Ensuring that nonmajor mission essential systems are

scrutinized closely for potential impacts on mission essential

functions;

o Developing and employing procedures similar to those

contained in DoDI 4245.13 to ensure that nonmajor mission-

essential systems exhibit appropriate NBC contamination-

survivability.

o Advising the USD(A) at each milestone review if another

major or nonmajor system has become a critical survivability

limitation in the operation of the major system under

development. For instance, it would be inconsistent to design

an advanced tactical fighter to meet NBC contamination

survivability criteria without designing comparable NBC

contamination survivability requirements into the supporting

aircraft generation equipment; and

o Developing NBC contamination survivability criteria and

standards to submit o the USD(A) for review. This last
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responsibility will no doubt generate considerable discussion

among DoD components. Should the criteria result in

3 conflicting requirements, they will be referred to the

OATSD(AE) or, if necassary, the DAB for resolution.Iti

PROCEDURES

I How is the goal of achieving NBC contamination

3 survivability to be attained? There are a variet" of

procedures that can be followed to ensure that NBC

3 contamination survivability is given proper attention in the

design and acquisition of weapons and support systems. Some of

Ithe procedures are rather obvious from the start and others
3 will be fine tuned as the development and acquisition process

proceeds and DoDI 4245.13 matures. NBC contamination

survivability is not really a new concern to those who have

worked in this area before. Nuclear survivability has been

I addressed in DoDI 4245.2 since 1983. Chemical contamination

survivability, while formalized by DoDI 4245.13, has not been

ignored by the chemical community. In 1985, the Army's

Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center published

an NBC survivability handbook. The Air Force has also

sponsored work in putting together an extensive data base on

the resistance of materials to chemicals and chemical agents.

The Defense Logistics Agency has recently contracted with

Battelle Columbus to set up and operate a full service Chemical

Warfare/Chemical Biological Defense Information Analysis Center

Sthat can help address many NBC survivability questions.
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However, the lever to cause the defense community as a whole to

address the critical issue has been absent. In 1983, the ATSD

(AE) addressed the subject in a letter to DoD components. The

contents of that guidance were for the most part ignored.

The procedures established in DoDI 4245.13 to ensure that

NBC contamination survivabilty is addressed in major and

nonmajor systems are as follows:

o Emphasis will be placed on employing a proper

combination of cost-effective survivabilty techniques, not just

NBC contamination survivability of individual force elements.

Within these combinations of techniques are included materials Ii
and coatings that resist or minimize absorption of NBC

contamination and/or facilitate rapid decontamination; designs

that resist accumulation of NBC contaminants on exposed

surfaces and/or that are readily accessible for

decontamination; and devices and procedures that reduce I
personnel/system contamination hazards by lowering NBC

contamination levels and/or preventing the spread of NBC

contamination;

o Emphasis will also be placed on recognizing the

systems' contribution to the success of a much larger wartime

function. Such functions often require a combination of

different major systems and other elements to operate together
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to ensure function or mission completion. Program managers

should attempt to balance the survivability of the system under

development with all systems that must function to accomplish

the mission;

o NBC contamination survivability requirements are to be

defined using system performance and environmental criteria and

* design specifications that are insensitive to minor changes in

threat environment. Agreement on the definition of these

I criteria and specifications may not be an easy task. Within

the nuclear community, the Defense Nuclear Agency arbitrates

such disagreements. Nevertheless, Service disagreements on

*nuclear survivability issues are not always arbitrated to the

complete satisfaction of all concerned. There is no-Defense

I Chemical Agency;

o NBC contamination survivability will be validated and

confirmed through a combination of realistic testing,

I simulation testing, and analysis such as currently available to

DoD components at the Army's Dugway Proving Ground in Utah.

* o Services will establish procedures for survivability

reassessments during the systems' life cycle. As a minimimum,

survivability should be reassessed in conjunction with major

3 modifications, changes in mission, or changes in threat;

o Acquisition strategies shall accommodate an NBC

Scontamination-survivability maintenance and surveillance

program to support the operational phase of life-cycle NBC

*survivability; and
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o The DAB process shall include a careful exanfination of

the systems' NBC contamination survivability and the potential

impact of each system on larger wartime functions.

To ensure that NBC contamination survivability

requirements are addressed during the design and acquisition of

weapon systems, specific documentation will be required.

|I
INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

DoDI 4245.13 specifies that the Justification for Major

System New Start, the System Concept Paper, and the Decision

Coordinating Paper, as defined in DoDI 5000.2, shall include

NBC contamination survivability management level summaries and

resource allocation summaries. It further Calls for plans to

validate and confirm NBC contamination survivability, to

include specification of adequate resources for test and

evaluation. These resources are to be documented for major and

designated weapon systems in the Test and Evaluation Master

Plan as outlined in DoDD 5000.3. In addition, each DoD

component shall include an NBC contamination survivability II
status summary as a part of the schedul.ed test and evaluation

briefing given 15 days before a DAB meeting according to the

Milestone Review Process specified in DoDI 5000.2 and DoDD

5000.3.
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IMPLE4ENTATION PLAN

I DoDI 4245.13, as of the date of publication, applies to

all major systems with NBC contamination survivability

requirements that have not entered into demonstration and

3 validation phase (Milestone I). For those systems that have

passed Milestone I but not Milestone II as of June 15, 1987,

I each DoD component will implement DoDI 4245.13 and report to

the USD(A) within 12 months on major acquisitions and

modification programs for DAB reviewed major systems with NBC

contamination survivability requirements. DoD .components will

also conduct a one time assessment of all DAB reviewed major

systems having NBC contamination survivability requirements

which have had a Milestone II review but have not had a

Milestone III review as of June 15, 1987. The results of this

one time review will be submitted to the USD(A) by December 15,

1987. Finally, each DoD component is expected to forward a

copy of their implementing documents for DoDI 4245.13 to the

USD(A) by Septmber 15, 1987.I
* THE LONG FIRST STEP

The publication of DoDI 4245.13 represents a long awaited

and difficult first step in trying to improve this country's

warfighting capability. The mere publication of the

instruction does not guarantee achievement of NBC contamination

survivability. Much work re~iains. With NBC contamination

survivability as the goal that sits on the horizon, the path
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from this instruction to that goal has to be a stair step

approach. Some steps will undoubtedly be longer than others

while some steps will be higher than others. As the defense

community wrestles with the difficult requirements associated

with implementing DoDI 4245.13, some of those longer or higher

steps may have to be broken down into more manageable and

better defined objectives. As always, factors such as the

evolving threat, risk assessment, cost effectiveness, schedule,

etc., will weigh into the decisions affecting NBC contamination

survivability.

The longest journey begins with the first step. That step

has been taken.

3i

Ii
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ACRONYMNS

ASD Assistant Secretary of Defense

i ATSD Assistant to the Secretary of Defense

i DAB Defense Acquisition Board

DoDD Department of Defense Directive

DoDI Department of Defense Instruction

DOTME Director of Operational Test and Evaluation

i DUSD Deputy Under Secretary of Defense

NBC Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical

OATSD Office of the Assistant to the Secretary of

Defense

OJCS Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense

T&E Test and Evaluation

USD(A) Under Secretary of Defense for AcquisitionI
I
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NBC CONTAMINATION SURVIVABILITY

Dr. William S. Magee, Jr.
NBC Survivability Office

U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010-5423

1.0 Introduction

It is certainly difficult and probably presumptuous to attempt to
do justice to the topic of NBC contamination survivability in a short
paper such as this. The difficulty arises from the complexity of the
issue, and the presumptiveness stems from the wide-scoping nature of the
topic. Moreover, many notions abound on just what is meant by survivability.
What is presented here is just one of many approaches. As the field matures
there will undoubtedly be many evolutionary changes. However, in any case
this serves as an instiuctive basis upon which modifications may grow.
Although the term survivability is used throughout this paper, keep in

mind that the ultimate goal is to effect sustainability of mission oper-
ations in NBC contaminated environments, not just survivability.

2.0 Overview

Essentially, comprehensive survivability consists of 3 main consider-
ationsr Threat/Challenge/Hazard, Simulation and Hazard Management.

2.1 Threat/Challenge/Hazard

The trifold component, Threat/Challenge/Hazard, defines the problem
to be addressed. Little will be said on the threat other than that potential.
adversaries possess weapon systems which could produce NBC contaminated
environments. The Challenge is a quantitative characterization of these
environments, and the Hazard is a quantitative characterization of the
responses of personnel and materiel to such conditions. In short, Challenge
is the cause, and Hazard is the resultant effect.

2.2 Simulation

Simulation ranges the spectium from computer modeling to use of
simulants for trialing and training. As such, it enables both practical
exericising of concepts and discerning of parametric sensitivities.

2.3 Hazard Management

Hazard Management encompasses the tools available to commanders
for use in actual contaminated environments. It consists of 2 sub-areas,
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one dealing with all the traditional components of what may be called an

integrated NBC defensive system and the other dealing with features

virtually all other military materiel.

2.3.1 Integrated NBC Defense System

The integrated NBC defensive system is "visible" to the personnel at
the time of use. One breakdown of the system is based upon the following
functions:

Intelligence: downwind plots, reconnaissance

Medicine: pre-treatment, therapy

Detection: alarm/warning, identification, reconnaissance,

monitoring

Individual Protection: eye/respiratory, body/appendages

Collective Protection: air purification, ingress/egress

Contamination Control: avoidance/suppression, decontamination,
demolition

Deterrence/Retaliation: unitary/binary munitions, weapon
systems

Although considerable detail has gone into design and engineering of

items/systems for each of these components, 2 levels of integration have
been less well addressed. The first deals with combining the components

into a truly integrated NBC defensive system. Desirable characteristics
for each have been reasonably well identified and actually achieved. How-
ever, no comprehensive assessment of the advantages/disadvantages of each
in the context of a whole system has been made to allow realistic tradeoffs
for use in actual NBC environments. In short, the approach has been largely
ad hoc and piecemeal. The second level refers to integration of such an
NBC integrated defensive system into the overall military posture. NBC
defense equipment is often added to other materiel as an add-on, not as a

built-in system. Also, the NBC defense equipment is assigned the task
of making the contaminated environment "invisible" so that operations may

proceed in a "business as usual" attitude. Proper integration of both NBC
items and their use into general operations (with some modification un-

doubtedly) would ameliorate the impact of many perceived limitations.

2.3.2 NBC Contamintion Survivability

Traditionally everything so far addressed in this paper has been con-
sidered to be NBC Contamination Survivability. Unfortunately, the other

main sub-area of Hazard Management has also been given the same name.
Therefore, it is suggested that the entire topic, including Threat/Challenge/Hazard, Simulation, and Hazard Management be called Comprehensive
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or Global NBC Contamination Survivability and this sub-area of Hazard
Management be called simply NBC Contamination Survivability. In any case,

that is the approach taken in this paper.

This sub-area of Hazard Management, unlike the other, is "invisible" I,
to users in contaminated environments. It is an implementation of a philoso- -
phy which has been likened to the use of "building codes" in the construction
of architectural structures. Just as plumbing, wiring, structure, etc.,
codes require health, fire, safety, earthquake, etc., principles to be
addressed in the construction of buildings, this issue of NBC Contamination
Survivability requires certain principles to be addressed in the fabrication
of military materiel.

Therefore, the 2 aspects of Hazard Management complement each other:
the Integrated NBC Defensive System deals with NBC materiel and NBC Contami-
nation Survivability deais with all other materiel.

3.0 Elaboration on NBC Contamination Survivability I
3.1 Background

On 1 May 1984 the United States Army initiated a formal program on the
sub-area of Hazard Management called NBC Contamination Survivability with
the publication of Army Regulation (AR) 70-71, Nuclear, Biological, and
Chemical Contamination Survivability of Army Materiel. This regulation has
its roots in several international programs, including some early discussions
in NATO Panel VII dating from the late sixties. AR 70-71 requires that NBC
Contamination Survivability be addressed in all programs for mission essential
materiel. On 15 June 1987 the United States published Department of Defense
Instruction (DODI) 4245.13, Design and Acquisition of Nuclear, Biological,
and Chemical - (NBC) Contamination Survivable Systems, formally requiring
the Army's sister Services to institute similar programs. This paper is
intended to acquaint the NATO nations with the provisions of AR 70-71 (and
DODI 4245.13) and some of the experiences and difficulties in implementation.
It is not intended as a recipe book. The emphasis is to provide an over-
view together with insights to both positive aspects and difficulties confronted.

3.2 Philosophy I
Prior to the adoption of AR 70-71, consideration of NBC survivability

was essentially ad hoc and only loosely coordinated. Requirements documents
for items and systems, although by regulation containing NBC-related state-
ments, were only generally worded. Moreover, the NBC statements were given
low priority within the context of the overall document. The result was
type classification of the items or systems with little concern for NBC
matters. Eventually, when and if systems were tested for NBC vulnerability,
identified deficiencies had to be addressed on an ad hoc basis of retrofit
and/or introduction of new NBC equipment. The consideration in this way

fostered a proliferation of specialized solutions.
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AR 70-71 addresses the above in several ways. Definitive, quantitative

characteristics for systems are ovc-tly stated for incorporation throughout
the life cycle of the systems. The process begins at the earliest stages of
research and development. Perhaps, most importantly, the emphasis is shifted
from evaluation for vulnerability to design for s*rv-ivab-i-Ity in NBC environments.

3.3 Provisions

AR 70-71 establishes policy and procedures to ensure that the surviva-
bility of selected Army materiel exposed to an NBC environment is considered
from the earliest stage of the acquisition cycle, reasonable mission-related
criteria are used to assess survivability, and these criteria as used in the
research and development phase of materiel development are continued to be
used or refined'throughout the production and deployment phase. These criteria
cover commercially-procured items, system retrofits, modifications of existingitem specificationis and, under appropriate conditions, waivers.

The regulation applies to mission essential materiel defined to be that

which is necessary to accomplish the primary or secondary functions of the
military unit.

I For the purpose of the regulation, nuclear (N) refers to residual radio-
logical contamination consisting of fallout, rainout and neurton-induced gamma
activity. The initial nuclear effects of air-blast, thermal stress, electro-
magnetic pulse and initial nuclear radiation are addressed by the complementary
AR 70-60. Biological (B) refers to all the general classes of micro-organisms
and toxins that can be used as biological warfare agents. These classes include
bacteria, rickettsia, viruses, fungi and microbial toxins. Chemical
(C) refers to all known chemical warfare agents including blood agents such
as AC, nerve agents such as VX, GB, and thickened GD; and blister agents such
as HD.

NBC Contamination Survivability is defined as the capability of a system
and its crew to continue operation in an NBC-contaminated environment, including
decontamination, without losing the ability to accomprish the assigned mission.
The characteristics of survivability include decontaminability, hardness (to
both decontamination and agents), and compatibility for persons wearing the
full NBC protective ensemble. Each of these characteristics will be elaborated
on in succeeding sections of this paper.

4.0 NBC Contamination Phenomenology

4.1 NBC Environment

Although herein treated separately, each of the types of contamination
can obviously occur in any combination on future battlefields. Synergistic
effects are suspected, but little sound data exist.

Three broad categories of effects must be considered; One is the anti-

personnel effect of agents, falJout/rainout and induced gamma radiation. The
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second is the degradation to materiel from interaction with the agents, II
fallout/rainout, induced gamma radiation and decontamination procedures and
materials. The third is the degradation to performance of individuals owing
to wearing individual protective equipment. An ancillary consideratiou, which
impacts on all the above, is the transfer of contamination from place to place. Ii

4.2 Anti-Personnel Effects

These effects are functions of several characteristics including 
contami-

nation density (usually expressed in g/m') drop/particle size distributions,
nature of the contaminated surface, environmental conditions (i.e. tempera-
ture, wind speed, relative or absolute humidity), time since contamination
occurred, and type of contamination. Physiological responses are functions
of the mode of entry to the body, time of exposure, type of contamination,
and flux to the body (usually expressed in amount per unit area per unit
time). All these factors become important in ascertaining survivability
and will be referred to when considering decontaminability in detail.

4.3 Degradation of Materiel

Degradation effects, like the anti-personnel effects, are functions
of contamination density, drop/particle size distributions, environmental
factors, time of exposure, flux, and "spread factors." Dose-response curves

play a role but are less well-documented than in the anti-personnel case.
Of particular concern are the results to materials owing to long-term,
non-catastrophic exposures and long-term effects to materials stressed for
a short time by massive contamination and/or decontamination. All these will
be referred to when considering hardness.

4.4 Performance Degradation from Protective Equipment

When wearing a protective ensemble, an individual suffers decrements
to the many ways of being coupled to the environment. Oral/aural decrements

degrade communications. Mechanical decrements degrade tactility, sensitivity
for fine work, accessibility in reach and flexing, and time to perform tasks.
Material exchange decrements degrade normal body functions such as perspiring,
defecating, urinating, feeding and breathing. Thermal decrements produce

heat stress. Visual decrements degrade many military tasks such as aiming,
target indentification, and operation if equipment. All these will be referred
to when considering compatibility.

5.0 Principles

5.1 Decontaminability

Deconte.-inability is the ability of a system to be rapidly decontami-
nated to reduce the hazard to a negligible level for unprotected persons
who operate, maintain, and resupply it. Decontaminability refers to the
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residual hazard to personnel. Many factors need to be specified in order
to formulate a workable scheme for this provision:

* Level of initial contamination

o Time the contamination remains on the item

e Exposure conditions

o Decontamination procedure, materials and equipment used

e Time allowed for decontamination

* Level to which item is decontaminated

For the purposes of AR 70-71 the values for these factors were chosen to
provide reasonable assurance that the item is decontaminable. Controversy
surrounds nearly each value chosen owing to 3 concerns. Concern has been

expressed that the initial contamination level does not match threat
assessments, that the decontamination scenario is too stylized to mimic
actual field conditions, and that the negligible risk levels chosen for
the endpoint of decontamination are unreasonable.

Arguments for the values are based, however, on the philosophy that
these are test conditions, not emulations of actual field conditions. They
are not to be construed as doctrinal conditions for operational consider-
ation in the actual conduct of war.

However, even if such criteria are accepted as test conditions only,
other concerns immediately arise. The initial contamination levels for
exterior contamination are given as area densities (i.e. either number
or mass per unit area). For nuclear fallout and biological spores, other
determinants such as particle sizes, etc., are fairly straightforward
values derived from actual tests or known innate physical properties.
For chemical contamination, droplet sizes (and distributions) are less
well established but extremely important. Decontamination effectiveness
and persistency (as affected by evaporation and sorption into materials)
are strong functions of droplet sizes and distributions. Also, little

data exist on the amount and form of contamination transported to interiors
by actual transfer, condensation, etc. Studies are continuing to establish
such values for use in decontaminability testing.

For negligible risk values, very little human test data are available.

The bulk of the literature consists of qualitative information, animal

test data and acute exposures. Hence, confident values are simply notI, available. Also, the values for residual liquid contamination expressed
as amounts per person or per mass of body weight are difficult to relate
back to amounts per unit area of contaminated materiel. Unknown are contact

i
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hazards associated with materials which contain sorbed agent but no free-
standing liquids. Fluxes from such materials, contact areas and nature of
the contacting skin are difficult to quantify. Cooperative research
efforts are needed to address these issues.

These problems notwithstanding, the question of decontaminability is
being addressed by providing guidance to developers of military materiel

through handbooks. One handbook provides information on designs which ease
the decontamination task by minimizing the chance for free-standing liquid
contamination to exist after decontamination. Another handbook provides
information on agent sorption characteristics of materials of fabrication
and coatings.

This guidance on materials is also important for neutron-induced
activity in an item surviving the initial effects of a nuclear detonation.
The item must not be constructed of materials which will have a residual-
induced radioactivity owing to creation of radioisotopes by an initial
fluence of neutrons.

Standardization of tests is of prime importance to allow exchange of
data and partitioning of the huge number of materials to be tested among
the nations. Research efforts are also continuing on fundamental studies

of agent properties which control sorption or transfer from surface to
surface. These efforts have the goal of providing an understanding of the

materials/agent interactions in order to allow selection or development
of the best materials. Also, the development of appropriate simulants
requires this type of knowledge.

5.2 Hardness

Hardness is the capability of withstanding the collateral materiel-
damaging effects of anti-personnel NBC contamiantion and the procedures/

materials required to decontaminate the item. As contrasted to decontamina-
bility which was stated to be concerned with residual hazards to personnel,

hardness concerns damage to materiel.

For AR 70-71 hardness is stated as the capability to suffer no more
than a 5 percent decrement in selected, quantifiable, essential character-
istics over a 30-day period owing to 5 exposures to NBC contaminants, de-
contaminants and decontamination procedures. Unfortunately, the materials/
agent/decontaminant/procedures interactions studies in the past concerned
mainly catastrophic effects. Tests were usually of relatively short duration
and semi-quantitative, at best. The data base on materials for storage of
agents and decontaminants, for example, is small and involves special and
costly materials unsuitable for general use. Also, test-ng usually concerned
a very small number of interaction properties.
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Long-range (i.e., 30-day) tests are just beginning to provide data for
inclusion in the aforementioned materials handbook. However, no clear-cut
set of properties to be tested has been established, nor have truly repre-
sentative test methodologies been establsihed.

Work is also continuing on a vulnerability model which can determine
the percentage degradations in the selected, essential characteristics in
terms of material, component, sub-component and systems tests.

5.3 Compatibility

Compatibility is the capability of an item or system to be operated,
maintained and resupplied by personnel wearing the full NBC protective
ensemble in all climatic conditions for which it is designed and for a
period specified in the requirements document. An important factor is that
collective protection equipment (CPE) can be used in lieu of compatibility.
To do so, however, entertains the risk of crew degradation should contami-
nation enter the CPE protected zone and force the crew to don the NBC pro-
tective ensemble.

This compatibility provision forces the design of military materiel
which takes into consideration the combination of equipment and anticipated
NBC protection. This combination permits performance of mission-essential
operhtions, communications, maintenance, resupply and decontamination over
a 12-hour mission under environmental conditions of areas of intended use
with no more than a specified degradation of crew performance below levels
specified for these tasks accomplished in a non-NBC environment.

The specified decrement, although stringent, was selected to force the
community at large to address this issue from the start in the design of new
military systems and NBC ensembles.

6.0 Conclusion

This paper has presented the concepts of NBC Contamination Survivability
as detailed in AR 70-71 (and DODI 4245.13) within the larger context of
Comprehensive or Global NBC Contamination Survivability.

Now that the characteristics of NBC survivability have been detailed
and certain concerns aired, it is perhaps prudent to consider some general
aspects. As those of us in the NBC community step forward in the surviva-

bility field, we should heed a criticism made about an allied field of
endeavor, the practice of medicine. A paraphrase of this criticism is that
the trouble with medical practitioners is their preoccupation with illness
rather than health. As we in NBC survivability proceed with filling the
data gaps and performing the necessary testing, let us not fall back into
defining vulnerability and ad hoc cures to several decimal points, but let
us emphasize prevention of difficulties and maintenance of survivability as
our standards.
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Given infinite money and time, the problems can be solved or, at least,

minimized. However, resources are limited. Therefore, trade-off evalua-
tions will most assuredly have to be made. We must establish rational
principles to determine cost effective, balanced surviability.
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I Operational Analysis - An Overview

Dr. John T. Bartlett
CDE Porton Down, UK

3 If we are able to maintain airborne operations in a chemical environment without
overloading some elements of the system, it is essential to carry out some
detailed operational analysis of the various stages involved in generating
effective sorties and to examine the way in which they are likely to be affected
when personnel are compelled to wear protective equipment.

One approach to carrying out such studies is described and it is argued that what
is needed is an interaction between studies and trials so that effort can be
concentrated on filling the most critical data gaps.

U It is further argued that the output from such studies should lead to
a) identification of the best drills and procedures for work in a chemical
environmental; b) more effective training for work in that environment; and
c) recommendations on the most cost-effective way of equipping bases to operate
in that environment, as well as to overall appreciation of the impact of chemical
warfare (CW) on sortie generation rates.

I
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USAF/NATO Conference "Maintenance of Air Base Operations
in a Chemical Warfare Environment"

Base Recovery After Attack (BRAAT) Training

Briefing Paper Material
Briefer: LtColonel Horst G. Haeusser

The Soviet/Warsaw Pact forces pose a challenging threat to USAF bases
overseas. As a result, base recovery operations will have to be coordinated
and personnel in various specialties must be able to work together to conduct
a rapid and effective recovery. The Engineering and Services forces deploying
from the Continential US (CONUS) must know how to operate in accordance with
theater procedures.

The BRAAT Program conducted by Detachment 2 of the Air Force Engineering and
Services Center at Eglin AFB FL provides this needed training. Engineering
and Services, Disaster Preparedness, and Explosive Ordnance Disposal personnel
have the opportunity to train together in a realistic wartime environment.
Functional skill and integrated or common training provide students with
information they need to know to survive and operate effectively when
deployed. Classroom time is kept to a minimum End hands-on training is
stressed in all courses.

Engineering and Services students train on all three approved methods of rapid
runway repair, and practice multicrater repairs using theater-unique equipment
like excavators and concrete saws. Functional training includes topics such
as European utility systems and installation of new aircraft arresting
systems. A command and control course provides officers and senior NCOs the
training needed to effectively assess, analyze, and coordinate recovery
operations. Officer students also practice on-site command and control of
multicrater repairs.

The Disaster Preparedness students learn how to use state-of-the-art
chemical/biological detection equipment and high threat area detection and
warning concepts. They receive training on camouflage, concealment, and
deception techniques, collective protection, wartime planning and command post
operations. EOD personnel train with EOD-specific equipment, including the
ordnance rapid area clearance (ORACLE) system and participate in damage

assessment team operations.

Two days of field exercises, including both day and night operations provide
realistic, integrated training opportunities unavailable anywhere else in THE
COITUS. During these exercises, students in each functional area not only
practice technical skills they learned during the first days of the training
deployment, but also work together as a team , conduct base recovery
operations.

The BRAAT training program provides our CONUS deploying forces with the
knowledge they need to survive and operate effectively in wartime.
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COMMANDERS' GUIDE FOR OPERATING IN A CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT

Major Craig A. Reichow
NBC Staff Officer

Air Base Operability System Management Office

A panel of former U.S. Air Force - Europe (USAFE) Wing Commanders and Senior Wing
Staff members prepared a short, 13 - page guide for current commanders and senior
wing/unit level decision makers. This guide provides insight into the problems
of operating in a chemical warfare environment. Specifically, the guide focuses
on those chemical defense-unique aspects of fighting the battle from a central
European main operating base (MOB). Many aspects of the guide can be adapted for
virtually any other situation.

The guide is solution oriented and designed to be a thought stimulator instead of
an all-inclusive guide or checklist. The guide contains section of the threat,
current capabilities, and an extensive section on operational considerations.
The guide urges commanders to exercise longer and more realistically, think of
both chemical and conventional hazards, and look for ways they can work in a
chemical warfare environment.

NOTE: Copies of the "Guide" were available at the conference site for conference
attendees. Distribution of the guide is authorized to US government agencies,
their contractors, and NATO government agencies only. Request for the guide
should be referred to:

AD/YQ
Eglin Air Force Base, FL 32542-5000
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Medical Aspects of Chemical Warfare: Operational Reality

Col. Craig H. LLewellyn, M.D., M.P.H. i
Department of Military Medicine

Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences
Department of Defense

The integrated modern battlefield - conventional plus chemical weapons -

poses significant problems for field medical systems, both from the I
standpoint of unit survival and the provision of emergency care and
evacuation. This situation is described beginning with the most forward
medical echelon - the individual soldier and combat medic - and moving I
retrograde through pre-hospital echelons.

Issues of self-diagnosis and self-treatment with antidote by troops in combat
are discussed as are the problems confronting small unit commanders (platoon
and company), and medical personnel in pre-hospital echelons. Problems in
handling a casualty of various types and degrees of severity, in addition to
the usual spectrum of combat injury and disease, are discussed.

In the context it is clear that research personnel must establish and
maintain a dialogue with the medical and combat arms officers who will have I
to use the products of research to accomplish their mission in wartime.
Research which is conducted in ignorance of the operational reality of combat
on the integrated battlefield is unlikely to result in products of
significant utility to the user. Suggestions for initiating and expanding
meaningful communication among research personnel, military medical officers
and operational force commanders are provided. I
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THE ROLE OF THE NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL OPERATIONS
INTERSERVICE WORKING PARTY (NBCOIWP)

J 3 MAJ Robert J. Kainz, ScD
U.S. Army Nuclear and

Chemical Agency

I ABSTRACT

Meeting the Soviet threat in Europe reauires NATO allies to
conduct operations as a single force. -The period of warfare
where national forces maintained their own operational sectors
has passed. The means NATO allies use to reach the desired level
of compatibility and interoperability among member nations is
through the Military Agency for Stanardization (MAS). A vital
link to resolve operational NBC non medical issues between U.S.
Services and the RAS is the NBCOIWP.

3 Twenty-five times since World War II, the working party has met.Composition of the working party includes all NATO Member Nations
as well as all NATO commands. Emphasis in the working party is
shifting from nuclear to chemical issues. Limited discussions
occur regarding biological defense.

At present, the NBCOIWP administers a total of 22 STANAGs; 15
have been promulgated, 2 are as drafts and 5 have been proposed.
The U.S. is the custodian of 8 of these STANAGs.

NBC operational issues which a Setvice desires to be addressed by
NATO may be surfaced through the NBCOIWP. Services communicating
through the U.S. Representative or DOD Action Agent have adirect voice in NATO planning and decisions. Participation in
the working party at the U.S. level is unlimited. This paper
deals with only one aspect of NATO's complex organization, the
role of the NBCOIWP.

II
I
I
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INTRODUCTION

The North Atlantic Treaty is the framework for a defensive
alliance desianed to prevent aggression or to repel it should
such occur. It Drovides the forum for continuous cooperation andconsultation in political, economic and other non-military
fields. The Treaty is of indefinite duration.

The North Atlantic Treaty brought into existence an alliance of
independent countries militarily prepared to maintain the peace,
defend freedom and foster stable worldwide relations. The
Alliance is an association of free states joined together to
preserve their security through mutual guarantees and collective
self-defence. NATO is not a supranational organization. It is a
international in which member states retain their full
sovereignty and independence. The organization provides the
forum in which they consult apd reach decisions on political and
military subjects. On the political side they coordinate their
security policies in accordance with the goals of the North
Atlantic Treaty. On the military side they formulate joint
defence plans, establish the infrastructure needed to enable
their forces to operate; and arrange for joint training programs
and exercises. The forces of NATO countries remain, as a rule,under national authority.

The Alliance guarantees the security of its members through a
policy based on the two principles of defence and detente; it
aoes not seek to base its security on military strength alone.
The member countries maintain ade uate defence and olitica!
solidarity in order to ensure credible deterrence while at the E
same time seek a constructive East-West relationship through
dialogue and mutually advantages cooperation, including efforts
to reach aareement on equitable and verifiable arms reductions.
These elements are complementary; dialogue can only be fruitfulif each party is confident of its own security and is prepared to
respect the legitimate interests of others.

NATO DEFENSE POLICY.

The primary role of the Alliance is to safeguard the security of
member nations by deterring aggression. This means that a
potential aggressor should have no doubt that if he initiates an
attack aqainst one member nation, the other member nations will
come to the threatened member nations's aid. Therefore, he (the
enemy) will be taking a risk out of all proportion to any I
advantage he may hope to gain. In the event of aggression, the
role of the Alliance is to re-establish the territorial integrity
of the North Atlantic area. NATO must therefore maintain
sufficient forces to preserve a military balance with the Warsaw
Pact and to provide a credible deterrent. NATO's strategy of
flexible response adopted in 1967 means that the Alliance must
have sufficient forces to respond to any level of aggression and
must possess a full spectrum of forces so that it can counter any
act of aggression with an appropriate response.
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I NATO forces are made up of three interlocking elements known as
the NATO Triad. They are:

-conventional forces strong enough to resist and repel a
conventional attack on a limited scale; and to sustain a
conventional defence in the forward areas against large-
scale conventional aggression;

-intermediate- and short-range nuclear forces to enhance
the deterrent and, if necessary, the defensive effort of
NATO's conventional forces against a conventional attack;
to deter and defend against an attack with nuclear forces
of the same kind; and to provide a linkage to the
strategic nuclear forces of the Alliance with the aim
of convincing an aggressor that any form of attack on
NATO could result in very serious damage to his interestsUand of emphasising the dangers implicit in continuing a
conflict or escalating it.

-United States and United Kingdom strategic nuclear3 forces which provide the ultimate deterrent.

In the event of the use of non-nuclear unconventional weapons,
the Alliance is firm in its response, that being a rapid and
convincing retaliation to demonstrate the futility of the pursuit
of that form of battle.

DIVISION OF NATO.

NATO is divided into two sides, a military and a civilian side.
Within the military organization, there are agencies and boards
which address specific areas. The NBCOIWP is chartered under the
MAS and within responsibility of the Army Board. The NBCOIWP
reports to the Army Board which has charter for all NBC matters
for all Services.

3 ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONS OF NBCOIWP

The NBCOIWP is an interservice organization which represents
naval, land, air and, when appropriate by nation, amphibious
forces. 'All NATO nations are represented as well as all major
land and sea commands. The NBCOIWP exclusively exists to
coordinate NBC operation issues within the Alliance. This also
includes limited technical issues consideration.

This Working Party also recommends through appropriate channels
areas for future consideration at different levels within NATO.

U
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U.S. ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION WITHIN THE NBCOIWP. I
The U.S. participation in the NBCOIWP is through the DOD Action
Agent. U.S. representation includes Points of Contact from Chief
of Naval Operations, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, U.S. Army
and U.S. Air Force. The points of contact coordinate, staff, and
review Service positions to documents, policies and programs
within each Service as well as participate in U.S. position
discussions to consolidate all Service positions with or withoutspecific reservations. The DOD Action Agent staffs the
consolidated Service positions within the Joint Staff andDepartment of Defense (DOD). Upon approval of the Joint Staff
and DOD, the consolidated Service position becomes a U.S.
position which the U.S. delegation presents to the NBCOIWP at the
yearly meeting.

AGREEMENTS UNDER NBCOIWP CONTROL i
At present, the NBCOIWP administers a total of 22 STANAGs; 15 are
promulgated, 2 are drafts and 5 are proposed. The U.S. is the
custodian of 8 STANAGs. The U.S. and U.K. are developing a new
section of STANAG 2917 to address decrements as a result of wear
of Individual Protection Equipment (IPE) in an NBC combat
environment. It is anticipated this may result in the
development of two new STANAGs.

The NBCOIWP is responsible for the following Standardization
Agreements (STANAGs):

No. Title Custodian
2002 Warning Signs for Making of Contami- NL

nated Land Areas, Equipment and Supplies

2047 Emergency Alarm of Hazard or Attack NL

2083 Commanders Guide on Nuclear Radiation US
Exposure of Groups

2103 (ATP45) Report of NBC Attacks and DA
Predicting and Warning of Associated
Hazards

2104 Friendly Nuclear Strike Warning US

2111 Target Analysis-Nuclear Weapons US

2112 Radiological Survey US

2133 Vulnerability Assessment of Chemical US'
and Biological Hazards

Ii
I.
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1 2150 NATO Standards of Proficiency for NBC GE
Defence

2225 Technical Data for Handling Custodial US
Nuclear Weapons

2352 NBC Defense Equipment Operational NLl Guidelines

2353- Evaluation of NBC Defense Capabilities FR

2941 Guidelines for Air and Ground Personnel UKUsing Collective Protection Structureson Permanent Air Force Installations

2957 Systems International (SI) Unit for BE

Combat Dosimetry

2984 Graduated Levels of NBC Threat and UK
Minimum Individual Protection

Drafts.

2917 (AXP-7) Chemical Casualty Assessment NE(S)

2367 (AAP-21) Glossary of NBC Specialist UK
Terminology

Proposals

2378 NBC-Protection Measures for Commodities US
Within Supply Channels

3 2398 Friendly Chemical Attack Warning US

2910 (AXP-6) Nuclear Casualty and Dama&ge NS(S)
Assessment

2974 Decontamination of Personnel and GE
Equipment in an NBC Environment

3 5624 NBC Requirements for ADH DA

All STANAGs are reviewed at least once every 24 months. Between
yearly meetings several ad hoc meetings occur to discuss
technical information for current or proposed STANAGs.
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FUTURE EFFORTS OF THE NBCOIWP

Future efforts of the NBCOIWP include topics as follows:

1. Total prevention or reduction to insignificant levels
of transfer of NBC contamination into clear, collective
protective protected enclosures and vehicle interiors (entry-
exit-procedures).

2. Decontamination of vessel, vehicle, aircraft or shelter
with or without collective protection.

3. First aid, medical triage, treatment, decontamination
and evacuation of patients exposed to the effects of NBC weapons
or agents or the combined effects of NBC and conventional
weapons.

4. "Administration" of dry pretreatment and treatment
regimens to reduce or eliminate the hazards from exposure toradiation or CB agents,.l

5. Employment of collective protective systems - vessels,
vehicles, aircraft and fixed facilities used by combat, combat
support and combat service support operations.

6. Partial and complete decontamination of interior and
exterior surface of vessels, vehicles, aircraft and equipment,
i.e. objectives, priorities and means.

7. Continuous operations in a contaminated environment,
i.e., all training centers examine their various missions in the
possibility of operating in the NBC environment, and determinewhether or not a change in operational procedures may be requiredin order to fight in a contaminated environment.

8. Decontamination of non-vehicular material with special i
attention to electronic, optical, porous and nondurable
equipment.

9. Doctrine for masking, unmasking and exchange for
contaminated protective uniforms once a detection and warning
system alerts the commander that a CB attack has occurred.

10. Disposition of contaminated stocks, i.e., abandoned,
destroyed, stored or issued in a contaminated condition.

11. Procedures for drinking, nourishing, ventilating and
providing for individual bodily functions in a contaminatedenvironment when a collective protection facility or clear areais not available.
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12. Processing and identification of samples of

unidentified CB warfare agents to include toxins and of.
unidentified composition of ground radioactivity.

13. Reporting system which simplifies and expedites the
transfer of NBC strike warning, contamination data, post strike
analysis and NBC defence guidance.

3 14. Measures to reduce impact of the NBC environment on
civilian military cooperation (CIMIC) problems.

15. Policy and doctrine on handling, decontaminating and
transporting contaminated remains.

16. Policy and doctrine on the responsibilities and
procedures for emplacement and maintenance of NBC hazard matters.

17. NBC recce measures at the different command levels.

to 18. Policy, proceduz'es and equipment for recording exposure
to radiation.

19. Measures to include chemical hardening at the design
stage of new equipment and vessels.

20. Policy and procedures to give priority to the removal
of chemical contamination.

II
II
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I AVIONICS DECON FROM USAF/NATO CONFERENCE

CAPTAIN CANDACE TOMLINSON

Chemical Defense Divsion
Life Support System Program OfficeI

The requirement we are working to meet for the Avionics
Decontamination program is to develop a system that will decontaminate
avionics without degrading any of their operational capabilities or
service life. Operationally, decontamination of avionics equipment will
allow:

I a) Avionics equipment to enter a collectively-protected
maintenance facility for repair or calibration. HQ USAFE has several
hardened, collectively-protected maintenance facilities and is currently
constructing more.

b) Reduction of MOPP gear worn by personnel in
noncollectively-protected maintenance facilities because the liquid hazard
from avionics equipment shall be removed.

c) Safe transport of avionics equipment to uncontaminated bases
and depots.

I would like to provide you with a little background on the program
and how the interest/requirement for avionics decontamination evolved.
USAFE has constructed several hardened, collectively-protected avionics

maintenance facilities in the past and is in the process of constructing
more. In order to utilize the full capabilities of these hardened
facilities, there must be an effective, efficient decontamination
method/system to allow the avionics equipment that enters the facility to
be decontaminated. Also, the Army had been interested in developing a
non-aqueous decon system to help alleviate the logistics difficulties
caused by an aqueous-based decon system and to allow decon of items that
could not be deconned with an aqueous-based decon methoa. The Air Force
and the Army became aware of a Freon 113-based system that was used for

nuclear decon in the nuclear industry. The Army (CRDEC) then procured one
of the freon nuclear decon units and had it modified to provide for
chem/bio decon capabilities also. They conducted live agent testing on
the unit. The testing was successful, and the Army decided to pursue the
development of a militarized version of this unit.

Our current Avionics Decontamination program consists of two
"sub-programs": the glovebox system (XM-19) and the chamber system. The
XM-19 is a joint program with the Army (Army lead). The XM-19 is designed
to decon "normal-size" avionics or typical black boxes that are removed
from aircraft. The Army has a Proof-of-Principle/Full Scale Development
contract for the XM-19 design, fabrication, and test. The chamber system
is designed to decon large, outsize avionics equipment such as ECM pods
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etc. The program is just entering Full Scale Development. This is a
joint program with HQ USAFE with HQ USAFE acting as the program manager
and ASD providing technical/consulting advice.

The XM-19 is a Freon 113-based system. The Freon 113 acts as a 3
removal medium for the live agents when it is sprayed (as a liquid) on the
equipment. The freon is then collected, and through a distillation and
neutralization process, the live agent is removed and neutralized and the
freon is recycled for reuse. The XM-19 must be compatible with a
detection system to allow decon verification before the avionics equipment
is removed from the XM-19 into a TSA. The XM-19 must also be compatible
with avionics/electronics maintenance facilities where it will be I

The chamber system uses the same technology as the glovebox system
and will have a similar subsystem. The main difference is that the large
chamber is required to accomodate the large avionics equipment, and the
operator life support sytem is required for personnel who will be inside
the chamber performing the decon actions.

The XM-19 has completed the design phase and is in prototype
fabrication. Additional live agent testing is underway at Dugway Proving
Grounds. DT/OT is scheduled for Mar - Dec 88 with FUE/IOC scheduled for
3rd Qtr FY91.

As previously mentioned, the chamber system program is a joint effort
with USAFE. We plan to get the USAFE effort started and have a follow-on
effort for PACAF/MAC units after their operational requirements and
concepts have been finalized. The contract start-of-work for the USAFE
prototype contract is expected in Oct 87.
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JS ARMY DECONTAMINATION PROGRAM - AN OVERVIEW

I DR. James A. Baker

*I The Army has very recently completed a Master Planning Process in the
Decon program. As a result of that plan the program has been restructuredfrom top to bottom. This paper discusses that plan and the resulting program.

The process was divided into two Phases. The Army's requirements only
were addressed first in Phase I. The results of that study are complete and
the process of incorporating Joint Service needs into those results has begun.
The entire process begins with a User's meeting. At that meeting the actual
users of decontamination hardware were asked for their requirements for decon-
tamination. They were asked to answer a series of questions and provide their
insights, unconstrained by their perceptions of what the development community
could provide. This User's meeting was attended by Captain and Major level
officers from the US Army Training and Doctrine Command Headquarters and
twelve of the individual service schools.

At the meeting the representatives were divided into three working
groups: Combat, Combat Support and Combat Service Support depending on the
particular mission responsiblity of the Branch they represented. In theses
working groups the officers were asked to consider a set of three scenarios
representing different CW situations that might be faced by a representative
unit, and then to describe the decontamination requirements dictated by that
particular scenario. Of particular importance to Air Force or air base
operations are the answers and opinions obtained from the Combat Service
Support Group.

Representatives were asked to list the materials or surfaces they felt
required decontamination. This produced a rather comprehensive list of sur-
faces. More important than the specific items on the list is the fact that
the list is long and comprehensive. At one point nearly anything present on
the battlefield will require decontamination. Next the users were asked to
summarize their discussions by naming the important characteristics of the
required decontamination systems and of the required decontaminants. This
produced two lists: Minimal Acceptable Characteristics and Optimal Char-
acteristics. Again, for present purposes, the importance of these lists is
not the specifics of what is on the list, but the extent of the issues
addressed.

There were no real surprises in either of these lists; as expected they
called for what fundamentaly would be magic. There is a gradation in evi-
dence, however, in several cases. For example, "Effective against all
persistent agents" was given as required; "Effective against all agents" is
desired. These criteria were then used to evaluate the potential of a series
of different methods of doing decontamination. The users, using threat infor-
mation and battlefield situations provided, and a list of surfaces requiring
decontamination that they generated, produced a list of Decon Needs.

Those criteria were then recast into a set of 35 measurable performance
characteristics. Those 35 characteristics were then assigned, with the help
of the Chemical School, relative worth values representing how important the
satisfaction of that criterion was to the Combat, Combat Support, and Combat
Service Support Units. Next a list of the technologies to be evaluated using
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these measureable performance criteria was prepared. This list included
nearly every method of decontamination ever proposed.

A technology review sheet for each technology to be evaluated was then
created. On that sheet all 35 criteria were given, with 4 levels of satis-
faction of each criterion, representing the levels of "Desired Performance",
"Good Performance", "Minimally Acceptable Performance", and "Fails to Meet
Requirements". In some cases these levels were subjective in nature. For
example, in some cases only the levels "Demonstrated", "Probable", "Possible"
and "Not Possible" corresponding to the desired, good, minimal, and failure
levels were given. In other cases it was possible to quantify the require-
ments. For example, Storage stability; indefinite was desired, 10 years was
good, 5 years was minimal, and I year or less a failure.

Twenty-five judges were chosen from CRDEC; Battelle Columbus
Laboratories; and the staffs of two CROEC University Technical Centers,
University of Florida and University of Pittsburg. Not all judges were asked
to rate all technologies, however. Judges were asked to evaluate technologies
within their specific areas of expertise.

Following the return of the evaluations by the judges, the point value
for the level of satisfaction of each criterion was multiplied by the relative 

Ii
worth of that criterion for each of the three units, and the "scores"
totaled. Technologies were considered singly and two at a time. This was
done since in some combinations it was possible that a failure for one tech-
nology against one criterion could be "covered" by the companion technology
allowing somewhat, for synergism. The statistical staff of the Ballistics
Research Laboratory at Aberdeen and the CREDEC Studies and Analysis Office
analyzed the results. They looked for bias of the judges and for un-
explainable trends in the scores. Results indicated that generally the judges
were v'ry objective.

Not surprisingly it was concluded that no single technology would solve
all problems. Trends in the top ranking technologies were found, however and
a program has been developed based on those trends which will go a long way to
satisfy the users' needs. That program is step-wise and suggests fielding
interim solutions, for each type of decontamination, which can be improved
through more research and development.

One type of decontamination is decontamination done by the individual
soldier himself, without any help. He's all on his own, and he does this kind
of decontamination to limit the spread of the contamination and to limit
problems later. In current Army doctrine this is termed "Basic Soldier
Skills" decontamination. The next type of decontamination is the decon-

tamination that a small unit does for itself. In this type of decontamination
larger pieces of equipment common to the whole unit are decontaminated'in
order that the unit can continue its mission. It is also hoped that, by
decontaminating some now, the time required for the remainder of the contami-
nation to disappear naturally, will be reduced; so that the protective posture
can be reduced sooner. The name for this type of decontamination in current
doctrine is "Hasty " decontamination. I

Finally, at some point it may be necessary to clean up completely. At
this point the contaminated unit seeks the help of specialists who are trained
to do a thorough and exhaustive decontamination, the Chemical company. When
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U this process is done the MOPP level can be reduced substantially with minimum
risk. The name for this type of decontamination in current doctrine is
"Deliberate" decontamination.

Regardless of the names attached, however, the basic objectives and
operational limitations of these basic types of decontamination remain and are
common to operations on an integrated battlefield. The program proposed for
these types of decontamination is:

1. The development of a sorbent decontamination system for use by the
individual soldier. Sorbents are easy to use, broad spectrum decontaminants
for liquid agents and offer advantages if the problems of off-gassing and
limited capacity can be solved. The interim solution sorbent will offer
sorption of all the liquid chemical agents and subsequent destruction of
some. The improved sorbent will offer catalytic destruction, thereby intro-
ducing the potential for reuse capability.

2. The development of a coating system for use by the individual unit.
Aa coating system can be developed which offers higher levels of decontami-
nation efficacy than the current standards, for equal or only slightly
greater logistic costs; The interim coating will be applied after
contamination and will then be removed, by any of a number of mechanisms,
taking the contamination with it. The far term capability in this area will
be a more permanent coating incorporating catalytic chemistry which will
destroy liquid chemical agents deposited on it.

3. For use by the Chemical Company to perform complete clean-up oper-
ations, the development of an emulsion based decontaminant. This
decontaminant will replace our current standards DS2 and STB with a less
corrosive catalytic material that can be easily mixed in the field. The first
capability, represented by the Multipurpose Chemical/Biological Decontaminaht,
will decontaminate all agents, some catalytically, some stoichiometrically,
and some via physical removal. The improvement to that system planned will
incorporate totally catalytic chemistry.

The steps in the implementation of the Master Plan, then, are 'these:
Start work on a sorbent, pick from one of the known coating systems, and
continue ongoing work on emulsions. Finally, expand to Joint Service needs.
Progress has been made in that area as well. The Joint Service Users' Meeting
was held in May, and copies of the report of the discussions at that meeting
have been mailed to meeting participants, and others, for comments. Develop-
ment of a strategy for integrating the earlier Army effort with the new Joint
Service requirements has begun. Publication of the Plan is scheduled for next
Spring.

That concludes the major points from the plan for the early stages of
development. The Plan also includes continued development of the Non-Aqueous
Decontamination System and the Improved Sanator System, subjects which will be
discussed in other presentations. CRDEC also intends to recommend fielding
the German C8 emulsion decontaminant, which will not be discussed here. This
material, based upon the German work, will be used at the Equipment Decon-
tamination Stations instead of DS2 and STB until such time as the
microemulsion system is fully fielded there.
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A YO!MTA!3L CoNhAIFJINLTIOI1 MO!ITOIlMIG UNIT

by ltsj. Gen. (Ret.) Pierre G. RICAUD

Member of the French Defense Science BordI

Contamination control requests preliiinary identification of contc.mi-

nated areas of around, aircrafts, vehicles and equipments, and subsequent

testing of the efficiency of decontamination operations. It is particularly

i ortant for the -Air Forces whose very corrosion-sensitive materiel dem:inds*

soft decontumination processes, needing for this reason very carefully and

precise iionitoring .

For this purpose, Centre d'Etuden du Bouchet ad PRONG1i Co dei-p
jointly a Portable Contamination Monitoring 'Unit (AP2C), detecting vapors

6f nerve agents s- organophosphorous compounds and of mustards as sulfureous f
compounds. The developpers chose flame photometry for this monitoring becau3e

of its peculiar advsntaeds tested from many years in chermical alar detectio.

with the French local detector DM-T.C (1). These -ndv.ntages are :

- a great sensitirity

- quick response time

- a very short hysteresis

- man insensi%±gi- y to at.osheric humidity and to most interfe=-,nZ

substances

- a good nogeing as well du'in- storage as in operation

The mzlysis is based on spectral lines emitted w;ith the m amu- lI. .

intensity, in a reducing environment due to an excess of hydrogen, by-d,--ic..

POHE . i.e. 525 nanometers
s2  394_ -

D MORPTIOI OP TE MONITOR (Fig. 1)

AP2C is mAe up of:

- a circuilator sucking air in
- a burn e in which the sucked air feeds an hydrogen flame

(I) E'anufactured by GIAT
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I' - an. optical system with filters selecting spectral lines atI
useful waveleng-th

- a photosensor sensitive to the selected spectral lines

- lin amplifier of the photosenso= signals

- an electronic data processing of amplified signals

- a display indicating values of the two types of toxcics

- an hycdrorgen supply device

-reducing valve and a flow regulatorI- an electric supply

- a control no

The ci=c2,-.tor (Fi,-. 2) is snecially desi.-.ed for a coi:stait ro0tation speed

of th-e impeller, i-ncependently of the condensation from tUhe1 bwrier, or- 1ce,,

f in, atlwtmperature.

Th~e hydr..eno'_nr is miiiiaturized, reducing hydr-oEgen need to 1 . liter/hour.

The suckted eXterncl air is shared in two streams : one, tInside- the central

tube of tha burner in the direction of' the optical axis, mixdes with h-ydroge-n

to feed the flame. The other part flows peripherally and sweeps the burntI eses from the optical system window, avoiding its corrosion end steam
condensation.

, hieh tension spezr plug inrflzmes the nixed gases : the sDL:=k is

i trikiated when the extinguished biuzner emits no longer the UV ray correspondin6

.to ~i-a.cl(waveler*-Th31O rurn).'

The oivtical syfstem includes a_ rotc~ting disk (316.3) with 5 interferential

fit!-ers : in order to avoid interferences from compounds eventually emittin&-

at wweenguhclose to the toxic, bout with a wider'spect-.=, a second filter

is asocate toeach of the two filters centered on the spectral line of the

toxic. The wavelengt-1s of these seconday filters are some rn apart from the

nz .in ones, corresronding to the bottor, of PQ~fE and S2 spectral lines. The

sirggals from these radicals are the differences between the main --nd the

secondary signEals. The fifth filter is aun U.V. one for detectin6 t*-e burnier

quench.I An opotical encoder sends a sig-nal each time a filter is centered on
the beam.

I FroLi each side of the otatinC disk,-fixed lenses respectively
collimate and focalise the been.

t :nron Hyaroeen is adsorbed on larithanium-nickel alloy, at low

pressur-e (atmosphere pressure at 150Cv-15 bars, the m=ximum_ pressurelat 75*v).
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The alloy fills up a removable stainless steel container, located in the

AP2C handle, and ejected for replacement and refilling by actuating the

on-off button (Fig.4). At low temperature, a resistor inside the handle

heats the cylinder to get an hydrogen flow. A valve reduces the pressure

down to 200 millibars, then a regulator restricts the flow-rate to 1.8

liter/minute. A sensor in the reducing valve checks the upstream hydrogen

pressure and controls electrical heating of the storage alloy.

So the hydrogen flow is regulated at t 2 % along the whole range of

operating temperaturec.
The disvla (ig.5) gives information about :

- the apparatus state (hydrogen and power supply, circulator and heater

state...)

- the toxic concentration

The two concentrations are simultaneously displayed in ricro-zs_ / /

cubic eter of P or S, either in the digits or bagraphs. A ound sinal,

with a frequency proportional to the toxic concentration, may be received

in an earphone, connectable through an external plug (Fig.5).

Electicsoy

The AP20 is powered, under 6 V, by two lithium-chloride batteries. !It moy

be connected, through a second i lug, to a 24 V extena suply.

Sensitivit io

I kg/M3 total phosphorus i.e. 5 )tg/m3 G3 Or GI_
10 ig/m5 ril

25 /m total sulphur i.e. 125 .,g/m3  HD

Res-oonse time:

less than 1 sec. for 1 pgn3phosnhorus 3
_Eysteresi~s

Ult=afast return to nominal sensitivity, even after detection of high 3
concentration of low volatil toxict : less than 1 minute after checking of

a vehicle highly contaminated by GD (10 mg/m 2 ), AP2C com detect 10 pg/ 5 of

GD. This fast retnth is permitted by absence of any barrier for toxic from

outside to the hydrogen flame, and by the heating of the suc-ing tube by the

flame.

These characteristics (sensitivity, response time and non-hysteresis)

allow to scan a contaminated area displacin AP2C at a speed of 1 foot/second.
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Ve-, f'ew compounds i~tarfe=, if they do not contai1n P or S. inoe ' the-

Smoke of Zfire burninc 20 o= 30 meter-s away, .60lvs ofleiniain

wi.- fire=-s ofC wood, zainting, petrol or dimin oil. Tyre Mires give reszonse,

to 3111fa

r.:-ong obscurezn; smokes, only the white one af-vea a false =eszcnse due to
he~achl orethale .

Vehi4cles e&.iaust Ssses, -petroll o= diesel vazor-s do nct :-Ierfer.

-,c resnonse e~t ethyl1 alcohol.

Ma chlornaecd z cducts (nz.mely -'--e decontaminaunts) do not t re

I smuxaen-;C =.y be~in 10 ceccnds nfter sIat:ting (i ninaute -at norma-l
;eoerat=:. if rlacim3 th-e hydr-o~en cyli-nder z.nd 3 :4- Mtes at cold -emperatr-a9

-:2C'0, drue to the need of 7rZing the hydroo-en circ"4ut. The replacement of the

cy .ndce= -Ltelf Is stnaes)

l1o ch=ances of chamacteri-stics and, no man4'tenance o= rcalibrto fe

-. on6. tire of las~e or storage.

='20is unsensitive to a&I.ospheria ihumidity, and, even if its nose I.s

~rersed, itcax~no- suck .:Ln liouids because of the small depressur-e(2)

5--en by theciultr

For czerations - 100C +i 50CC

Forstoage - 400C + 75*C

12 hours non stop working, even at low tezmjeratures w'hichn nee- more -.ower

for .heatinc the hydrog:en storage- device.

Size and weigh (approx.)

13.5 x 5.5 x 4.5 inches - 5 pounds

So, flame photonetry e.ppears; as an efficient wwy for monitor-.Ing Cdi agmntsr

and J*12C a promising arv;ratus for this: pu-To so.
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I NBC SANATOR - NEW DEVELOPMENTS

STEVEN R. HARLACKER

U.S. ARMY CHEMICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING CENTER
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND 21010-5423

I I. INTRODUCTION

The NBC Sanator is an apparatus used to generate and deliver hot
water or steam used for Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical (NBC)
decontamination operations or for personnel showers. The item is
lightweight and portable, and can pump water from any source. The
system is powered by a 7.3 horsepower, two-cycle gasoline engine.
The system's burner can accomodate any of a wide variety of fuels
ranging from diesel fuel to gasoline and jet fuel. The original NBC
Sanator was designed and manufactured in Norway. Major components
of the system include a 1500 gallon, rubberized fabric, collapsible
water tank, the water pumping and heating unit, and an accessory kit
which contains hoses, spray wands, and shower hardware.

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR A LIGHTWEIGHT DECONTAMINATION SYSTEM

The Army's requirements for the Lightweight Decontamination
System (LDS) specify that the system must:

1) Possess three components at most, each of a weight no more
than 400 pounds,

2) Pump water from 30 feet away horizontally and 9 feetvertically,

I 3) Possess a Dersonnel shcwer capability for 10 individuals,

4) Possess two, easily maneuverable wash wands,

I 5) Possess the capability to inject detergents,

6) Be operable in hot and basic climates,

7) Be safe and operable by personnel in NBC protective
ensemble,

I 8) Be capable of set up in less than 30 minutes,

9) Possess a reliability of 150 hours mean time between
failures.
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III. EARLY TESTS OF THE NBC SANATOR

The Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center
(CRDEC) along with the 82nd Airborne Division and the U.S. Army
Foreign Science and Technology Center (FSTC), conducted preliminary
tests of the original Norwegian NBC Sanator beginning in 1978 and
found that the system had the ability to provide hot water or steam
on the integrated battlefield for "hasty" decontamination at the
battalion level.

In accordance with current U.S. Army doctrine contained in Army
Field Manual FM 3-5, NBC Decontamination, "hasty" decontamination is Idone to remove gross contamination to help accelerate the natural
weathering process. "Hasty" decontamination is not meant to be
complete, but it will allow for a reduction in protective posture
sooner than would be possible if just natural weathering was to
occur. Up to this point, the Army lacked the ability to perform
"hasty" decontamination at the battalion level in light divisions.

After these initial tests of the original Norwegian-built item,
a U.S. manufacturer, Engineered Air Systems, Inc. (EASI) of St.
Louis, Missouri, acquired an exclusive license from the Norwegian
inventor to manufacture the system and began to build the item in
the U.S. This U.S. system was then formally tested by the Army and
the Air Force. Through these tests it was noticed that the system
had field deficiencies, namely cold weather operability, potential
safety problems, and lower than desired reliability. The Air Force,
who, along withi the Army, had an urgent requirement for a LDS,
adopted it and designated it the A/E32U-8 decontaminating apparatus.

Because of its urgent need for a LDS, the Army followed suit and
also adopted the system on a limited basis in 1984 and procured a I
small quantity of items. Beginning in 1986, the item was fielded to
select Army units in Germany, Korea and the U.S. to satisfy this
urgent requirement.

lV. IMPROVEMENTS TO THE A/E32U-8

The A/E32U-8's reliability, cold weather operability, and safety
were not fully satisfactory for the Army. Several system i
improvements were needed before the Army was willing to fully adopt
it. So, beginning last year, with guidance from the Army in noting
the problem areas, EASI made changes to enhance the system's
performance. The changes include:

1) A relocated, redesigned, more automated control panel which
provides for better and easier operator visibility and
control;

2) Different hose couplings, which are similar to those of the
M!2Al decontaminating apparatus, which allow easier
connection during winter operations;

3) Trigger-actuated, "car wash" style spray wands to provide
better operator control and to conserve water;
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I 4) Redesigned burner fuel control and water flow systems which
allow for more automated operation;

I 5) And, a fuel can bracket which locates the engine fuel
farther away from the engine.

This modified version NBC Sanator became known as the XM17E1.

I V. TESTING OF THE XMI7E!

Once the design changes were made, EASI manufactured, and CRDEC
acquired several systems for test. The items were then tested at an
Operational Test (OT) with the 82nd Airborne Division at Ft. Bragg,
North Carolina during August and September, 1986, and at Development
Test (DT) at the Tropic Test Center in Panama and at Dugway Proving
Ground, Utah from November 1986 through April 1987.

All test activities found that this version was much improved,
that earlier problems were alleviated, and that the Army'sI requirements for a LDS were fully satisfied. In May 1987, with
these test results, the Army type classified this improved version
NBC Sanator as standard, renaming it as the M17 Decontaminating

I Apparatus.

VI. PROCUREMENT AND FIFLDING-OF THE M17

I With the system type classified as standard, actions to procure
the item for fielding are underway. In September 1987, the initial,* production contract for the first 1000 systems is scheduled -o be
awarded on a noncompetitive basis to the U.S. licensee. Delivery of
production items is scheduled to begin in late 1988. The Marine
Corps is. also procuring systems through the Army.

Fielding to Army units is scheduled to begin in 1990 and is
planned to be complete by 1995.

Preceding and concurrent with the operational and development
tests, negotiations were also being conducted between the U.S.
Government, the Norwegian inventor, Karl Hoie, and the sole U.S.
licensee, EASI to acquire the technical data to allow the U.S.
Government to competitively procure the system. In July of this
year, negotiations were completed and an agreement was reached. As
a result of the agreement, competitive procurement of the system
will be possible after the initial procurement, at which time the
U.S. Government will acquire the technical data for the system.
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VII. FUTURE PLANS

At present, CRDEC is evaluating a new, 3000-gallon, self-
supporting, rubberized-fabric water tank, known as the "Onion Tank,"
to determine if it is an acceptable replacement for the current
1500-gallon M17 water tank. The "Onion Tank" was developed by the
U.S. Army Belvoir Research, Development and Engineering Center and
was recently type classified by the Army. The "Onion Tank" will be
fielded with water purification units. Inclusion of the "OnionmI
Tank" into the M17 Sanator's configuration would be a step toward
standardizing water tanks within the Army.

Aside from evaluating the "Onion Tank," CRDEC will also be iI
conducting a study to determine the feasibility of retrofitting the
old A/E32U-8 systems to upgrade to the M17 configuration.

Additionally, beginning next year, CRDEC plans to investigate
the feasibility of replacing the current two-cycle gasoline engine
with a diesel engine. A diesel engine-powered system is preferred
in order to reduce the logistical burden associated with the
resupply of two-cycle oil, and to make the system comply with recent
Army guidance specifying use of diesel or JP-8 only in all enginesby the year 2000.

Finally, in fiscal year 1989, CRDEC plans to begin competitive
procurement of the remaining Army requirements, using the technical
data obtained by the license agreement.
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MR. STEPHEN4 LAWHORNE

fThie Chemi cal wa= a= e/ chem _4cal- Bic agic al1 Defense noraiL Analysis

Carter,, referred to as CBZAC,, was establisthed by the Departmealt of

De-fense as a .f cal =oixit for information and analysis on all aspCeczs

of6 chemical agents and mattIers pertaining mo them. The 7AC Is

operated by Ba'-I- Memorial Instittute on a conract thrcuh the*

ueese Tcgi-smtic; Agency's Defense Electonics Sujrpl.y Cat4in;~n

01E. Cur =AC is one of several serving the Deareno Degensa Q--d-3=

a pr-na~ 11t -246t'~~ 9. All o:f the- MC's are :ri

cmeratlom, b~tvary in th--e s-.fbj actI matte: t-he"? cOver. E-ach caer
collects, reviewds, analyzes, a--pris, I ~ aieadsoe

izntemnaticnallv avilable informati.on on thei= ow prc4arSOj.

areas. Th'collections, which are ccmuteri.zed, axe eanided on: a

co.nt!_nuing basis t.- incocr-crate* the xost curr-entertiza
researCh- 4-.wC-atiCn. The Sy-- ntheoze -'orna~n istenracad

and dissem!.nated according to expressed or anticinatad needs. The

services of the MAC are available to the ornti=% Depaxtment ol Z.eafensa,

other Scvernne-nt agencies, U.S. Gcve~ment cor actors and gr-a==ees,
an,,d the at svecto -%6. etot practi1cable ihiztip -a

services to0 DoD and consisteant with Secur1ity or other 11"n tatIcrts on

release of, data.

The basic zissicn, cf the ZAC i~s to collect, apprai.o and di4stribute'

iLnformat~icr. on. chemical resea.rch. mThe typeS of, service available fron4

the Z.AC, which L'xvoive ways the basic information is disseminamnad,

include:



.A-scracs and "ndexes - Announcements in the f =-n -f abstrac-s

and indexes of pertinent reports and pu~licaticns in the ce" .
arena. The abstracts would include a summary of the repo. 5being

abstracted and an analysis of the work, such, as any limitations

tncouttered in the testing, etc.

Technical incuiries - Author-4at-ive advice in response to

t echnica! questions posed by the user. We place a great emphasis

on the "analysis" aspects of the center. The authoritative

advice comes as a result of proven performance and established

expertise in the field. it is supported by the fo-rma,in

gathered and evaluated from the entire chemical cmunit.

Bibliographic Inquiries - References to the lates- and most

relevant authoritatve reports covering the user's inquiry. The

:AC will scan the available information to separate those reports

dealing directly with your question from those that are only

=erinherallV involved, allowing you to make the most eficient%,

use of your time and efforts. E
Reference Works - Useful and authoritative information app!icable

to on-going work through design, preparation, and maintenance of

handbooks and data books. We will generate at. least one handbcok

in the next three years.

State-of-the-Art Reports - Summaries of the status of

technologies that are pertinent to current research, development,

test and evaluation (RDT&E) decision making with usefulness

extending from the bench level to all levels of management. Two

such reports will be generated each year of the contract.
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C=4iti4 a!. Revieaws and Tecz..ogT kssessments -The latest

scienti-fic -- ng4 -nee-nq M.-formation in the most useful form a=

on subj ects ofsignificant interest to th e "efensa RDTY-&z

commun it:y. These reviews and assessments may pro-vi*de comparative

analyses of technologies based upon technical, national, and/cr

geographi-.c cons iderations. :I

Current Awareness - Newslett ers and reviews t-C keep the Center'--s

users aotraised of the latest and most signi4ficant tachnol ogica-

develonment within the chemical arena. This wi2.. also be the

.6ot-am used toannounce new cat&.iliti:1es and e~C-_ wthe i

Special Tasks/Studies -Detailed problem information

which Is n-arrow in scolpe. -These t6asks are usuall .beyond the

rahr i-p scope..of the abv evcsi that they reu:r

significant expenditures of tim,!e and~ labor. which are s ecific'-- O

the use= Is requirements, and th.,erefore, reaulre' dir-ect f undi-nC *-y V

the user. These tasks may. range from' simple stu-..di-es to plaiAning
and conducting international conferences. The scope of workfo

t-he srecial tasks and studies must be Withi t-4,he scope of the

ZAC, and the results of thle study, whether it be a report or

other tye of product,, must also be available foc= use by the :'C.

There are several differences between the 1AC and a technical l ibrarl.

7.irst, the ZAC produces specialized products, such as State-of-th.-e-Art"-

Razorts and 1-andbcoks. Perhaps most importantly,, the ZAC will handle

information and data directly, whereas a library normally handles

books and reports that contain that information. And finally, the T-AC
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has =he zersortne and expe-se-o apply ha- fma-ion -irec.=I- z-

"our problems or research areas. The :AC can ana.ye and in'~re

thaz information to determi.ne what the impact on 7out a1cazion

might be.

-The ZAC basic contract was awarded for three years, with two option
years available at the Government's discretion. The basic f'nding

consists of $500K per year for the "core" functions of gathering

information, answering technical inquiries, and preparing SCAR_'s and

Handbooks. The contracting officer for the -AC is located a" =he

De-fense lec.roni- Supply Center (DESC), Dayton, CH. The Defense

Technical information Center (DT-C) has administrative oversigh- over

all IAC's to coordinate and control the updates and access to their

Defense Research On-Line System (DROLS). The Defense Lcistics

Agency, the parent organization of both DESC and DTZC, is resmonsible

for the basic funding of the IAC.

The IAC is physically located at CIRDEC. The functions of gathering,

evaluating, collating, and storing inforation are performed --.ere by

a dedicated staff. For the special tasks and studies, the ZAC can

draw on the corpcrate resources of Battelle or they may subcontract

the work. The special tasks will not dilute the informaton gathering

by diverting the efforts of the dedicated IAC staff.

The IAC can distr2ibute its products to industry as well as gcve=r.en-.

The special reference works, state-of-the-a=t reports, etc. are

available for sale to industry, consistent with any other restrictions

on the information, such as classification. Obviously, as a new

effort, the _AC has not yet completed any such publications, but this
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-I3-- ..- 1avt-- a --st=_..ac oot-n cl

masa-"s.

A Te:C zerf aces Ji te oefeSnse Technical ..ntorm=4 o Center.

I~~ I~~) te AC's, and the National Technical Info=ratzo= Service.
~ a-or ord, ~ev ro*de orme-smc sn :g. -singt-e:_A--%I"

relieve youof ah buden of checking -Amth a number cf 3.gencles ZZ- be

I ce=,a_4n --,aa Ye' have all of the inoainyou need. 3v a like

Zokan, the'- :XC's formalI =roducts wilbe available th zush 4these ozher

= AC iS =ola~d ht:!e Defense I'vs ai 4. seriet a

U classified inomto.The =,AC Is also prepared to 'hand!e-e-,-iv

I and pr=,cri-ea,rin*a!=ma ithout compromise Ito the owebut

cons~sze=Z It -- s mi-ssion o-69 servinXg the- DOD. mt Is imoc~ta.. .I nce th-at the inorai hlding;S a:.tre rooertv of the ;overnmen*:,

anda:.hanledacccrdicly.

Toc ini4ti1ate a speci4al task though the ZAC Is relativeIly simpl-e. *o'u

Imust, first ident,4fy the p-roblem to be solved and prepare a scope of

U wok. once Z have reviewed the scope of work and determined that

c oes ideaed fa-llI wi=--in =-*he scope of wor.k for the ZAIC, th _AC 1i11

I ;prepare a prcposal for you outlining exactly how t*hey- intend to

Perfc rm the work you have requested. The proposal wi11 incu*,de

Itechnical aooroaonh, schedules and cost. You will be asked to revieSw

that propcsa: to verif that all Of you.. technical needs a:.

addressed. You will then forvardyu ud for the work to th e

c c ntra ctoing of fice= at D7ESC by M=PR. When the contracting officer
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receives your z,,rds and the technical concurrence on your task, a

formal modification ! be made to the contract to incorporate this

special task.

The basic criteria for tasks that can be accepted by the IAC is that

the task fall within the overall scope of the TAC contract. That

means that the task must involve the gathering, analysis, or i
application of information perta-ining to the chemical

warfare/chemical-biological defense mission of the IAC. Each task is

essentially a sole source contract, and the basis for the task

assignment is that the unique expertise. of the IAC - their familiarity

with the subject area and their accumulated information resources -

will allow the performance of your task more quickly and efficiently

than any other path available to the Government. The task must

address a specific, defineable problem and involve definitive

deliverables. Level of effort tasks are not appropriate for the 1AC.

And the tasks are limited to the acquisition, analysis and application

of information. Testing, fabrication, and procurement are not

appropriate activities for the IAC.

One of the most important aspects of the 1AC is the approach we are

taking to data collection and storage. All IAC's are required by the

regulation governing them to contribute to the input and upkeep of

DTIC's data base system. But we have placed a further requirement on 3
the CBIAC to create and maintain a user accessible data base dedicated

solely to CBIAC affairs. We envision the data base including 3
iinformation required for DTIC, users, and the day to day operation of

the IAC.
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I The data base will include abstracts and bibliographic information,

similar to that presently contained in DTIC although there will be

significant differences in the fields available for searching and the

I amount of information presented. We are also planning a bulletin

board to announce upcoming meetings, conferences, symposia, etc. and

I electronic mail to facilitate communications with the IAC. In

addition there will be files pointing to other data base systems

I maintained by other organizations which offer information pertinent to

your needs, such as the AAMlL's data base on medical affects and

MRICD's Chemical Agent Retrieval System (CARS). The IAC will maintain

I several data bases of numeric and textual information, such as the

AF's materials data base and several data bases that are currently

being developed under special tasks. There services are hoped to be

offered to you via remote dial-up or MILNET connections. If you do

not have access to either of these, certainly that same information

can be provided you by telephone. The purpose of such a system is to

offer you as much information in as easily accessible a manner as

possible. Currently, the user accessible data base system is in the

design phase with plans to have a prototype demonstration available

* some time in'the near future.

Finally, I will leave with you a couple of names for any additional

information. First, Mr. Fran Crimmins is the director of the IAC.

I His telephone number is (301) 676-9030. i would suggest that you

normally speak first with Fran about the capabilities of the IAC,

schedules, etc. As the COTR for the contract, I will by necessity be

involved in the assigning of special studies and tasks to the

contract, and one of my major roles will be assuring that these tasks
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are within the scope of the contract, technically, before formally e

recommending tc the contracting officer that the task be assigned to

the contract. Please feel free to call either of us.

You will find outside at the sign-in tables some information packages,

including a one page flyer summarizing the IAC's capabilities and the

procedures for getting more information. There are also a few copies

of the IAC's first couple of newsletters. if you want to be included'

on the mailing list for the newsletter, give Fran your address.

Thank you.
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I The ASD Chemical Defense Data Base Program

by

Jim J. McNeely, Edward R. Zamejc, Keith J. Johanns,
Paul E. Hinds II, Tim Miller, Fred Meyer,

SPREFACE

The USAF Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD), through the Air Force
Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, is currently sponsoring the development of an
automated Chemical Defense Data Base (CDDB). The initial development has been
accomplished by Battelle Columbus Division. Baftelle is currently under
contract to advance the development of the data base. The development program
is described below.

3 INTRODUCTION

Chemical warfare (CW) agents and the attendant decontaminants degrade
aircraft and ground support equipment materials. Degradation may include the
compromise of mechanical, chemical, optical, and electrical properties which
result in an inability of a system to perform an intended function which, in
turn, may lead to mission failure.

In order to address this vulnerability adequately and efficiently,
system developers and design engineers will benefit by having access to a
comprehensive technical database detailing the interaction between materials of
construction and chemical warfare agents, decontaminants and chemical agent
simulants. Armed with this information they can avoid use of materials that
will degrade, choose materials that may degrade but retain desired physical
properties needed in the structure, or treat materials so they do not degrade
in the presence of CW agents or decontaminants. Information in the data base
is described down to the experimental level so that the user is able to make
judgments about the validity of the tests. A standardized confidence rating is
also given for each test described so the user can rely on the reviewer's
estimation of the'validity of tests if desired.

m OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this program are to collect, organize, and develop an
automated mechanism for handling data describing the effects of chemical
warfare agents, simulants and decontaminants upon materials and systems.

APPROACH

In order to develop a data base which best meets the user's needs, users were
given a voice in determining how the data base was constructed. Representative
aerospace contractors and Government personnel were invited to a workshop in
which a Strawman of the data base was presented. The users then recommended
revisions to the approach that would lead to the development of a data base
that is more useful to them. A prototype of the data base was designed
incorporating users' comments and a second workshop was held in which a
demonstration of the data base was given. Additional user comments were

8
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obtained during the demonstration and subsequently integrated into the data
base design. The prototype was then released to a selected group of aerospace I
contractors and Government facilities. A discussion of the data base features
and operational requirements is provided as follows:

CDDB CONTENT

The data base contains information on literature documents relevant to
the material effects of CW agents, decontaminants, and simulants. The data I
base is relational, menu driven, and can be manipulated to search for desired
information on chemicals, materials, components, and degradation effects. Help
screens are available throughout the data base. There are seven major I
categories of information in the data base as described below and illustrated
in Figure 1. Most of these tables have layers of information within them.

(1) Bibliographic Tables
(2) Degradation'Tables
(3) Test Facility Tables
(4) Community Members Tables
(5) Synonym Tables
(6) Chemical Properties Tables
(7) Test Schedule Tables

The Bibliographic Tables contain information about the document being
referenced such as title, authors, performing organization, publication date,
etc. An example is given in Figure 2. Associated with these tables are key
word tables useful in search for specific subject areas or materials. There
are also abstracts of the referenced document available.

The Degradation Tables contain technical information about the specific
experiments performed in the referenced documents. There are four levels to
the degradation tables as illustrated in Figure 3. An overall view or summary
of the effects of chemicals on materials and components is available for the
manager or design engineer. A very detailed description of the test conditions
and test results on numerous physical and mechanical properties is also
available for use by materials engineers or other specialists.

The Test Facility Tables contain information about facilities where
chemical agent testing on materials is being performed.

The Community Members Tables contain organizational information about
people who are involved in the testing of chemical agents and materials. Thetelephone numbers of engineers and scientists are provided to they can be U
contacted directly for additional information.

The Synonym Tables contain information about synonyms, acronyms, codes i
or other names used to describe chemicals, materials, and properties. These
tables help standardize the terminology of the data base and aid in searching.
Examples are given in Figure 4. i

The Chemical Properties Tables contain physical property information
about the CW agents and simulants. These tables are useful to identify
specifics of the chemical threat and for general information on the agents and i
simulants.

I
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The Test Schedule Tables contain information about plans for future
experiments to determine the effects of CW agents, decontaminants, and
simulants on materials or components. These tables are useful to avoid
duplication of tests and to aid in development planning.

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

An IBM PC, XT, AT or 100% compatible computer equipped with at least
one floppy disk drive and 640K RAM memory is required to access the data base.
The data base itself is stored on a 20 megabyte capacity Bernoulli cartridge
which requires a Bernoulli Box (20 megabyte by 20 megabyte) for operation. An
internally fixed disk for the computer would not be allowed unless security
requirements can be met. A color monitor and an IBM compatible printer are

recommended.
IIn terms of software, a computer operating system much as MS-DOS or PC-

DOS is required. The relational data base management system required for
operation of the CDDB is Microrim's RBase System V. The estimated cost of the
hardware and software is about $7000.

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

I This data base is classified SECRET/NOFORN and therefore, certain
hardware and facility security requirements must be met. Approval from Defense

* Investigative Service (DIS) must be obtained by providing them with a Standard
Practice Procedure Document prior to operating the data base. In general, the
major requirements of DIS can be satisfied by either buying TEMPEST hardware,fabricating or buying shielded enclosures, employing red and black engineering,

or establishing control space. The most cost effective means is through the
use of control space in which there must be at least 30 meters from the system
to any point of possible undetected interception of data. There must also be a
one meter area around the system in which no pipes, phone lines, or power lines
are present. No communication devices or fixed hard disks are allowed on the
system. Cartridges and printed information from the database are considered
classified information and must be treated as such according to DoD 5200.1R/AFR
205-1.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE DATA BASE

I The CDDB Data Base will be distributed to users by the U.S. Air Force.
Initially, a small group of users are being provided with a prototype of th~e
data base and will be asked to make recommendations on the format, ease of use,
etc. After the initial issue has been reviewed and modified as needed the data
base will be made available to other Government facilities and to a select
broader group of major manufacturers and contractors who have a need to know.
Others with a need to know may access the information contained in the data
base through the Chemical/Biological Information Analysis Center (CBIAC)
located in Edgewood, MD. The data base cartridge will come with a User's Guide

* describing system operations.

SUMMARY

This program is intended to provide equipment designers with the

information needed to ensure the chemical warfare (CW) survivability of
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aircraft and ground support equipment. The program includes organizing and
disseminating existing information as well as developing a standardizedstructure for generating data needed in the future.
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UNCLASSIFIED I
MAIN TABLE

Reference Number :1
Record Classification : UNCLASSIFIED
Title : (U): Interaction of Chemical Warfare Agent

with Polymers of Military Interest
Personal Authors : Pfau, J. P.; Sharpe, R. E.; Jewett, S. K.;

Huggins, R. L.; Dick, R. J.
Performing : Battelle Columbus Division, Tactical Technology

Organization Center, Colbmbus, Ohio 43220
PO Report Number : BATT-CSL-48-1
Sponsoring : Chemical Systems Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving

Organization Ground, MD 21010
SO Report Number : ARCSL-CR-82039
Contract Number : DAAHO1-81-C-A2777, MIPR No. 1.38199
Publication Date : 82/03/00 m
Classification : UNCLASSIFIED
Availability : LIMITED-C
Government Accession Number: ADB068512

****************************PLESE ENTER CHOICE*****************************
* NEXT ABSTR SUBJECT MATERIEL EXIT *

FIGURE 2. BIBLIOGRAPHIC MAIN TABLE EXAMPLE OUTPUT
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CHEMICAL SYNONYM TABLE

CHEMICAL CODE :STB I
COMMON NAME :SUPER TROPICAL BLEACH

CHEMICAL CLASSIFICATION :DECONTAMINANTS
CHEMICAL FAMILY :N/A

CHEMICAL NAME :-O-
CHEMICAL FORMULA :-0-

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION :BLEACHING POWDER CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF
DOUBLE SALTS Ca(OCL)2-2Ca(OH)2 AND
CaC12-Ca(OH)2-H20 WITH CaO ADDED AS A
DESICCANT. NORMALLY DISSOLVED IN WATER:
566 GRAMS STB IN 1 LITER OF WATER.'

OTHER CHEMICAL NAMES :CHLORINATED LIME, BLEACHING POWDER

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

MATERIAL SYNONYM TABLE

MATERIAL NAME :WROUGHT ALUMINUM ALLOY 2024

MATERIAL CODE :A92024

MATERIAL CATEGORY :METALS

MATERIAL FAMILY :ALUMINUM

TRADE NAME :-0-

Ii
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

FIGURE 4. EXAMPLE OUTPUTS OF SYNONYM TABLES I
.9



-COLLECT r E PROT=E CO1! FOR ALR BASES

- . -byMaj. Gen. (Ret.) Pierre G. RICAUD

-Nember 8f the French Defense Science Board

. °,. - . C .

The su-iiva1 of personnel nd support of air oyerc.;ions in a che.c'-
environ-ment, withodt, but -min!.n, degr.dation of -.'.rfoLncnce, demand an

6fficient oramanisation of Chemical defence. AnorZ t e toree :.hases of -:.Is

~Oranisation'
- - previous:prealert, warning and detection

- contemr.ors ry individual and collective protection

- subseauent: decontamine.tion

-zhe collective protection of personnel, aircrafts and equipments is
essential. It may be ensured, accor--ding to each bt se layout, thmouZh the

association of

- Survival Collective Protection Shelters (SCusa)

- Mobile Personnel econtamination Centers

- NuJItinurpose -fBC tents

- Chemical pr6of aircrafts shelters

SURVIVAL COLLEC T! PROTELTIC:T S LTEE S

ihe French Air Porce bases ire larzely equi 'ped with SCPSs, h..r,lend ag-inrst
nuclear, chemical and conventional weapons, fulfillia-6 three requirements

- assur -nce of hig6 rec .r._'cal resista-ce of the structure, while .i-t-in..g
top tigh'tness-rate even • after impact

- adaptab'lij to various uses : personnel shelters, co=_.nd -osts, hos ita

shelters (Fic.1)

- fast, simple and custombuilt installation.

The structure (Fig.2)

These requirements are satisfied by a modtulz_ concept of fcctory precast

cylindrical reinforced concrete elements of adequ- te diaieters (chiefly 250 or

320 cm), assembled by compressed flexible, -itiSht, c!'.stcmer Zaskzts. This
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structure, produced by BO1A 'Co allows relative inoveinents of the elements

without unwnairing the whole stzuetur-e airtightness, easy' transportation and

building in a just underground confi-uration. 73he chemicall fr-ee arais closed

at each end by, light alloy airtight doors lockable from inside and/or- Outside.

These doors oven either toward a L-shaped airlock or a control contanaton

area (CCA) or a connection maodule satVherinP, f.c. personnel shelter and com-~nd

post.

The air-lock is closed from out side by an :armored cast steel door with-

standing a 3.-5 brs static overpressur-e direct -,o& wave. * !ntiblm-st valves

located upstream filtration system, or on air 11-lets Or outClet;s -..ouec'u people

and filters from an explosion shock wave of the same 5.5 bzxs.Loc ted ei ther

in the airlocks or in a technical section of teshelter, P.v_ ittonflrtc

system overrram;_rizes the sltthrough ucts cmd -dir supply diffacers, with

constantly renewed and ereelled air. So the he-.t' and carbon dio::LI~e frmon.- t1'r

occupanits are elimnated.

A fter a chenicnl atteci, people enter or e-i t through a Contez inati on Con -* )1

Ares. (- i,.3) made of the seme structural elements. They con. be decontz7-incted

and undon teir- protective equipmnents' alongrZ access line, au an -=,-Tess rnate

of 30 ineopDle/h our. They walk successively tho~ a Liquid Hazard Lrz ad a

Va-or Mizard 11rea, before entering the shelter. tI~oj ug i ok hr

the- stand a zredetermined .time. AlonG a =1. e:-t- line, the e:.eseo-:l

receive an in-dividual protective eouilinment.

The ventilation/fliltration syrstems

These systers vary according to thc-_ ,T'~re of shelte= . They-mray be mz..de of

aset of reivbehigh efficiency -nti-cerosols (10I 3 h- CGcm
/filters an nivpr(50m/-9 fVinside. casing of sizes accori ed to the

shelter 6Zpacity (Fi6.4)-

-or composite filters (vap'ors and aerosols)' of imediumi (200 m) h - i20cfa.)

or high (1..000 m3/ -00 _f) capacity (Piq. 5).

Theqse systems, as the doors, ducts... and fixture3 in general are =:.nufizcture=d
a.nd set by 301',LTI-PELI I~ Co., :501Th! zud SOPIVMR develop similrx chelters 7o

the C.nadian forces in Europ (Vic.6 and 6. bis), while they rev.li*ze for the US

Air Force in Euxop. rectanoulur=-modular shelter (21C.7 and 8). This desiga- (Pagid

gives r. weaker mechaical resistcrnce toa anucerax shockw.ave, offering howrever a
very efficient -rotection agein clasica epfs tssaeotrie h

availnble area for' a samie Cround surface and'ofrs' a better occupa..)ncy qapability

with three lines for personnel access and ex it.
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These different types can hold cn area. h,-rdened -xicainot the M-'P e:M~cts, imA cC

specia2 modales, faradized doors...

The tests

The whole -SCPS technolo~r has been tested on full' scale agpir t conventioral ,
chemical and -nuclear attacks: the rain tests were zealized

-- ,- - .g.I- - "Ic
- uigDirect Course event 'in 1, Vw-hen a hal-f bu-ried hal-f *111elter was 0o.czosec

to heblat f 00 am~nivun nitrate fuel oil explosionl eavivalent to -the

blast wave from a T ILP nuclear exrlosion. TNI half sheltCer Le=- !,-d 6t 123

- away fron-zero point. '-.c permanent alt'e=.t-Xrs, no si~ificant over"Xessure

and only linited movenents o.: the durni4es -;nZida +"ne livin, 'it were o'bz erveds

- dizins I".inoz ScL~e test in1985, F~mai. KT: 1 earth'ed nuclear blast,
where a reinf4orced concr"et'e door model, adtuo blaEst valves --odels were tes&..

and proved reliable auainst the cores-.ondin.,. over-aressuxe.

-at the U.S. A.P. Weapons 1-aboratoir (Fi3g.11), the reinforcecd concrete str*uc7'1_

(cylind±iLcal o rcan ) resisted to blcst ef$'ects and s*oc*, , o-Q ~ '' ~
of conventiona I surf ace o= burlied bombs f =o1 500 to I 1.O00a b Th =--zbd

-over-pressixe, essential for the cnerA2a -2ot~iction was a.-lso -nreserred.

- uigCICIIJE exercices Lin F.AF. bases, for testing the person-nel e nt2t

procedures, for flyinC :."d 1_-ourd p.-;rsonnel-.

The adanotation to medical Dnuroses

These rmodular- shelters can also be fit up ac first oid medical units (-Fi]-.2)

witha CCAs adapted for acces~s and decontamin.tion of wounded on -'tret'c 9=, 112.7a

m-edical tre.L-ment facilities end bathroor. in the tozic free area,znd withl"cc~k

for clearinG of treated people on stretchers, eventually wrar ed in ca:2.- ba

Vor "!4s oui-pose TI'3 Co h:as develonped a neir type of bag , made of wholly

impervious =ra.eria2. with a toxic bax:rier film .. 14;avoidinf; ay hizzard eve::
puted ot-rn n ahi_ -h-y ontamiate a oun z vehicle floor. T'.r lbaC i s pres-

sinnized with air filtered through% a set of zstan&d 'ns-nask c~ni_-:ers by :.bIo.e

powered by batteries.

MOBIM P 1,72 EOUAf~TI~O E

These ce-nters are set up for decontanminatio- of px'rsonnel before they arer3* allowed to -o to a. clear areat (Fi :.15). These 3C-, shilters :qade by '0LTA

POEMi*. Co. * llowr 30 peroons to -,o t'hrouEgh p:--r hour-, ;,re trziler- ovable end
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ai-tzisprtzble. Thbey rare r*Ade of li .r-.loy fr- me r-d pj: nels of comL-y a

n.ius,-:polyurethewne. (FigP.10")

he liqaid decontamrnltion of shoes, clothes, nask nnd Rarons wc,,Pon_,: 13

mad-e outside urnder a tenht, with fdller eartih. acteringr the Yhit= (Fif -. 17 n

17T bis), :p-oole Cot mid of anei xd cloitinc wit'n thc excel-tion 02 uanterlovesj

can! -oxotective socksm they :isi-ose of -;,t th:e cec: nd roor.. The-re Thilzy ecn.et'l

contezaincted iskfor a new oxn. filien they enr:-= the !.s- =co-- -hoe tey --U7. on,.

a clean set of clothes, -end they walk out throu.t the ai-loc-0k.

T1he selte= is3 -caessux ired with f--itered Mir, wihfl&.1s ccuti~nuoly up.-

strez= the3 -:rsonel ;nove-ment, at r. flow off 160 m~h Etesh cair sucked bythe

blower Irmsses throuGh a dust prfl e n cnti-p---rt.icul:t- flte (tpe 2T5Cr2/

a-nd an anti-agz *f'-lte= (T,T e c,' 1r'/), -nd cr ,e he-ted before a n-t e =L- tIe

shelter.

I'MM =U-TO521 1~C ITrOS

On recede or r~aeeve if lz or on decentralized nositions, nobile zzA

fvzt erected elters mcy be rnee dedi s forwaxd emaergency medical --psts, or re2liel

stations alllo-.-ng people olgdto --ong protectiLon no.-: cure to -xn.4on to-- .1~'y

mrasks ?and protective clothirZ, to ronlax's to eat, dxik, -shave and --;eli-eve onesell'

For this purpose 71-B Co. develops' NBC tonts (?j.18) -:-de of spncial

coated comround fabrics imlysrvions to OW &_rent-, z~-i l x to th-e casuzJlty bag

m,"CterWll. Li~bt, easily tr:nzi-pomtable ( on 1 T trie) zLnrtcable, it is Self-

su,.ortinL,. A =iGid, disnrovntable, frne rkI 4 ie' hetnt -.- roids it

collanDses if" n.ierced.

Set up out of 'liquid izn~ tdaes i t' pro tz:ctsa inst vapor cnd

aero3o1 clouds. Yedple nust be lfi4iid toxric fr-:eQ, beore e nt ering tVcuci

;air lock--, q7icly desared of td:iJc v-,ors by en --i 1l6w recycled thr:Iough filtrmat Li

uLnit (floir:te 60o rnl/h), ~:i~the 253 -!A: ;. itfze eszzdti

air filtered tbrouah a second EU.:tr-tion it ta flow rrtc of 5Ca'I/.iwit-out

rec~ycling.

The two ventilb.tion/ilato7 i : C''Llb.PL! -ouc.

2enor-m-al cirlock (1m . 1 m X 2n 2hi,(-h) "Lry be r-ekl:-ced by a! e::tended or,'

(ira :: 2 ja x 2 m. high)-for tn~ ing te'tchers.

Air iocks zia.y esos 'be'i _I,o& fO'= connecti*tseveral1 1oltcre.
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CF-.HCAlLY PROTEC=E A-_RCRA-- SMGR ?

IThe same special T13 fabrics c.an add c:-er:,czl -protection too classical

aircraft hrn,-zrs by an "over the r-oof" houzinz, Inpervious file-,ille doors

under the forward ach, a fleXble baprxviu- flapT at the jet ez&hzust, an
internal ai"lodk for personnel entry. (mig.i9)

An air- ventilation/filtration system allows-a minimmmn pressurization

against penetration of toxcics.

The comibination of these different elements, n~ay nstre= --ost, needs

of vaxous air bases, ada table to a wide rz.,;e of functions andcoi
It msy allow 1hi4gh operational hatre rerf'or-iceo even ui.e= or sfteerm'n-~ia

* attack.
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SURVIVABLE COLLECTIVE PROTECTION SYSTEM

(SCPS-2)

iR. CURTIS IOSER

1. The objective of the Survivable Collective Protection System (SCPS-2)
program is to develop, test, and field a shelter system that provides
protection from both chemical and conventional weapons. The shelter is
designed to provide long term rest and relief (12 hours) in a shirt/sleeve
environment. The total Air Force requirement is for approximately 1700
shelters in high threat locations in the European and Pacific theaters.

2. In 1982 the French AMF-80 Shelter was evaluated as a possible near-term
solution to the USAF collective protection requirement. Based on the
evaluation results, a 1983 USAF General Officer Council (GOC) recommended a
limited production buy of 30 shelters. However, in 1984 Congress deferred
the funding and the AMF-80 (SCPS-1) never entered the USAF inventory. In
the meantime, development work had started on a U.S. shelter design
(SCPS-2) which lead to a.1984 GOC production go ahead. The initial SCPS-2
production contract was awarded September 1985.

I 3. The SCPS-2 shelter consists of 21 rectangular precast concrete modules,
each weighing approximately 25 tons. Each shelter contains a 40KW diesel
generator and three MIL-STD, KMU-450 filter blowers. Each blower provides
600 CFM of filtered air which yields a nominal overpressure of
approximately 1.5 inches H2O. The shelter is capable of supporting 84
people per 12 hour shift for 96 hours without resupply. Optional heating
and air conditioning units are available.

4. The shelter consists of three primary areas: the Contamination Control
Area (CCA), the Toxic Free Area (TFA), and the Mechanical Equipment Room
(MER). Personnel enter into the CCA where they are dusted down with a
sorbent powder. -Outer garments are then removed and stored for future
re-use. Personnel process through a series of airlocks into progressively
cleaner areas, leaving contaminated clothing behind. A final 3-minute air
shower is taken immediately prior to entering the TFA. Once in the TFA,
personnel have access to food, water, toilets, and a cot. The MER contains
the 40KW diesel generator, a 300 gallon fuel tank, filter blower units, and
optional heating and air conditioning equipment.

* 5. One hundred and fifteen shelters are presently on contract for
installation in Europe. It is expected that approximately 1500 shelters
will be installed in Europe through the mid 1990s. The initial production
contract for the Pacific theater is expected to be awarded October 1987.
Approximately 150 shelters are planned for the Pacific region.
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IN A CHEMICAL WARFARE ENVIRONMENT

TRANSPORTABLE COLLECTIVE PROTECTION SYSTEMS PAPER'

1st Lt Regina M. Connor
ASD/AESD

The Transportable Collective Protection Systems (TCPS) program is a
development program managed by the Chemical Defense Division, Life Support
System Program Office (SPO), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. This paper
describes the program requirements, background, structure, and systems.

The objective of the TCPS program is to provide chemical protection to I
existing transportable shelters. Providing these collective protection
areas will enhance the combat operational capability of deployable forces
by permitting rest and recuperation outside the chemical protective
ensemble. Our emphasis right now is to provide chemical protection tothree existing bare base shelters.

The basic ,performance requirement for the TCPS is that it provides
protection from chemical warfare environments for 12 personnel per 12-hour
shift. This basic unit capacity is derived-from the billeting standard for
the TEMPER tent. To enter and exit the collective protection area (toxic
free area) an ingress/egress system and procedures are required. In the
TCPS program an enclosed, pressurized Contamination Control Area (CCA) is
being developed to provide this capability. The TCP systems must operate
in a contaminated environment for 96 continuous hours, 48 hours without

resupply. By requiring only 48 hours of consummables, shelter size can be
minimized. Required strike/erect time is 60 minutes. This time does not
include the time required to erect the main host shelter. Since we are
dealing with tentage materials, we must have the capability to repair small
holes which will occur during normal operation. Duct tape will be used to
repair most small punctures.

In February 1986 a proof of concept demonstration was held at Brooks
APB, Texas. The purpose of this effort was to better define a
transportable CCA system that could interface with different existing
shelters. The positive results of this demonstration fed directly into the
development specification which was recently put on contract.
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TCP systems acquisition approach employs two primary contracts. The
first of these, the Army Simplified Collective Protection Equipment -
Preplanned Product Impovement (SCPE-P31) program, was awarded to
ILC Dover, Inc. This program is based or. the M20 room liner system which
is now in production. Under the SCPE-P31 program liner systems for the
TEMPER are being developed. The TEMPER is a modular tent system that comes

in the basic size 8 ft long by 20 ft wide. The 8 ft long modules can be
connected together to form tents of varying lengths. Common lengths for
the tent are 32, 48 and 64 ft. The liner system developed for this tent is
also modular allowing the shelter to be used in a chemical warfare
environment the same way it is in an uncontaminated environment. Under this
Army contract a liner system for the EXP shelter is also being developed.
This shelter is only used by the Air Force in a bare base environment. In
addition to these liner systems, the SCPE-P31 program will improve the
motor blower and entry/exit capabilities (airlock) of the baseline M20
system.

Our other main effort is the Air Force Integration Program. This
effort was awarded July 1987 to ILC Dover. This effort consists of two
main parts. One is developing a system to provide chemical harderi.ng to
the expandable shelter/container (ESC). This system will consist of a
liner, filter/blower system, and support kit. The other main part is the
development of the Contamination Control Area (CCA). It will be a modular
system designed to go with the three shelters we are working with, the EXP,
TEMPER, and ESC.

All of the above systems will be operated with existing b- ; base
generators and ECUs.

I
I

I
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Chemically Hardened Shelter System

Jose A. Miletti
U S Army Natick Research, Development

and Engineering Center
STRNC-USO

Natick, MA 01750-5017

BACKGROUND

The battlefield of the future will feature heavily armed, highly mobile
ground forces that will clash with unprecedented violence. There is an extremely
high probability that the ground forces of the United States and its allies will
be subjected to chemical weapons. The introduction of chemical weapons onto the
battlefield will cause a rapid degradation of unit effectiveness by: requiring
cumbersome and heat stress inducing protective clothing; hindering troop movement
into specific areas; rendering stored materials and equipment inaccessible or
nonusaable; and producing large number of casualties in poorly trained andunprepared units.

Collective protection is one of the key elements in providing battalion,division, and corps level health services support in toxic environments. Without
collective protection, medical theaters will be forced into protective equipment
which will render them incapable of providing any effective medical care.

At present, the M-51 Collective Protection Shelter is the only fielded
system that provides collective protection against chemical and boilogical (CB)
agents at the battalion and division medical levels. Medical units using the
M-51 identified serious design and operational deficiencies that degrade their
capabilities to provide effective medical care. Deficiencies are: insufficientfloor space and personnel thoroughput; excessive weight and deployment time; lack miof natural ventilation and insufficient prime movers,

The U S Army Natick Research, Development and Engineering Center (USANRDEC) mm
was directed by the Department of the Army to develop a replacement for the M-51
Collective Protection Shelter. Natick accepted this responsibiltiy recognizing
that, although the M-51 replacement will be primarily developed for medical use,
a highly-mobile collective protection system has potential for other
applications. Furthermore, less-mobile corps level medical facilities are
susceptible to collateral CB agents exposure and thus should be CB hardened.

OBJECTIVE

Develop a family of chemically protected enclosures for all theaters of
operation. Development will include highly mobile Battalion Aid Stations (BAS)
and Division Clearing Stations (DCS) for medical and other applications, and less
mobile shelter complex for field hospitals.
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APPROACH

A highly mobile chemically protected unit, or Battalion Aid Station (BAS)
will be designated for emergency medical use in the forward battle areas. This
will consisit of a foldable shelter offering 300 and/or 400 sq ft of working
space. The shelter, power systems, and medical equipment will be accommodated by
a High Mobility Multi-purpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV). The 400 sq ft shelter
system will house the power system in a 3/4 ton trailer, while the 300 sq ft
shelter will house the ancillary equipment within the HMMWV (ambulance/rigid wall
shelter).

The Division Clearing Station (DCS) will be the next-echelon of operations
and will provide more extensive medical care. The DCS consists of two BAS
complexed together through a suitable airlock of passageway.

At echelons above division, CB hardened International Standardization
Organization (ISO) rigid wall shelter will be complexed with CB hardened TEMPER
tents (Tent, Extendable, Modular, Personnel) to provide the highest level of
medical care. At the Corps Hospital level patient accomodations range from 60 to
400 beds.

I
I
I

I

I

I
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ADVANCED AIR PURIFICATION SYSTEMS

CHARLES M. LAWSON
U.S. ARMY CHEMICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING CENTER

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND 2101,0-5423

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to give an appreciation of the
current direction being taken by the U.S. Army in developing
improved air filtration technology for protection against the
effects of Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC) agents. This
paper will address current filtration systems, the technologies

considered as potential candidates, the status of the technologies
chosen for further development, and the direction being pursued into
the near and far term.

THREAT

The potential employment of NBC weapons by an adversary in any
future military conflict is of primary concern to the U.S. Armed
Forces. The threat posed by the Soviet Union and other WARSAW Pact
countries include a variety of tactical munitions with the potential
for NBC warheads. A variety of tactical Ballistic Missiles, long
range rockets, tube and rocket artillery are NBC capable ground-
force systems. The air delivered NBC threat includes bombs,

missiles, rockets, and spray tanks. These weapons can pose both on
ground and airborne threat to a combat system depending upon the
dissemination method. The variety of hazards include persistent and
nonpersistent chemical agents of the following classifications:
nerve, blood, blister, choking, and incapacitants. Toxins and
biological agents are also assumed to be available to Soviet
commanders. The nuclear threat will be from both ground and air

burst munitions. The protective requirements, therefore, involves
NBC protection against particulates, vapors, gases, aerosol liquids,
and thickened liquids.

CURRENT AIR PURIFICATION CAPABILITY

The present collective protection (CP) filtration system used
as the main defense against a Chemical-Biological (CB) attack is an
air filtration system utilizing a high efficiency aerosol filter
media and a granular vapor/gas adsorbing media. This type of air

purification system is capable of removing greater than 99.97
percent of particulates having a mean particle diameter of 0.3
microns and of adsorbing all known and/or suspected chemical warfare
(CW) agents at an efficiency of greater than 99.999 percent. The
granular adsorbent currently employed in NBC filters is ASC Carbon
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which is an activated carbon impregnated with copper, chromium, and

silver salts. The incorporation of these metal salts with activated
charcoal produces an adsorbent which will either retain toxic gases
by physical adsorption or destroy them by chemical reaction. Even

* though these current air filtration systems are quite effective,
they do possess several undesirable features. These filters have a
finite life-time and must be periodically replaced to insure that
adequate protection is always available to CP structures and
individuals within these structures. The logistics involved with
supply and replacement of air filtration system components (filters)
impose an added burden which impacts operational effectiveness.

I NEW FILTRATION TECHNOLOGIES

Potential alternate air filtration technologies were analyzed
during the 1980-1985 timeframe by the Government with the assistance
of Battelle Columbus Laboratories and Life Systems Incorporated.
Battelle performed a search of potential technologies resulting in
four recommended concepts. Life Systems Incorporated evaluated
these recommended technologies plus others. The following list
provides the technologies considered as potential CW agent removal

I technologies:

o Catalytic Oxidation
o Electrical Discharge Plasma
o Regenerative Adsorptive
o Regenerative Life Support Based Upon Aerospace Technology
o Thermal Decompositions
o Laser Decompositions
o Combustion
o Chemical Decomposition
o Microwave Decomposition
o Membrane Process
o High Pressure Filtration

These technologies were ranked according to their estimated
weight, volume, and power requirements. Those which offered the
greatest potential for military use were included in the U.S. Army
Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center (CRDEC)
development plan. Discussions and status on the technologies
(regenerable filtration, catalytic oxidation, electrical discharge

plasma, and high pressure filtration) that were considered viable

candidates follows.

REGENERATIVE FILTRATION TECHNOLOGY

I Two concepts are being explored based upon enchanced adsorption

of CW agents at low temperature and/or high pressure. The develop-
mental programs, Temperature Swing Adsorption/Desorption (TSA) and
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Pressure Swing Adsorption/Desorption (PSA), are based upon adsorbing
contaminates at low temperature or high pressure and desorbing
(regenerating) at high temperature or a lower pressure.

1. LOW TEMPERATURE REGENERATIVE FILTER SYSTEM (LTRFS): The
LTRFS is an advanced air purification concept based upon thermal
swing adsorption/desorption technology. The system consists of a
Chemical Agent Remoyal System (CARS) and an Environmental Control
Unit (ECU). The CARS consists of two sorbent beds with associated
valving and heat exchangers. Contaminated air is cooled to 35-40°F I
in the ECU and filtered through one sorbent bed while the second
sorbent bed is being regenerated at a higher temperature (400-
5000 F). By switching the valves, the two sorbent beds are cycled I
through adsorption/desorption modes, thereby, providing continuous
protection. The enhanced adsorption at low temperature also negates
the need for an impregnated activated charcoal or exceedingly large
filtration beds as the sorption media.

A full scale 150 cubic feet per minute (cfm) test stand was
developed and tested with chemical vapor simulant and chemical I
warfare agent by the Government. The LTRFS met the design speci-

fication goals and demonstrated the feasibility of the LTRFS
technology. I

A full scale 150 cfm prototype has been developed and inte-
grated on an experimental tank. An ongoing effort is being

performed to improve the sorbent media of the CARS unit. To date,
this effort has demonstrated significant promise in reducing the
size of filter beds or, alternatively, increasing capacity for
highly volatile chemicals.

2. PRESSURE SWING ADSORPTION/DESORPTION (PSA): PSA technology
uses pressure as the controlling adsorption/desorption variable.
This process uses a filtration media to separate contaminants from i
contaminated air allowing breathable air to continue towards the
effluent end of the filter system. A fraction of the purified air
is then used at a reduced pressure to regenerate (desorb) the
filtration media.

Two avenues have been pursued by CRDEC on this technology
effort. First, a PSA laboratory test stand has been developed that
has the flexibility to conduct experimental parametric studies with
both chemical agent simulants and chemical agent warfare compounds.
The parameters include studies on sorbents, pressures, cycle times,
and other potential design factors. These parametric studies will
be initiated in 1987. A concurrent effort is being performed to

develop a full scale 250 cfm PSA prototype for the U.S. Navy. The ii
prototype will be tested with chemical agent vapor simulant in 1988.
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CATALYTIC OXIDATION

Catalytic oxidation technology is based upon contaminated air
being heated to a high temperature and passed through a catalytic
reactor where the contaminants are decomposed or oxidized into other
species. These species are either retained in the catalytic reactor
or are removed by a subsequent post treatment process (i.e.,

reaction, adsorption, or absorption).

Present efforts include development of a base-line on existing
high temperature catalysts as to their destruction of chemical
warfare vapors and simulants and the development of candi.date low
temperature catalysts. The development of low temperature catalysts
will be very important to catalytic oxidation being considered as a
viable option to present CP systems. The low temperature catalysts
will reduce the power requirements for this technology and the
overall volume due to reduction of heat exchangers, etc.

I ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE PLASMA

Air purification by electrical discharge plasmas is based upon
the technology of conducting chemical reactions in an electrical
environment. When neutral gas molecules become ionized by the
action of a strong electrical field, an energetic electrically
neutral media composed of atoms, free radicals, ions, and electrons
are formed. The resultant energy tra..sfer has the potential to
change the vibrational and rotational states of toxic molecules
leading to formations of smaller molecules. Several types of plasma
electrical discharges have been addressed for CW agent destruction

such as DC and AC corona, glow DC corona, microwave, AC silent
discharge, and Radio Frequency.

I HIGH PRESSURE FILTRATION

High pressure filtration is an air purification technique that
is based upon the same technology as the current air filtration

systems except that filtration occurs within a high pressure
environment. High pressure filtration processes a large volume of
contaminated air through a significantly reduced filter size than
would be required for filtration at ambient pressure conditions.
This particular filtration technique provides large air. volumes in a
rather small filtration canister. However, the drawback is that due
to the reduced amount of filtration media and the corresponding
reduced amount of contaminates that can be filtered, more frequent
filter change-outs are required. This technology has specific
application to airframe combat systems where filter volume is so
critical that the present and potential advanced technologies may
not be able to be designed small enough for the large airflow ratesrequired.
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ADVANCED FILTRATION DIRECTIONS

CRDEC as the U.S. Army lead laboratory in chemical defense is
taking an aggressive approach in providing NBC CP to the military in
order to provide the maximum protection while allowing the least
degradation in performance in carrying out their mission during
military conflict. In addition to pursuing alternate filtration
technologies for combat systems while reducing certain disadvantages
of the current system, CRDEC must keep in mind the logistic burdens
of supply and demand during wartime. Therefore, the number of

candidate technologies under investigation have been reduced so that
current funds can be applied with more emphasis of select technol-
ogies. The following is the current plan in development of future
filtration systems:

1. Develop high pressure filtration Zor airframe application.

2. Develop regenerative filtration technology for other combat
systems for the near future (1990's).

3. Develop electrical discharge plasma for the far term
timeframe (beyond 1990).

1I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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I Chemical Defense - The Individual Protective Equipment -

Collective Protection InterfaceI
Robert E Simpson (KRUG International)

Chemical Defense Branch

USAF School of Aerospace Medicine

Brooks AFB TX

The requirement to provide collective protection facilities to enhance the

chemical warfare (CW) operating capability of military personnel at selected

operational sites is now generally recognized. With this requirement has come

the need to establish basic designs of collective protection facility and of

the associated contamination control areas (CCA) through which personnel

process during entry and exit.

In parallel with facility, design has come the requirement to establish safe

and practical ground operating procedures whereby personnel can enter, and

subsequently exit the facility in the local presence of CW agents.I
In the CW environment, collective protection use essentially involves the

* exposure of personnel to the potential hazards of a CW agent liquid and/or

vapor presence during individual protective equipment (IPE) doffing and

donning procedures. These potential hazards include:

(a) Direct liquid CW agent transfer to unprotected skin.

(b) Exposure of unprotected skin to vesicant agent vapor.

(c) Eye/respiratory tract exposure during respirator (mask) exchange

* procedures.

The general principles of the CCA design and function, as adopted for the USAF

Survivable Collective Protection System (SCPS-2B) are illustrated in Figures 1

and 2. Figure 1 shows the general floor plan of the SCPS-2B facility with its

3 discrete areas; (1) the Toxic Free Area (TFA), (2) the Vapor Hazard Area

(VHA), and (3) the Liquid Hazard Area (LHA). These 3 areas are sequentially

flushed by a continuous input of CW filtered air, directed initially into the

TFA, which maintains a slight overpressure in the facility relative to the

external environment. Figure 2 shows, for each discrete part of the
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contamination control area of the facility, the specific actions which occur

during the ingress of ground crew personnel. For each action area the

potential local CW hazards to ingressing personnel are listed.

The extent of these potential hazards will depend on many factors, amongst

which should be included the severity, type and duration of the local chemical

agent challenge, and the relative number of ingressing personnel directly

contaminated with liquid CW agent. In the latter respect, this potential

hazard will depend upon the efficacy of liquid contaminant avoidance measures

employed by personnel operating outside the collective protection facility

during the attack and post-attack phases.

The meeting of the potential hazards to users of collective protection

facilities and the need to maintain TFA integrity during and after personnel

entry has dictated judicious attention to facility design and to the

formulation of personnel entry and exit procedures. To a large extent,

however, the satisfying of chemical safety requirements during facility entry

and exit is dependent upon the meeting of specific individual protective

equipment and procedural compatibility requirements at the protective

equipment - collective protection interface. With few exceptions, current

ground crew CV protective ensemble component design stems from the

precollective protection era when no special recognition had to be given to

the dictates of collective protection usage. In some instances the necessary

retrospective formulation of don/doff procedures for this older-design

equipment has precluded the achievement of optimum solutions to protective

equipment - collective protection interface problems. This is particularly

the case in relation to the vital operational need to minimize the times

required for personnel to process into and out of the collective protection

facility, a requirement secondary only to chemical safety considerations.

Figures 3 and 4 show a typical breakdown of the timing of individual don/doff

actions which constitute the complete facility exit and entry procedures for

ground crew. These typical times, recorded during USAFSAM SCPS-2B facility

studies, were for individual subjects, but processing and assisting each other

as buddy pairs. These timing breakdowns suggest some protective equipment -

collective protection interface areas where potentially, significant

reductions could be made in personnel exit-entry procedures timing, without
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I prejudicing chemical safety. Of particular note is the marked difference

between mean entry and exit timings, with exit time 84% greater than entry

time. Typical subject times spent in don/doff activities in three specific

areas of the facility are compared, for the entry and exit procedures, in

* Figure 5.

The VHA donning time, study mean 7.27 min, compares very unfavorably with the

VHA doffing time, study mean 1.79 min. This difference is accounted for, in

large measure, by the difficulty experienced by subjects in securing garment

and boot fastenings, particularly when wearing Nuclear, Biological, and

Chemical (NBC) glove assemblies. While aid by dedicated assistants in the VHA

could reduce subject VHA donning times, the limited availability of assistants

is likely to dictate their deployment in other areas of the facility CCA where

* attention to the prevention of liquid CW contaminant transfer to processing

personnel is more vital. If this is the case, some advantages could accrue,

in terms of easing and speeding up the VHA donning procedures, by further

attention to the design of the fastenings of the fatigues/combat suit and

boots.

The securing and fastening of the boot laces on the ground crew chemical

protective overboot in the LHA during donning procedures is also difficult and

time-consuming. The mean time to don these items (study mean 5.28 min) is 78%

greater than mean doffing time (2.96 min),,and the donning time represents

approximately 24% of the subject's total facility egress time. Some design

attention to the overboot fastenings could make a significant contribution to

reducing donning, and possibly doffing times. One suggested approach, in

which the conventional laces are replaced by hook-ended elastic (bungee)

cords, is shown in Figure 6.

Under CW operating conditions the protective equipment - collective protection

interface which constitutes the greatest potential hazard to ingressing

personnel is the LHA changing chute area. Within the separate changing

chutes, the potentially contaminated outer protective garments are removed

from ingressing subjects. The local hazard to personnel at this interface

comprises:

(a) The possibility of unprotected skin and/or undergarment contact by
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liquid chemical agent during the doffing of the outer protective garments.

(b) The unavoidable exposure of unprotected skin to the chemical agent

vapor emanating, primarily from the protective garments, during the doffing

procedures. This is of particular significance only in the presence of a

vesicant agent challenge.

In relation to the limitation, or ideally the elimination of liquid agent

transfer to subjects during their protective overgarment doffing procedures in

the LHA changing chutes, a very strong case can be made for the deployment of

dedicated shelter assistants to undertake these procedures. On the grounds of

chemical safety, it is undesirable for undressing, ingressing personnel to

handle either their own potentially contaminated outer protective garments or

those of other personnel.

Studies undertaken at USAFSAM have shown a typical (mean) subject time of 4.65

min for protective overgarment doffing in the LHA changing chutes during

facility entry, when subjects assisted each other in buddy pairs. The

equivalent donning time during facility exit was 6.91 min. Each of these mean

times includes approximately 2 min of the individual's time spent in assisting

the buddy partner. The elimination of this buddy-assistance time by the

provision of aid by dedicated assistants for the LHA changing chute procedures

would, therefore, also markedly reduce the time spent by ingressing/egressing

subjects in this specific area of the facility.

The employment of buddy-assistance techniques during ingress-egress procedures

is attractive from the point of view of limiting the requirements for

dedicated support personnel. This approach, however, is not conducive to the l

achievement of optimum flow rates of personnel into and out of the collective

protection facility. In general, while the required timing for specific

equipment don/doff actions is dictated by chemical safety considerations, the I
minimizing of this timing should be a priority target if operationally

acceptable facility personnel shift change times are to be consistently

achieved. I
In considering the potential vesicant agent vapor hazard to personnel during

their undressing/dressing procedures in the facility, the extent of the hazard
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is dictated by the magnitude of the local vesicant vapor concentration and the

time of subject unprotected skin exposure. By special design measures, the

local concentration of vesicant vapor in the changing chutes, to which

undressing/dressing subjects are exposed, can be reduced; e.g., by chute

flushing with clean or relatively clean air supplied direct from the TFA or

VHA. The time of unprotected skin exposure, however, will be dictated by the

type of chemical protective equipment worn, the necessary actions comprising

the don/doff procedures, and the form and extent of assistance provided to the

* undressing/dressing subject.

Unprotected skin exposure is assumed from the first doffing action which

breaks the protective integrity of the individual protective equipment

assembly during facility entry, and prior to the establishment of assembly

protective integrity during facility exit. On entry, for example, unprotected

skin exposure will occur not only in the changing chutes but during the

subject's subsequent passage to and through the VHA, prior to TFA entry. The

need to minimize unprotected skin exposure time lends strong support to the

employment of dedicated shelter assistants to expedite the personnel don/doff

procedures which take place in the LHA changing chutes.

I In terms of protective equipment - collective protection interface

compatibility, the requirement to reduce unprotected skin exposure time to a

3 minimum, in the presence of vesicant vapor, is more readily met by the

protective undercoverall approach to below-the-neck CW protection. With this

approach the doffing of contaminated outer garments, such as the fatigues suit

(or aircrew coverall), can be completed without unprotected skin exposure.

Such exposure occurs in this case only during the mask exchange procedures at

the LHA/VHA interface and subsequent protective garment doffing in the reduced

vapor hazard environment of the VHA. An additional advantage of the

protective undercoverall approach is the reduced risk of liquid contaminant

transfer to skin or personal underwear items which are protected by the

undercoverall during outer garment removal.

An attempt has been made in this paper to highlight some of the factors to

which attention could beneficially be paid to further enhance the chemical

safety and operational acceptability of collective protection facility use in

a CW environment. Some short term measures have been suggested which could
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further enhance chemical safety and significantly improve personnel

ingress-egress times.

In the longer term, specific research attention given to collective protection

requirements in the concept and design formulation stages of future individual

protective equipment could be rewarding.

i
I

I
I
I
I
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VAPOR.~- ~TOXIC-FREE AREA (TFA)

HAZARD 7.1 i~w uio

(VIIA) ARE

LIQUID
HAZARD
AREA

EQUIPMENT DOFFING (ENTRY)

ENTRY/EXIT /Mean Doffing Time During Facility Entry.

Day 1min
1 13.14
2 11.85

______________________________________ IMean: 11.27

rtsoir.oog tract .osur. t CW pgt 110Y Day I iming Breakdown:
vapor trsnsitirrea tv irrtl,,esonl O Area Procedures min

*LHA Doft chem. prot. overboots 2.96
LHA Chute Doff chem. prot. overgarment 4.65

Po~nIsI~szr4uoproeceaLHA Mask exchange, doft rubber gloves 3.15
~ ,I..1.-,. -A .~;:Iwts~ V Doff boots, fatigues, glove liners -1.79 -

tentil haardshoul 9,WtEl-nt-11

(Ptial nrpr Hdt C~-f ~,

~ ~ -..--.... DAY 1 'DONIDOFF TIME COMPARISONS

Area Equipment / Procedure Don Time Doff Time

- VIHA Fatigues, boots, 'gloves 7.27 1.79

LHA Chute Protective overgarment 6.91 4.65
EQUIPMENT _DONNING (EXIT) -.-. --.. . .... .....-..-.. ---..........--- ..........

Mean Donning Time During Facility Exit: Tim lA Chain. prol. overboots 5.28 2.96
.I .................................. .......... . ............

Day min
122.44 Floue

2 21.07
3 18.94

4 20.71

'6 irTiing Breakdown:

Ara Procedures min

VHA Don fatigues, boots, gloves, overboots 7.27
*LHA Mask exchange 2.21
LHlA Chute Don prof. overgarment, secure hood 6.11
LHlA Don chem. po.overboots 5.26
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I
COMMAND AND CONTROL IN A. CW ENVIRONMENT

Command and cotrol of forces is a critical facet of mission accomplishment.
With a chemical agent prescnt, command and control becomes a vital aspect of
survive to operate. In a chemical warfare environment, command and control
must have a strong network for detection, identification and warning, a good
system to analyze data and procedures for restoration of the base to 100%
mission capable.

Detection, identification and warning in a timely manner requires:

- A data collection network, including detection instruments', casualty reports,
wildlife indicators and UXO reports.

* -Personnel trained in the effects of chemical agents.

- A system for dissemination of information.

In order to provide a proper analysis cnd estimated impact on base operations,
the NBC representative in the SRC should be trained on agent affects and ATP-45j

To minimize the impact of the chemical attack and return the base to 100%
mission capability each major staff agency must prepare contingency procedures
and train personnel on those procedures.

- Deputy Commander for Operations focus on direct mission tasking, the require-
ments for mission planning and protection of aircrew as a priority resource.

I - Deputy Commander for Maintenance is concerned with aircraft protection and
preparation of aircraft for mission tasking.

- Deputy Commander for Resource Management is responsible for procurement of
resources and material to support aircraft buildiags for mission. task~ng.

- The Base Commander is tasked with the restoration/maintenance of the base/
airfield in a combat capable status.

The system culminates with the Wing Commander, the risk taker, who weighs the
situation and establishes priorities and takes the risks necessary to ensure
the wing meets its mission tasking.I
ILt Morrison/50CSG/DW/450-6207

I
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I GERMAN C-DETECTION FLUORESCENCE MONITOR

I
W. Diehl , Battelle-Institut e.V. Frankfurt/M3 Mi. Rother , Batte!!e-Institut e.V. Frankfurt/Mi

V.Starrock, Wehrwissenschaftliche Dienststelle der Bundeswehr

f~r ABC - Schutz, Munster

W.Uferkamp, Bundesamt ftr Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung, Koblenz

I Federal Republic of Germany

U The paper results from a research program conducted at Battelle

Frankfurt during the past several years with the objective to

develop new techniques for the detection and survey of Chem-i:l

Warf are Agents based on the use of fluorescence.

These investigations were stimulated by the present needs of the

military for reliable techniques that are capable of surveying

surfaces for the presence of deposited warefare agents

in a time period as soon as possible.

In this context " SURVEY " means primarily a yes/no statement

as to wether or not a surface is contaminated. The scope in-

cludes

o SURVEY OF EQUIPMENT (e.g.aircraft)

o SURVEY OF PERSONNEL

for decision on decontamination necessity and success.

Under cor.tract of the German Ministry of Defense, Battelle
currently is developing a portable C-Detection Fluorescence

Monitor, designed as a back-pack version.
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Introduction

The work described below is concerned with the development of a

Fluorescence Sensor System tor detecting chemical warfare agents

on different surfaces. The principle of operation of the sensor

involves pretreatment of a surface with a liquid reagent spray

that reacts selectively with chemical agents to form products

that are highly fluorescent when exposed to ultralviolett light.

Chemistry

Reagents for the detection of nerve agents(Schoenemann solution)

and H-mustard agent(Dye adduct solution) were developed under

different contracts sponsored by the German Minsitry of Defense

and the US Air Force.

The Schoenemnann approach involves treating an agent contaminated

surface with an indole-peroxide reagent, and then exciting

fluorescence from the reaction products. Fluorescence from the

Schoenemann reaction products is much stronger than that from
the agents themselves facilitating their detection. Normally'

the Schoenemann flourescence approach is employed only with

G-agents and is not used f6r the detection of VX or H-type

agents.

We developed an optimized Schoenmann approach for the G-agents

and a modified Schoenmann approach based on the use of an

AgNO3/Kf activator for VX. An attempt to develop a 5 step re-

action scheme to convert H-agents to G like agents was un -

successful, however, a fluorescent dye adduct technique was

found using several different triphenyl methine dyes of which

Brilliant Blue R gave the highest sensitivity.

The reactions involved in the pretreatment chemistry for the

three types of agents are summarized in Figure 1.
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I G-AGENTS (SCHOENEMANN REACTION),
OH

+ PERBORATE ,LALE
ALKALI NE

H SOLUTION
H

INDOLE INDOXYL3 (FLUORESCENCE)

I
VX AGENT (MODIFIED SCHOENEMANN REACTION)I

. A , VX AGENT

+ PERBORATE + AG,10 3/K A,
I N ALKALINEN SOLUTION

In 'I

I INDOLE INDOXYL

(FLUORESCENCE)I.
H-MUSTARD AGENTS

I CL-(CH2)2-S-(CH2)2-CL + BRILLIANT BLUE R- FLUORESCENT
ADDUCT

MUSTARD

FIGURE 1 PRETREATMENT CHEMISTRY DEVELOPED FOR AGENT DETECTION
BY FLUORESCENCE
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Tests with the chemical warfare agents GB,GD and VX were per-

formed at the NBC Proving Grounds in Munster, West Germany.

Detection of G-Aaents

Performance tests on selected surface samples contaminated with

GD and GB showed, that freshly-contaminated substrates such as

concrete, asphalt, sand and grass permit satisfactory detection

of the two agents without serious interference effects. The agent

densities varied from 2 to 5 g/m. On asphalt, the highly volatile

GB was detected by a pronounced signaleven after four hours. The

less volatile GD was still detectable on all substrates investi-

gated (concrete,asphalt and grass) after two hours (Figure 2 and3).

Detection .of VX-Aaents

Tests with VX showed that immediately after reaction with an

activator very high fluorescence intensities and short response

times (comparable to the GB values) are achieved (Figure 4).

Detection of a-Mustard

The method developed for the fluorescence detection of mustard

agents is based on colorometric indicator reactions, which can

generate fluorescing dye adducts. After first successful results

with Michler's Ketone it was decided to screen various dyes to

find one with a high fluorescence intensity when mixed with

mustard. A total of 38 dyes was screened. Of the triphenyl

methine dyes Brilliant Blue R was found to give the highest

fluorescence. An adduct fluorescence spectrum for mustard with

Brilliant Blue R is given in Figure 5. The Brilliant Blue R

is used in an 0.02% solution containing 70% water and 30% ethan-

ol. Performance tests on overgarment material contaminated

with HD showed a realtively high fluorescence intensity com-

bined with a very short response time ( half maximum intensity

< 0.5s ; Figure 6).
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1. Spectrum without mustard agentI
2- Spectrum after addition of 5 iJ

mustard agent
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I
Conclusions for Applications

Concerning the practical applications of the fluorescence

technique, the following features are most important:

I o The nerve agents GB,GD,VX and the blister agent H-mustard

can be detected with high sensitivity utilizing the

fluorescence technique

o The rise time of the fluorescence intensity is fast enough

for scanning military equipment, aircrafts, personnel etc.

within a convenient detection time

o There is in principle a slight fluorescence interference

from specific substances like motor oil. However, this

interference can be made negligible by well known technical

means e.g. suitable selection of filter passband~differential

processing, lock-in technique etc.I

I DeveloDment of Hardware

- Battelle is currently working on a contract for the German

Ministry of Defence with the objective to develop a portable
prototype device for rapid detection of chemical warfare agents

using the described method. This instrument will be used to

demonstrate the applicability of the technique for personnel

and equipment contamination detection.

The C-Detection Fluorescence Monitor is designed as a back-pack

* version (Figure 7).
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I

It consists of three subunitsI
o Reagent Tank

3 o Electronics Module (inc.Power supplies)

o Sensor Rod

U The Reagent Tank and the Electronics Module are mounted at the

carrying frame. The Electronics Module covers the Lamp Housing,

the Detector Unit, the Signal Processing Unit, the Display Unit

as well as the Power Supplies. A common plastics light guide

is used for guiding of excitation and detection light. All supply

cables like the light guide, reagent hose and electric cords

are linked into a handheld Sensor Rod (Figures 8 + 9).

The Sensor Rod covers a handsprayer for application of the

reagent fog and a key for activation of the electronic background

surpression circuit.

in operation the soldier wears the carrying frame on his back

and the.sensor rod in one hand. For detection the procedure

is as follows:

o Home in on the area of interest

o Press down the Backgroundzero key

o Activate the Spray gun

If a preselected threshold value is exceeded, alarm is indicated

optically(lamp) and acoustically(buzzer).

In this preliminary version the complete system will have a

weight of approximately 15 kp. For the next development step

considerable weight reduction is planned by using a battery powered

flashlamp.

The C-Detection Fluorescence Monitor will be available for

testing in approximately 2 months.
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Bandposs Filter Silican Dfletoir Carmwaxlamp Cold Mir for

Detector Unit '
Receiver 'Tansmltter
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FIGURE 8: LAMP HIOUSING AND DETECTOR UNIT

Collimator Sensor Head Light Guide goeror kron~ro~e
Optics

Spray oz~ieReagent Hase

Hand Sprayer

FIGURE 9: SENSOR ROD
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THE USE OF CAM ON AIRBASES

Dr. JOHN T. BARTLETT and MR. DAVID A. BLYTH

The instrument is a hand-held device, completely self-contained and weighs

about four pounds. The lithium sulphur dioxide battery will last for approximately

16 hours at room temperature and approximately two hours at -2506. Supplied with

the instrument is a confidence tester (a source of simulant vapour for both nerve

agent and mustard agent mode) and a number of inlet filters whose only function is

to prevent the ingress of excessive amounts of dust.

The principle of operation is ion mobility spectrometry, in which the incoming

air is ionized as it passes over a 10 mc Ni63 source. This very low energy 8

source provides no radiation hazardj. The type of ion produced e.g., small air
ions or larger organic vapour ions, is identified by measuring its time of flight

across a known path length in a controlled electric field. The number of ions

produced is related to the vapour concentration, hence CAM is able to quantitatively

and qualitatively identify the sample vapour, provided it has been previously pro-

grammed to seek out the appropriate ion flight times. Upon receipt of a vapour

that it has been programmed to recognize, the identity and concentration of vapour

is fed to an on-board computer in whose memory the toxicity of that particular agent

is held. The 'hazard' to the operator is then calculated and displayed.

The form of display has been the subject of much discussion with all Branches

of the Armed Forces. The format chosen was an eight-bar display, the number of

bars illuminated indicating the extent of the hazard Las opposed to the identity of th
a*nt and its concentration. The instrument and its performance goals can be

summarized in the following two Tables :

Table I

The Instrument

1. Held and operated by one hand;

2. Completely self-contained;

3. Weighs under 2 Kg;

4. Battery life approximately 16 hours;

5. Cost allows large-scale of issue.
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Table 2

CAM Performance

1. Indicates the presence of chemical agent vapour;

2. Indicates the magnitude of the hazard to the operator;

3. Has a realistic sensitivity;

4. Responds and clears in a few seconds;

5. Can be programmed to detect harmless simulants;

6. Could identify the chemical agent.

In the light of the experience gained in many Trials and Exercises, only

Item 4 of Table 2 needs qualifying. T hilst the instrument will respond very

quickly, its clear-down time has been found to be dependant upon the quantity of

vapour ingested. In most cases, however, prolonged clear-down times can be

avoided by suitable operating procedures.

The acceptance of CAM into service and its use by servicemen in the field

has high-lighted a gap in our training schedule-. CAM, or for that matter any

similar equipment, cannot fulfil its intended role unless the operator has some

practical knowledge of the behaviour of vapours in the open air, i.e. the know-

ledge of the 'art of vapour sampling'. The first lesson to be learnt is that

vapours do not obey the laws of radiation §f ten assumed because CAM is associated

with radiation monitors7. Other lessons - not always obvious to the uninitiated,

include the absorption of vapour on to surfaces, including detector inlets and the

fact that vapour can collect in 'pockets'. Practice in operating CAM soon helps

to create an understanding in the behaviour of vapours and, in addition, gives a

knowledge of any false alarms that may be encountered in the operators environment,

This latter consideration is particularly important in some enclosed areas such as

machinery spaces or vehicular maintenance areas, where solvents or cleaning

materials may be used and produce a small reading on the CAM display. With prior

knowledge, such background readings need pose no problems when monitoring. It

should also be remembered that CAN will only detect vapour and is, therefore, not lI
effective in indicating a contact hazard from liquid contamination. This con-

sideration becomes important in cold temperatures due to the lowering of the agents

vapour pressure.
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As mentioned previously, the instrument has to be programmed with the

necessary agent parameters before it can detect that vapour. Whilst this

programming is readily achieved, the question of detecting unknown agents has to be

answered. In the CAM display, three small dots appear (with no bars) if the

instrument is sampling a vapour which produces ions it cannot recognise. The

usefulness of this system is still a matter of debate, since many harmless vapours,

such as diesel engine exhaust, can also give a three dot display. The problem

really raises the old question, should a detector be very specific with no false

alarms, or be capable of detecting unidentified vapours with a high false alarm risk?

Realistic training may be the best answer.

CAM has been found to be particularly useful in Air Base operations, especially

when monitoring personnel entering collective protection, such as crew briefing

facilities and medical rooms. It is, of course, ideally suited for monitoring

contaminated aircraft and equipment and for checking the efficiency of decon-

tamination procedures, but if used in a more general reconnaissance role, its use

may be restricted because it becomes saturated at high vapour concentrations.
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Remote Detection of Chemical Agents by IR-Lidar

M. Endemann, V. Klein, W. Uferkamp*, W. Diehl

Battelle-Institut e.V., Frankfurt/M, FRG
*Bundesamt ffir Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung, Koblenz, FRG

1. Introduction

There is an urgent need for a device that allows the remote

detection and localization, identification and quantification of

chemical agents in the atmosphere. The instrument should provide

the capability to carry out measurements over distances on the

order of a few kilometers, to allow a survey of larger areas from

a central location. A high sensitivity to chemical agents is

mandatory, to allow their detection at concentration levels that

are well below lethal values. At the same time, the instrument

must be insensitive to the presence of other species in the

atmosphere to avoid false alarms. Measurements need to be

performed at day- anc night time and should be independent of

weather conditions.

A multispectral C02-laser radar (also called lidar for light

radar) operating in the infrared spectral region (9 - 11 pm) is

well suited for this task. It actively probes the spectral

features of the atmosphere at various selected IR-wavelengths to

yield specific absorption patterns when chemical agents are

present.

Appropriate instrumentation is under development in Germany since

the early 1970's. Goal is the desig Df a simple and reliable

instrument with the option to allow autonomous, automated opera-

tion. This paper summarizes the measurement principles, the basic

instrument design and the status of the hardware development of

these efforts.

Battelle-Institut e.V.
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I
2. Measurement Principle

2.1 Differential Absorption SDectroscony DAS.

The measurement principle is based on the Differential Absorption

Spectroscopy (DAS-) method: most molecules.show more or less

narrow absorption bands in the infrared spectral region, that

are unique for each species and thus can be used to detect their

presence and also indicates their concentration.I
Fig. 1 shows absorption spectra for GD (Soman) and GB (Sarin)

that were measured with a C02-laser in the 9 - 11 pm spectral

region'. It is quite noticeable that the absorption coefficient

of these specie-s varies quite considerable between nearby C02-

emission lines. For example, the relative absorption of GB

(Soman) between the 9P(10) and the 9P(40)-CO2-lines at 9.473 pm

* and at 9.733 pm is as large as 1.10-3m 2 /mg. Thus the observation

of the relative extinction of COz-laser radiation between differ-

ent selected emission lines yields an indication, whether a

species with the appropriate absorption features is present or

I not.

u Problems arise from the presence of absorption lines from other

species in the atmosphere. Interference from these absorption

features can cause an obscurance of the observed spectral

characteristics or can cause a false alarm, when similar spectral
featuers are encountered as the observed ones. These interference

problems can be avoided when a larger number wavelengths are

observed to deduce unique spectral features. Present studies

indicate that about 10 line pairs are sufficient to yield species

sensitive detection probabilities.

1Dr. Staginus, Wehrwissenschaftliche Dienststelle der Bundes-

wehr, Munster, FRG, private communication

Battelle-Institut e.V.
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2.2 Lidar Princiz.e

Fig. 2 -shows the basic layout of a lidar instrument (lidar =

Light Detection And Ranging, the optical equivalent to a radar):

a laser transmits a short light pulse into the atmosphere. A

small fraction of the light is returned to the receiver telescope

of the lidar by either non-cooperative topographical-target like

trees, bushes, buildings etc., by aerosol clouds formed by

natural or artificial fog, or by naturally occuring background

aerosols.

The distance between the lidar instrument and the target is

determined by a time-of-flight measurement of the signal. The

intensity of the received signal is dependent on instrument

parameters like power of the pulse, diameter of the receiving

telescope, sensitivity of the signal detector etc., on the target

properties, either the reflectivity of solid targets or the

backscatter coefficient of aerosols, and finally on the atmosphe-

ric extinction between lidar instrument and target.

Battelle-Institut e.V.
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Of these parameters, only the atmospheric extinction varies

rapidly with the wavelength due to the narrow absorption features

of atmospheric species, while the instrument parameters and

target properties show only little dependence on the wavelength.

Thus, to perform the DAS-measurement with a lidar, the influence

of instrument parameters and target properties are eliminated by

taking the ratio of the intensities measured at nearby wave-

lengths. This measurement principle is also termed DIAL for

Differential Absorption Lidar.

Various measurement modes if lidar instruments are feasible

according to the different targets used. With topographic tar-

gets, the average concentration along the line of sight can be

obtained from the lidar measurement. By scanning the lidar to

various targets around its location, a larger area can be

surveyed to indicate the presence of chemical agents in the

surveyed regions.

When aerosol backscatter is used as target, the distance to the

chemical agent cloud can be measured as well. Thus, a combination

of a scanning lidar with the ability to use aerosol backscatter 

as target allows to obtain 3D-maps of c-agent concentrations

around the measurement site.

Another measurement capability of lidar instruments may be the

recognition of various types of aerosol clouds and to determine

those aerosol clouds that contain chemical agents. However, these

DISC (Differential Scattering)-measurements are just in the

initial research phase and the science base is just being

established. I

Lidar measurements using topographic targets are easiest to

perform, since their reflectivity is comparatively large and the

measurement signal accordingly rather large. Backscatter from

natural aerosols is smaller by a factor of about 100, so the

lidar performance needs to upgraded. However, aerosol clouds can

Battelle-Institut e.V.
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I
have much larger backscatter coefficient and can yield accurate

measurements with less powerful lidar instruments.

U The advantage of DIAL-measurements compared to other passive

methods like Fourier-transform spectrometers or double-ended

laser absorption spectrometers is the independece on atmospheric-

and illumination-conditions, znd the capability to survey a large

area by scanning the instrument. When aerosol backscatter is used

to return the light, even 3D- maps of chemical agent clouds can

be obtained.

3. Basic Instrument Desian

As discussed above, the atmospheric extinction between two

wavelengths is probed by emitting two laser pulses that are

reflected by the same target under identical conditions. However,

the target itself as well as the atmosphere between. lidar
instrument and target vary with time (scintillations, movement of

leaves and trees, dr'it of aerosol clouds, etc.). To achieve

sensitive extinction measurements, the probe pulse must be

transmitted during such a small time interval that the atmosphere

is essentially 'frozen'.

Measurements indicate that the atmosphere is frozen for time

intervals be!ow approximately 3-10 ms (atmospheric correlation

time), dependent on the atmospheric conditions and on the

target 2. This means for the design of a DIAL-instrument that it

requires the capability to emit pulses with a different wave-

2N. Menyuk, D. K. Killinger:

Temporal correlation measurements of pulsed dual CO2  lidar

returns

Opt.Lett. 6 (1981) 301-303

Battelle-Institut e.V.
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lengths within a time interval of about 3 ms. . . I

About ten wavelength pairs may be required for the detection and

identification of chemical agents in the presence of other

atmospheric gases. However, these various line pairs do not have

to be probed during the atmospheric correlation time, as long as

the individual measurements are used to determine the atmospheric

extinction between these wavelengths. The different line pairs

must be probed sufficiently fast, so that a 'typical' cloud

within the optical path remains stationary. This time is

estimated to be about 1 s.

Thus a basic requirement for a c-agent lidar is, that it has the

capability to probe wavelength-pairs within the atmospheric

correlation time (about 3 ms), and to determine the atmospheric

extinction between up to 10 frequency pairs within 1 s. A special

tuning device is required to allow fast wavelength switching I
between two preselected wavelengths, and to allow a 'random

access' .selection of up to 10 wavelength-pairs within 1 s. I

At the same time, stringent requirements have to be met with

respect to the pointing stability and the mode shape of the

laser. Since topographic targets and aerosol clouds can be highly

non-uniform, small deviations of the beam p inting or the

transverse mode shape can cause large variations of the target

reflectivity and thus can introduce significant errors in the I
extinction measurement. Thus the mode wander must be much less

than the intrinsic beam divergence of the laser beam. I

Two basic approaches exist for the rapid frequency switching of

the lidar: !
- two independtly tuned lasers with medium pulse repetition

frequency PRF (about 20..50 Hz),

- a single laser with high PRF (300 Hz or more) and a rapid I
tuning device for wavelength switching.

Battelle-Institut e.V.
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I

Both solutions have specific pro's and con'ss . Mainly on grounds

of more compact design and simpler control of the beam wander, we

have selected a lidar design with a single high PRF-laser.I
4. Develooment Status in Germany

Presently a frequency-agile lidar with the name MIRACL (for

fMultispectral IR-Absorption CO2-Lidar) is under development at

the Battelle-Institut in Frankfurt. This lidar is designed as a

test bed for some future operational instrument. One design goal

is to build a simple instrument with good reliability, that

3 allows to perform the required proof-of-concept measurements, but
that. gives also insight into the problems of autonomous,

automated operation.

Fig. 3 shows a schematic drawing of the MIRACL-instrument: The

largest component of the lidar-head is the high-PUP CO2-laser. 1
commercial item from Laser Science, Inc. was selected for this

test bed, that can be operated with a PRE of 300 Hz. In the

laboratory, however, the laser has already been operated with up

to 500 Hz.

This laser provides a pulse energy of 200 mJ on strong CO-lines,

and about 50 mJ on the weak lines. This power is sufficient for

measurements over a 2-km-path, using topographic targets as

3M. Endemann, E. Golusda, E. Hansen, H. Hoeffgen:

Entwicklungsarbeit zur Beseitigung von Querempfindlichkeiten

bei der Ferndetektion von chemischen Kampfstoffen mit einem

multispektralen CO2-Laser-Lidar-System

Endbericht far Vertrag Nr. E/B931E/E0134/D5263, Battelle-

Bericht R-66.079-6 (1986)

Battelle-Institut e.V.
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reflector. Measurements over longer paths or using aerosol

backscatter can be made, but longer averaging times are required.

I The receiving telescope has a diameter of 20 cm and is rigidly

mounted onto the laser resonator. It focusses the light onto a

LN-cooled HgCdTe-detector with low-noise preamplifier.

The most critical component of MIRACL is the rapid tuning unit,.

which is mounted behind the laser head. It provides the frequency

switching within a time of less than 3 ms, and can tune to 10

different line pairs within one second, including 5-pulse

averages at each line pa'r.

The rapid tuning unit is shown in Fig. 4. It comprises two

grating units that are independtly controlled by highi-resolution

Chopper mheel
xitf 2 mrror

UChoippermor
L aser beani ..

I Orating #2

I Orating #1

Fig. 4: Schematic view of the rapid tuning unit. A rotating

'chopper mirror' intersects the optical axis of the

laser resonator and alternately switches in one of two

gratings for wavelength-selection.I
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stepper motors (50,000 steps per revolution). The large number of I
steps allows to set the grating angles directly with the motors,

without need for an extra transmission. Special custom-designed

damping units are required to increaase the settling time from up

to 100, ms to less than 10 ms.

The rapid switching between two wavelengths is done by a 'chopper

mirror'. This mirror rotates around a 450-axis between the two

grating units, which are mounted with a 900-angle to each other.

The chopper-mirror switches between the two independently set

gratings, either by reflecting the laser resonator onto the one

grating, or by transmitting the light to the other grating. I

The mechanical design of the rapid tuning unit is rather simple f
and without stringent tolerances. Thus it is reliable in opera-

tion and easy to maintain. In its second version it is- designed I
in such a way, that is can be completely dust shielded, so that

long lifetimes of the optical components can be expected. i

5. Conclusions I
A multispectral lidar. instrument has the capability to detect and

localize chemical agents in the atmosphere over distances of a

few kilometers. The German MIRACL-lidar is on its way to

demonstrate the measurement capabilities of such an instrument in

field measurement campaigns by the end of this year.

Present experience indicates that reliable operation of the

various lidar-components can be expected, although some

'teething-troubles' are still present. technological advances in

laser design and electronics make the automated operation of such

an instrument feasible, but further comronent development is

still required, mainly in the area of long-lifetime laser sources

and associated equipment.

Battelle-Institut e.V.
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DISC/DIAL TECHNOLOGY

FOR

CB DETECTION

BY

KIRK14AN R. PHELPS

CHIEF, STAND-OFF DETECTION GROUP

U.S. AR1Y CHEMICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ENGINEERING CENTER

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND 21010-5423

ABSTRACT

I i The U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center (CRDEC)
is currently engaged in an extensive multi-year exploratory development program
to exploit laser radar for CB Stand-Off Detection. At present, the only near
term capability for the detection of chemical agents at a distance is the use
of passive infrared sensors. These sensors can detect only chemical vapors.
Active (laser) infrared (IR) systems employing Differential Scattering and
Absorption Lidar (DISC/DIAL) are being developed for the detection of chemical

agents in all physical forms: vapor, aerosols, and rains, as iell as liquid
surface contamination. In addition, an ultraviolet (UV) system employing laser
induced fluorescence is being developed for the detection of biological agent
clouds consisting of pathogens and toxins.

The principles of operation of these systems and the history of their
development will be briefly discussed. The !R and UV breadboard systems have
recently participated in an extensive field test employing battlefield
concentration of simulants and interferents with excellent results. These data
will be discussed along with the necessary development efforts required to
adapt the DISC/DIAL technology to Airbase Defense and attack recovery.

I
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The U.S. Army Zhemica. Research, Development and Engineering Center (CRDEC')
i.s currently engagedA- in an extensive multi-year exploratory development program
to exploit laser rada=r for CB Stand-Oft -Detection. The obJective of this paper
2.s to diEscuss the c=rrent status off the 1R DISC/DIAL program far chemical
detection and the Ultraviolet Laser Induced Fluorescence (UV LIT) program torI
Biological-/ToXin .ee4 in

The Army is making significant investment in Stand-Ott technology because
it is the only technology known that can support the doctrine at contamination
avoidance. By providing rapid wide area surveillance, early warning af the
th1,reat, and by being easy to set-up and move, the stand-off detection increases
defense capablility while reducing total number off a-arms require--d.

At CRDEC tChere are 1%nree phases to our Stand-Ottf Detection program; the
.021 ?assi4ve Remote Sensing Chemical Agent Alarm; the Laser Radar (LIDAR) CB
Stand-Off Detection System; and, for the future, integration at these
tech-nologies wi;th other electrao-optic systems in integrated sensor suites.

First we will focus on the chemical detection portion at the laser radar
project called TR DIS-C/DIAL. The objective at this pr'oject is to provide
onemical laser Stand-Ott detection systems tar 03W defense applications. The
systems capabil-1 -es are to:

- cn surrounding atmospheres and terrains
- Operate in fixed or mobile mode
- Detect chemical contamination in all its physical forms
- Range resolve, quantity and map- data

- Survive in an NBC envi1ronment

The purposes ot the program are to:

- Demonstrate concept feasibility
- S'stablish ccnabiliti-es and limits
- Comlete science base

-Det'ermine effectiveness in combat situationsI
- Establish basis far rapid transition to mature development

T'he IR DISC/DIAL system can develop data in four ways (as shown in Figure 1)3

AGEA VAPO

FUir"TRM. A&SOMtFTON AGLNT VAPOR NtATURAL.
(VAPOR) ACROSOLS

OIP"-VCthJ SCAM~RING AOVAMJNI

DPs!R6x1A SCAM1RWG IUFA
Fi g. 11
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I TOPCGRA?HC RELECTTON DAL

By transmitting different IR frequencies and detecting their topographic

return, chemical vapor clouds can be identified by their selective absorption
of scme of the IR frequencies. This measurement detects the presence of the
cloud and its total concentration times path length (CL); however, it does not
tell you how far away the cloud is or its density (concentration).

AERSOL BACKSCATT2R DIAL

By the same technique, but with higher laser powers, the normally occurring
atmospher'ic aerosol begins to reflect IR energy back to the detector. This
distributed reflector can be "range resolved" by ga-te timing the returning
signal just as radar systems do. In this way, average concentrations and
ranges can be developed for many cells (range lines) down. the LIDAR path. By
scanning the system spatially, a map can then be made of vapor chemical agents.

AG1-T BACKSCATTER DISC

In the same manner, chemical agent aerosols and agent rains can be detected
by the selective frequencies that they directly backscatter to the detector.

I SURFACE RELECTION

The fourth mode of detection is the detection of selective IR frequencies
backscattered from agents on surfaces. This measurement is dependent on the
amount of material located on the surface of dirt, grass, trees or equipment.

Figure 2 shows that, for each of the detection modes, the return signals
are different so that all measurements can be made simultaneously. This is
important because there are no significant hardware design constraints to add
aerosol- rain and surface detection to an aerosol backscatter DIAL system.

BACKSCATTER FROM

"NORMAL" CLEAR AIR

HARD TARGET

AEROSOL CLOUD RETURN

/ VAPOR CLOUD
II

TIME

Fig. 2
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The DISC/DIAL project was initiated in 1982. The first objective was to
build a Ground Mobile Breadboard (GMB) system to demonstrate the feasibility of
DISC/DIAL chemical detection. This system was mounted in a van and
successfully tested in FY84 and 85. Based on each of these tests, the GMB was
upgraded. The current specifications of the Ground Mobile Breadboard Upgrade
OHMU are: '

Lasers Four CO2 TEA Laser
Tunability Line-Tunable by Grating
Wavelengths 9.2 to 10.8 Microns
Energy (on 10P20) 2.0 J/Pulse
Pulse-to-Pulse Power Stability ± 3 Percent
Pulsewidth (3dB) 90 ns
Repetition Rate 20 Hz
Beam Divergence 3.5x1.0 MEAD

Timing Jitter 2 NS Pulse-to-Pulse

Telescope Diameter 16 Inches
Detector HgCdTe Quadrant
Size 1xi mm Per Element
Detectivity 4x1010 cm/Hz1/2 w
Field of View 8 MEAD
Overall Electronic Bandwidth 10 Hz to 7 MHz

The upgraded GMBU along with 12 other devices were then exposed to
extensive U.S. Army Dugway Proving Ground (DPG) field testing in the fall of
1986. The goals of these tests were:

(1) Investigate effects of reducing agent system size, weight and power on
detection performances. This was because the Army's near term use was a ground
mobile vehicle application for reconnaissance.

(2) Obtain quantifiable data on vapors, aerosols, and liquid detection and.
on interferences to prove feasibility.

(3) Use more realistic battlefield scenarios to develop workable use
concepts.

These tests involved large scale simulant clouds created by a special 100
meter long spray system, aircraft spray, and artillery deployment. Also,
aerosols were generated by spray from a high ranger boom, and surfaces (such as
dirt, grass, concrete, trees, or vehicles) were coated with simulants. The
many accomplishments of these large scale tests are:

- Demonstrated feasibility of DISC/DIAL technology
- Demonstrated high feasibility
- Demonstrated operation in motion, scanning and mapping
- Detected cloud through a cloud
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Sopound occu-,r4ing in all living material1, can sense the presence of
biological/tox-in cbouds but cannot as yet uniquely identify the mterial.
Relative optical %discr imination between biological si.mulants3 andU interferents/backgrounds of' UV/LTF are sh-own below:



Scattering Fluorescence
Signal Level Signal Level

Tryptophane None Strong I
BG None Strong
Egg Albumen None Strong
Diesel Exhaust Small StrongI
Auto Exhaust Small Weak
Road Dust Strong None
Trees Strong Strong I

Other optical concepts based on Mueller Matrix scattering are currently being
investigated to add additional identification capabilities to UV/LIF system.

Because more time will be required to evolve'the UV LI" system, it is being
planned as a p3- to add on to the IR DISC/DIAL chemical detection system as the
technology is fully demonstrated.

It has taken the efforts of many people in numerous organizations to
accomplish the Stand-Off detection program in so rapid a manner with such
success. The agencies which have been and are currently contributing to
CRDEC's Stand-Off detection effort are:

Contractors OGA/Joint Services Un versities

GTE ASL MIT Lincoln Labs
Honeywell Brooks AFB University of Arizona
Hughes DPG University of Iowa
Lockheed EPA University of Maryland
MIDAC LANL University of Oklahoma
Raytheon Marine Corp Development Center I
SRI International NASA-Langley Rsch Center
STC NSWC
TI CNVEO

USAF-Avionics Lab

USAF-Geophysics Lab
JPL
Waterways Experimental Station

As we stated before, the Army is primarily interested in a ground mobile
vehicle application for this technology. Current Army efforts are being I
directed to reduce the size and weight of the system while maintaining full
detection capability at a 2-3 Km range. Future Army work will focus on
detection from helicopters, RPVs, other air mobile platforms, and eventually

even from space borne platforms.

Meanwhile, the larger GMBU is being upgraded to a full prototype status for
two separate applications which do not require small size and low weight. The
first is a project for DPG to provide real time, high resolution concentration
mapping of clouds for "ground truth" on their test range. The second
application, for air based defense, is sponsored by Brooks Air Force base.3

1
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This project, called Airbase Long/Short Range Chemical Detector (ALSRCD), will

be the first military application of laser Stand-Off detection for chemical

defense.

In summary, CRDEC has demonstrated the feasibility of IR DISC/DIAL
technology for the detection of chemical agents in all forms. We are beginning

to develop prototypes for ground mobile, fixed site and test facility

application. The potential exists for modifying these systems to mount on

helicopters, RPVs, and even satellites, and to add the capability of detecting

biological and toxin agents.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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functions. Reversely it sends to the central unit, through a Moem, afer

pre-ocessing, XALAC L--fo~etions.

- Mie centr=a unit (visual control consol - VCC) (.-,iZ.2) provides full

operat'Ior-sen~sor dialogue capabilfities, through its PI5!odem and microprocessc=:

it identifies vnd questions the diffferent sensors, perfons calculations focr

!T.d C forecasts... It displays on- its color monitor picture describing

.. the general status of the network (Frig.3), bar--hartofhe eaud
-- - arameter-s, in real tizme, with automatic recall of aasand faults (?ig.-4),j

nucleax or cherical stations statuas (Rig.5)9 SYS'e function and operating

mode -:en-u (Fg. 6). Usinis the three keyboards on thie VCC, the operator selects

Isystea' Pj.ctions, enters digital data for calculation, selects the figures
4.nd controls the m:onitor..

The system can also perfo= siz*-ulations for demntr-ation and tann

pu37-oses.

It is in the production phzse for equipmaiit of the main PAF bases, andI

some are a!'ready equipped.

B.C-±, A:;a:M 4,_CTT0N

Instead of a netw.ork of local detectors, a central scanner could lock

f~dr toxic agents in several directions * This will be achieved with =D--DI

(Fi~7),a system (2) based on the differenmtial abso-,tion by ognpo~cv

toxics clouds of co 2 infra-red laser beams between 9 and 10 3m (Fig.8).

T*.-i absorp-tion is due to P-(o)C vibrations, an~dis located in a- good at=mos-

phe~ic .r4.-.dow. The signals emitted by a ML impulsional CO laser are back-

scaereed on obstacles behind the monitored area (?i.g.9 & 10). These obstacle-

C.ay_ '1e artificial (tr=ih-3dron mosaics f.)or natvural (walls, trees...)

It is made u:, of

- an emission /=ecention unit

- a process unit
- a tripod

3The head is composed of two CO2 lasers, a reference one ( q 926$) and a

measurement, one witi' a eratin varying the emitted wavelenG Vhs: the two beams are

:2) developped by CIIIA under Centre dt'.!tudes du Bouchet contract
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MONITORINGI
SYSTEM
FOR AIR FORCE BASES.
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FIXED SITE AND WARNING DETECTION (FSDWS)

L't. Jeffrey C. Stephan

This paper is intendeJ to provide the reader a brief overview
of the Fixed Site Detection and Warning System (FSDWS) and
related work.

Some of the first work done in the area of detector integration
was done during 1982-3 under an ASD/AESD contract awarded to
VERAC. This work was advanced under several contracts by the
Army through the Chemical Research Development and Engineering
Center (CRDEC) and the Air Force through the Human Sciences
Division (HSD). Currently, the Armstrong Aeronautical Medical I
Laboratory (AAMRL) special projects office has on-going work in

the area of chemical hazard analysis and air base modeling. Mr
Foley, LtCol Dixon, and Dr Replogle have all submitted papers
concerning modeling aspects of chemical detection, identification
and warning.

The 1983 Integrated Chemical Detection and Warning (ICDW) Study 3
showed that an integrated system has great potential for reducing
the number of casualties received as a result of a chemical
attack. The study concluded that the greatest benefit would be
received by using a mix of point and remote detectors and that an I
automatic liquid agent detector would be a critical part of such
a network. Suc' a network would enhance the utility of point
sensors through reduced missed detection rates, reduced false I
alarm rate, and a higher detection rate.

The purpose of the integrated system is to provide an early
indication that a chemical attack has occurred and notify the
commander. The commander can instruct base personnel to take the
appropriate protective actions. After a chemical warfare attack,
the system will assist in determining agent identification,
concentration, locations, etc. The system will be critical tool
in determining an all clear condition.

A secondary purpose of the system could be to provide a data
base for resource management. The system could also be merged
with elements of the Chemical Hazard Assessment System (CHAS),
discussed further in the above mentioned modeling papers, to
provide scenarios for training purposes and aid in carrying out
tIhose scenarios.

How will the system work? Detectors of varying types will be 3
distributed over the base. Alarm signals and data from alarming
detectors will be transmitted over a communications system to a
central command post. The incoming data will be processed by a
computer via a chemical hazard assessment model and resulting I
information will be diplayed in a useful form. The
communications system to transmit data from the detectors to the
command post computer has not been choosen yet, but could be the i
Survivable Base Recovery After Attack (BRAAT) Communications
System (SBCS) managed by ESD/XRB.

The computer is needed to automate the monitoring of the I
detectors and provide the operator with an alarm indication.

1
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After an alarm the computer is required in order to make hazard
predictions and convert resulting information into useable
graphical form. The computer will also be used to input data
from automatic detectors not on the network and non-automatic
detectors such as detector papers, detection kits, casualties,
etc.

The plan for the program is to define an objective system
meeting total base detection and warning requirements. TRW is
currently under contract to do this through an Army task order
contract. Concurrently, a Statement of Operation Requirements
Document (SORD) is being drafted by U.S. Air Forces in Europe
(USAFE). Once an objective system has been defined ASD will look
at short term solutions that can provide some or all of the
capability of the objective system requirements. A plan will be
developed to guide development from this initial partial
capability system to a full system meeting the objective system
requirements. TRW is currently drafting such a plan under the
aforementioned contract. in choosing an initial system we will
compare factors such as cost, maintenance burden, percent of
requirements satisfied, schedule requirements and funding
available.

Part of F SDWS requirements will be that the *system be
expandable. As future detectors become available they should
easily be added to the system with minimal software changes to
FSDWS, possibly by just adding its characteristics to a database.
in addition to adding more reliable and advanced detectors to the
system, one could foresee the addition of biological detectorsand possibly radiaction detectors to the system.

ASD/AESD's current plan is to award a systems contract, through
full and open competition, to a contractor that would be
responsible for meeting requirements of both an initial and the
objective system. This contractor would be responsible for
obtaining or developing detectors necessary to fill any gaps in
detectors currently or expected to be fielded by the Air Force.
The objective of the contract would be to fulfill total base
chemical detection and warning requirements for a fixed site.

!,o summarize, the Air Force is currently analyzing basewide
detection and warning requirements and are baselining a system
that meets total requirements, while determining what
capabilities can be fielded near term. AESD is developing a
coherent plan for system development. New detectors will
probably be required for a system meeting total base wide
chemical detection and warning requirements. A systems
contractor will be responsible for both developing and producing
initial and objective systems.

1
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I
1 CHEMICAL HAZARD ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

(CHAS)

I BURNHAM R. FOLEY

Deputy Chief

Chemical Warfare Defense Division
Life Support System Program Office

I
The results of the command post exercise (CPX) known as Salty Chase 87

were threefold. We were able to provide a realistic portrayal of a
combined conventional and chemical attack on an airbase. Predictably, we
saw the need for increased training in chemical defense. However, the
unexpected result was the extreme usefulness of this particular CPX as a
training tool for the battle staff. This was due to the ability to
simulate activities below wing level thus providing an unusual degree of
realism.

I We received very strong support for Chemical Hazard Assessment System
(CHAS). The 50th Tactical Fighter Wing at Hahn AB asked us to leave the
scenario and the computer system with them after the CPX just so they could
practice more. General Donnelly, USAFE/CC, was very enthusiastic and asked
that we provide the capability for every base to enhance their training.
The General Officer Council was equally supportive, and we signed Program
Management Direction within 7 weeks.

The initial direction is to provide the CPX capability for four bases
within USAFE. At that time, the program will be reviewed to determineIf--ther direction.

The basic elements of a CPX are: a scenario of events that provides
realistic information and tasking for the command post; a database that
defines the location of people at any given time; a database that defines
the facilities on the base and the type of protection they offer; and a
means of dynamically evaluating the decisions and actions of the people in
the command post. We had a computer simulation running in the back room
that allowed us to keep the action going in real-time.

The advanuages of CHAS are that it can simulate activities below wing
level for a combined chemical and conventional attack. The accurate
database allows the scenario to contain relevant mission events' for the
particular airbase conducting the CPX. It is not just a generic exercise.

.The computer provides the means to vary the defensive capabilities of the
base as well as dynamic interaction due to battlestaff decisions. All of
this provides, the flexibility for the exercise to be reused indefinitely.

The present limitations of the system are that it is limited to an F-16

base and their type of missions. It is also limited to the threat that has
been defined for USAFE and the associated hazard. Sortie generation is the
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zresent measure of merit for Performance and is appropriate for a fighter
base. For a MAC base some other measure of merit will be needed--perhaps
ton-miles .

Additional uses for the computer simulation are that it can be used as
an "electronic grease pencil" to record airbase damage and display it on a
map of the airbase. It is also useful to dinict the contours of chemical
contamination that would result from various weapons depending on agent
type and weather. This would provide an increased understanding of the
effects of chemical weapons.

"'he benefits to the R&D community are that through refinement of the
operational concepts we can develop the equipment that is actually needed. F

IWe can Iso refine the display characteristics to portray information in
the most useful manner given the limited space in the command post. It
would also enhance the user/developer interaction by having dialogs with
bases that actually have a war-fighting mission.

The preliminary estimate of the cost per base to provide the CPX 34
capability is $260,000. This is broken down into $100K for the facility
database; $50K each for the personnel database, the mission scenario and
conducting the CPX once; the computer system is an additional $10r. 3

The milestones associated with the program are that we expect to begin
data collection at the first airbase in September 1987 with the CPX being
held in March 1988. The second airbase would begin data collection in
December 1987 with the CPX in July 1988. The third airbase would begin
da- collection in March 1988, and the CPX would be in September 1988. By
the second quarter of 1989 the Fixed-Site Detection and Warning System Ii
:ntearation contractor is expected to be on-board and would manage all
f=Uther efforts as part of the overall effort.

Our future plans are to develop a similar CPX for other theaters such
as PACAF, other missions such as reconnicense, and other commands such as
MAC. We hope to develop self-help methods that will allow bases to
accumulate the data needed by themselves. This will speed the II
imnlementation time. We also expect to provide the results of th-
exercises to the Fixed-Site program to improve its capabilities.

1i
i
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ASSESSENT OF TIE CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION DENSITY BY MEANS OF LIQUID

DETECTION PAPER

ir. M. van Zelm *, Dr. J. Medema, P. Stam and R. Vennink

Prins Maurits Laboratory TNO

National Defence Research Organization

P.O. Box 45, 2280 AA RIJSWIJK,

THE NETHERLANTS

ABSTRACT

In the determination of Detection, Identification and Warning (DIW)

system capability, special consideration must be given to detector

discricination capabilities, sensitivity, range of agents, the

ability to provide rapid airbase screening, location of contaminated

area, and discrimination between personnel and material contaminated

to different degrees. This will facilitate decisions on posture re-

ductlon, replacement of Individual Protective Equipment (1?E), decon-

tamination, and Collective Protection (CP) processing.

Liquid detection devices can be employed both pre- and post-attack.

When employed post-attack, they are succesful only as long as free

liquid is present. When the surface is very sorDtive, e.g. concrete,

it is difficult to detect liquid, even immediately after the attack.

When liquid detection devices are employed pre-attack, present pro-

cedures allow only for determination that chemical agents are present,
with little discrimination as to the extent and severity of the con-

tamination. Currentiy-fielded liquid detection devices are M-8 and M-9

paper, while the Automatic Liquid Agent Detector (ALAD) and the Sur-

face Contamination Monitor (SCM) are projecte6 for the 1990 time frame.

To obtain more information about the base wide distribution of conta-

mination densities, the relation between detection device sensitivity

and contamination density needs to be defined. For paper detection

devices this would include correlation between spot patterns and con-

tamination density.
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For all these liquid detection devices 
the relationship between 

i
detector placement (quantity, location), expected pattern detected,

and actual pattern disseminated 
needs to be defined. To do 

this, a

statistical analysis of 
the expected detection device 

operation as

a function of the contamination 
density for several attack scenarios 

3
is required.

A simple and efficient rule for the 
assessment o chemical contami-

nation after an attack on 
an airbase with thickened 

chemical agents

has been formlated in terms 
of drop patterns on detection 

papers.

This rule which has been 
inferred from calculations 

on attack

scenario's of an airbase 
can be applied to individuals 

and materials

provided both are supplied 
with detection papers. Some 

examples will

be given how procedures 
can be facilitated using 

the rule.

ii

I
Ii

ii
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I
1. INTRODUCTION

There is a need for rapid air base screening for contamination

after a chemical attack so as to locate contaminated areas and

3equipment in order to be able to exert contamination control

efficiently. Moreover, if it would be possible to get quantita-

tive information on contamination densities on surfaces of ma-

teriel or on personnel, then a discrimination between materiel

and personnel contaminated to different degrees would enable

decisions to be made on protective posture reduction, replace-

ment of Individual Protective Equipment, and the need for decon-

l tamination. This could also be extremely useful in Collective

Protection Processing by separating lightly and heavily contami-

nated personnel and treating them differently before admitting

them to a Toxic Free Area.

We have therefore looked into the possibilities offered by

existing means of detection and those that may enter service in

the not too distant future. Most Nato Air Forces are equipped3 with liquid detection papers. They can be employed both pre- and

post-attack. In the latter case the surface is blottec with the

paper and if stains are present the information obtained is that

a chemical warfare agent is present. However, only a very rough

indication of the contamination can be obtained. With detection

papers employed pre-attack present procedures allow to confirm, the

presence of chemical warfare agent only without any indication3 about the degree of contamination.

Liquid agent detectors (like the U.S. development ALAD which is

planned to enter service in the 19 9 0 's) are also designed to give

confirmation of the presence of agent but do not give quantitative

information on the contamination density.

We have investigated whether the information that can be obtained

by using detection papers pre-attack can be used for reliableI
NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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estimates of contamination densities on air base substratum and 3
personnel and if this would facilitate the making of appropriate

decisions by the commander.

To obtain more information from liquid detector papers than present

procedures allow, the relation between observed pattern of stains

and contamination density has to be known. Therefore, a statistical

analysis of the expected detector response as a function of the

contamination density for several attack scenarios has been carried

out.

~II

2. METHODOLOGY

For the calculation of the dispersion of liquid drops in the atmos-

phere, the computer program CHEMATT, developed at our laboratory

was used (1). This program is based upon a tilted Gaussian Plume

model, in which the trajectory of a drop is represented by a line

whose slope is determined by the ratio of wind speed and the free 3
fall velocity of the drop. As a result of turbulent diffusion in

the atmosphere there will be a distribution of drops with the same

free fall velocity around this line. It is assumed that. this distri-

bution is normal with a standard deviation dependent on atmospheric

conditions. The model is essentially the well-known Cramer-model (2),

further extended by introducing a correction for the so-called

crossing trajectories in order to describe the dispersion of large

droplets more accurately.

The CHEMATT model does not take into account evaporation during dis- II
semination nor the evaporation after landing on the ground. The latter

is not required for o-r problem. The evaporation during dissemination

can be partly accounted for by using an effective payload for the It4
weapon considered.

The CMiMATTI program has as a special feature an impaction model which

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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allows the calculation of droplets on a man oi on a detection

paper. The droplet distribution on detection paper can be plotted

so as to give a picture of what a detedtor paper would look like.

CHE4AZT like any other simulation program needs input data. In

our studies we simulated two types of atta6k on an airbase

(dimensions 2 by 3 km): one with chemical bombs and one with a

missile with a chemical warhead. This would give two different

droplet distributions.

For the purpose of this study it is not necessary to use a large

number of attack scenarios and we have limited ourselves to:

3 - an attack with ten bombs, each with a payload of 60 kg exploding

at distances of 25 m at a height of 400 m

3 - a missile attack with a payload of 500 kg which is disseminated

at a height of 1000 m.

U Wind speeds have been varied between 2.5 and 7.5 meters per second

and the wind direction has also been varied relative to the main

axis of the airbase.

All computations have been repeated at various stability conditions

of the atmosphere (Pasquill classes).

The output of CHEMATT consists of continuous contour plots' of conta-

mination density on the airhase. An example of such plots is given

3 in Figure 1.

Furthermore, CEA.TT provides plots of detection papers showing

stains caused by different drop sizes depending on the place ibere
the detector paper was assumed to be. (Fig. 2). The size of the

detector paper is variable but the default value is 75 x 50 square

millimeter, which is the standard size of the M8 or M9 paper.

3 In order to relate drop size to the stain on the paper one needs

data on the spread factor. We have measured the spread factors for

the M8 and M9 papers in our laboratory. Figure 3 shows the relation

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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between drop size and size of the stain on. the paper for the M9

paper for thickened and unthickened mustard gas, in comparison

with some data from literature (3). There is a systematic differ-

ence between the two sets of values. In all our computations we

have used our own measured values. It will become clear .ater on

that this difference will not influence the conclusions of our

analysis.

An aspect that has not yet been dealt with is that of statistics.

When a certain number of drops of a given size is expected to fall

per unit area, then there is a certain probability that this number

will indeed fall on the detection paper. For example if on the

average 1.5 drops are expected to land on the detection paper, the

chance to find no spots at all on the paper is 22 %, the chance of

one spot is 34 "., of two spots is 25 Z and of more than two spots

is 19 2. CHE-AT. also provides the statistics of the detection of

liquid drops on the paper which.allows to say something about the

accuracy of the determination of contamination densities: l,
Fig. 4 shows the expected number of drops on the detection paper as

a function of downwind distance for the case of an attack with a I
stick of eleven bombs. It shows clearly that at short downwind dis-

tances where the contamination density is high in terms of weight

per unit area but the number of drops is small (large drop sizes),

one may find 2, 1 or no drop at all on the detection paper. According

to probability theory for a chance of at least 90 % to find two or 3
more drops on the paper, the average expected number should be at

least 2.3. 3
Especially in the area of high contamination densities one cannot

rely on the information of just one paper. This conclusion becomes

in particular of importance if one tries to use the information for I
discrimination between lightly and heavily contaminated personnel

or for decisions about the necessity for clothing replacement. li
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3. ESTDMATION OF AIRBASE CONTAMINATION DENSITY DISTIBUTION

Two cases have been considered for the placement of the detection

3 papers on the airbase (see Fig. 5).

a. Liquid detection papers are placed on thecorners of a grid

I with sides of 50 x 50 meters

b. Liquid detection papers are placed every 50 meters on the sides

of a grid of 200 x 200 meters.

In order to evaluate the contamination contours-the relatbn

between spot patterns and mass per square meter must be dete~rined.

For that purpose we have used drop cards as depicted in Figures 6A3 and 6B. As an example Figure 7 shows the reconstruction of contamina-

tion density contours from detection papers after a missile attack

for the case of a grid of 50 x 50 meters.

U The number of detection papers to be analyzed can be reduced by a

factor of two if the coarser grid is used. Although the finer grid

produces more accurate results the contamination contours can still

be located. An example of a reconstruction with the coarser grid is3 given in Figure 8.

A further reduction in the number of detection papers to be analyzed3 can be obtained- if ALAD's are positioned on the base. Our estimation

is that if one ALAD is placed on the corner of the squares with sides

of 200 meters then, if the wind speed does not exceed 5 m/s, ALAD will

always detect liquid drops. This means a total of 176 ALAD's on the

base. If the ALAD detects liquid drops it sends a signal to the central3 unit. This information allows to select the detection papers to be

analyzed.

Still the effort involved is substantial. We have made an estimate of

the time and personnel needed to pick up the papers and analyze them.

Without going into detail our result was that one needs at least 15

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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people and that it takes about 1.5 hours at least to reconstruct the

contamination density contours. However, it should be borne in mind
that no other method exists today to obtain quantitative information
on contamination densities.

Some speeding up of the process could be obtained by the use of

automatic pattern recognition techniques but the most is probably

to be-gained by the combination with the possibilities offered by

modern information technology. This would imply continuously feeding

meteorological data into a computer which is programmed to provide

progressively more accurate estimates-the more information such as

provided by ALAD and by analysis of detection papers gets in.

4. CONTAMINATION OF INDIVIDUALS

The objective is to find a method fbr screening individuals which

are about to enter a Collective Protection Facility for their level

of contamination and/or indicate the necessity for clothing replace-

ment. Heavily contaminated persons should first decontaminate to

reduce the vapour load on the CPF.

The reconstruction of contamination contours showed that large

differences (up to a factor of two) may occur betwein the contamina-

tion on any paper and the average deposition of agent in the area

where the paper is applied. Therefore, it is not very useful to have

an exact but laborious method for the determination of the amount of

liquid on a detection paper from its spot pattern. We preferred a

quick rule of thumb, easy to apply and not completely accurate but

not introducing larger errors than we already have.

Starting point in our analysis was that we wanted to discriminate

between persons with contaminations of more or less than I gram per

square meter. From Figures 9 and 10 it can be derived that the limit

of 1 g/sq.m is exceeded if:

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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- one or more drops of 1.7 mm

or

- two or more drops of a diameter larger than 0.6 mm

are detected.

The norm of 1 gisq.m is depicted in Fig. 9. There will always be

a distribution of contamination density and consequently contamina-

Itions exceeding 1 g/sq.m will be found at distances between 425 and

480 m. In this downwind range a certain fraction of the exposed indi-

viduals will in reality be contaminated to slightly less than 1 g/sq.m.

The rule of thumb works as depicted in Fig. 10. There exists a certain

probability of find detection papers that follow the rules at downwind

distances of 300 to 760 m. As a result false-negative and false-posi-

tive judgements may be made. So the Expec:ati6n based on the detection
1papers wil differ from the Reality.

1n practice random processes will determine the appearance of the spot

pattern on a particular detection paper, see Fig. 4. This is called

Chance. All three aspects may be judged in a positive or negative way:

3 negative positive

Reality Clean Dirty

Expectation Innocent Guilty

Chance Acquitted Convicted

3 The common scheme for analysing the numbers of negative, positive,

false-negative and false-positive has been performed (three fold3 alpha-beta probability analysis).

Table 1 and Figure 11 provide the information for the case of an

attack by a missile. A simulation sample size of 450 persons with

one detection paper each was considered. Some observations from

3 Table 1 are:

3 NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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- 5 Z of the total mass is on Clean persons so the Norm of T g/sq.m

is adequate

- 43 Z of the mass is on persons (97 of them) that are Dirty (more

than 1 g/sq.m) but are Acquitted (and consequently not sent to

decon)

- 55 Z of the mass is on persons (113 of them) that are Dirty but

Expected to be innocent (the Rule is too optimistic)

- for 80 persons, carrying 34 Z of the mass, the outcomes of Chance

and Expectation are different, indicating that accidental effects

are important

- 54 Z of the mass is on persons that are sent to decon before

admission to the CPF

- 14 persons are decontaminated although they are clean.

The overall picture is not so good. Too many misjudgements are made

in both directions. However, it is already common practice in some

NATO countries to use more than one, e.g. three detection papers,

per man. The results for Expect:~ion will not change in this case

but those for Chance do change. For Chance to give a positive

decision only one of the detection papers needs to meet the rule.
Table 2 and Figure 12 give the results in the case of three detec-

tion papers and again for a missile attack.

One now observes that: I
- 15 % of the mass is on persons (35 of them) that are Dirty but

Acquitted

- 94 persons are Convicted by Chance, contrary to Expectation

whereas the opposite only holds for 2 persons

- almost 84 % of the mass is now on persons (213 of them) that are

sent to decon

- 22 persons are decontaminated although they are clean.

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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Similar simulations have been carried out for an attack with ten

3 bombs. The results for three detection papers per individual are

shown in Table 3. By adding the 'Convicted' cases one can see that

3 now almost 95 % of the mass is regained.

It can be stated that the Rule presented will give satisfactory

results. The benefit of the application of this rule is that the

CCA is challenged with less than I gram per man. The penalty asso-

ciated with this rather crude approach is that a relative small

number of persons is sent incorrectly to decont. We estimate that

the number of them will not exceed 5 Z of the total population

contaminated.

Relative large samples of the population in the areas have been

used in the calculations (450 and 1100). In practice the fraction

of airbase personne! in the open will be limited to about 15 Z.

They will be distributed over the airbase and surroundings.

3 If one realises that only a relatively small part of the airbase

will be contaminated to more than 1 g/sq.m, then the number of men

that have to be screened will be small, our estimate being at most

a 100. An overall misjudgement of 8 Z (see Fig. 12) seems therefore

acceptable.

3 5. NBC CLOTHING REPLACE.CNT

Additional information can be obtained from the calculations if a

3 relationship is established with the protection time offered by

the NBC suit against agents. We have measured the protection time

3 for mustard agent as a function of drop size with different

spatial distributions on the samples.

The results are summarized in Table 4. On places where there is a

close contact with the skin the protection time is limited to about

three hours if the drop size is larger than 5 mg. Those drops are

3 detected with 95 % probability by the detection paper so this yields

an indication that the NBC suit has to be replaced within about

3 three hours.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Liquid detection papers can provide more information than just the 1
confirmation of the presence of an agent. From analysis of the spot

pattern one can obtain an indication that the NBC suit needs to be

replaced within three hours after contamination. This decision can

be made with 95 Z certitude.

Detection papers can be deployed on an airbase in anticipation of

a CW attack to assess contamination density contours. The proposed

grid consists of squares with sides of 200 meters and detection !
papers located every- 50 meters on the sides. The simultafteous deploy-

ment of ALAD's reduces the search to the most revealing papers but 3
still the effort involved in retrieving and analyzing the detection

papers remains substantial.

A simple and efficient rule has been formulated to assess thelU

chemical contamination of individuals. The application of this rule

assures rapid screening of individuals but to obtain sufficient 5
accuracy it is necessary that tne individual wears at least three

detection papers. This procedure allows for a substantial reduction 3
of the contamination brought into the CCA if those individuals whose

contamination exceeds a given level are decontaminated first.

Automated pattern recognition of detection papers combined with I
modern information technology could enhance the screening process

considerably. Therefore, it is recommended that this possibilityI

be further investigated. I
I
U
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Table 1 Results of one detection paper per individual (a)

Reality Expectation Chance Number of Fraction of
persons mass (Z)

Clean Innpcent Acquitted 207 2.2

Clean Innocent Convicted 8 1.1

Clean Guilty Acquitted 2 0.4 m

Clean Guilty Convicted 6 0.8

Dirty Innocent Acquitted 70 32.5

Dirty Innocent- Convicted' 43 22.1

Dirty Guilty Acquitted 27 10.4

Dirty Guilty Convicted 87 30.6 I
(a) Calculations performed for an attack scenario with one missile

l
Table 2 Results of three detection papers per individual (b)

Reality Expectation Chance Number of Fraction of
persons mass (%)

Clean Innocent Acquitted 201 1.5

Clean Innocent Convicted 14 1.8

Clean Guilty Acquitted 0 0

Clean Guilty Convicted 8 1.1

Dirty innocent Acquitted 33 14.0

Dirty innocent Convicted 80 40.6

Dirty Guilty Acquitted. 2 0.8

Dirty Guilty Convicted 112 40.2

(b) Calculations performed for an attack scenario with one missile I
NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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Table 3 Results of one detection paper per individual (a)I
Reality Expectation Chance Number of Fraction of

persons mass (%)

Clean Innocent Acquitted 257 1.8

Clean Innocent Convicted 185 1.9

Clean Guilty Acquitted 4 0.1

Clean Guilty Convicted 203 3.1

Dirty Innocent Acquitted 47 3.3

Dirty Innocent Convicted 104 10.0

Dirty Guilty Acquitted 2 0.3

Dirty Guilty Convicted 438 79.5

I (a) Calculations performed for an attack scenario with ten bombs

Table 4 NBC clothing replacement

Preliminary results US'clothing

Drop size Protecting time (hours)

mg Close contact Spacing

20 3 4-6

15 3.5 6

10 3-4 > 6

5 3-4 >6

> 5 > 95 % probability of drop on LDP
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Fig. 2 Computed detection papers, large and standard formats
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Fig. 3 Relation between drop diameter and spot size
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Fig. 5 Grids of detection papers
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I 861150
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Fig. 6A Relation between drops and paper stains
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Fig. 7 Reconstruction after a missile attack of the contamination
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U.S. Army NBC Reconnaissance Program
Joseph D. Wienand

U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21010-5423

(301) 671-3893

The U.S. Army has identified serious deficiencies in current methods of
providing battlefield commanders with timely and accurate nuclear-
biological-chemical (NBC) data. Current systems are rudimentary (e.g.,
chemical detector paper on a stick), labor intensive, slow, and require the
crew to dismount into potentially contaminated areas to conduct NBC
reconnaissance. The data and sample collection operation is such that a
serious lag occurs between the collection of data, its analysis, and the
transmission of information to the ultimate users.

Due to the dynamic nature of future battlefields, timely and accurate
NBC information provided by a dedicated NBC reconnaissance system will be
extremely important for tactical, decision-making by area commanders.
The threat of NBC contamination on future battlefields is high, and
the U.S. Army will need a fully integrated NBC reconnaissance system
to rapidly provide- the necessary NBC information that can favorably
affect tactical outcomes on the battlefield. The needed NBC reconnaissance
capability must allow military units to collect and report information
faster and more accurately, but must also be able to move with conventional
reconnaissance elements on the battlefield.

The U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center
(CRDEC) and the U.S. Army Chemical School initiated the NBC reconnaissance
system (NBCRS) development program in 1985 (Milestone I, 23 May* 1985) to
meet the Army's requirement for a standardized, dedicated NBC reconnaissance
capability. The initial phase of the NBCRS development was an extensive
Concept Evaluation Program (CEP) to fully define the feasibility of
conducting NBC reconnaissance and to provide data which could be used as
the basis for designing the U.S. Army's NBCRS. The CEP indicated that
mobile NBC reconnaissance was possible with the existing force structure in
the Army and that it was possible to perform NBC reconnaissance as part of
conventional reconnaissance on the modern battlefield. Mock-ups and systems
integration efforts performed as part of the CEP also ind'icated that it was

technically feasible to perform the required NBC reconnaissance tasks from a
mobile platform and provided extensive insight into the remaining design
challenges involved to meet the need.

A portion of the CEP program also evaluated the Federal Republic of
Germany's TPz-l "FUCHS", which was configured to perform NBC reconnaissance.
The FUCHS is a six-wheeled, amphibious, armored cargo and tactical trans-
porter. The NBC reconnaissance version of the FUCHS had three on-board
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computers, a position locator system, and special detection and
identification equipment for both nuclear and chemical hazards. The FUCHS
was evaluated by CRDEC and U.S. Army Chemical School personnel during Feb -

May 1986. The FUCHS was found to offer definite advantages over existing
U.S. Army NBC reconnaissance capabilities but was not found to fully meet
the NBCRS requirements. Actions are currently on-going within the U.S. Army
to fully ascertain the advantages of obtaining the NBC configured FUCHS
vehicle as an interim NBC reconnaissance capability for the U.S. Army.

The XM87 NBC Reconnaissance System (NBCRS) development program,
currently in Full Scale Development (FSD), has evolved from the CEP to fully
satisfy the U.S. Army's urgent need for a standardized reconnaissance system
capable of detecting, identifying, correlating, and disseminating accurate
and timely NBC information to area combat commanders on the battlefield.
This system will also provide the capability to collect and store samples of
unknown material for later analysis by designated laboratories and can
physically mark contaminated areas on the battlefield.

To obtain the required NBCRS capabilities a host of detection systems,
a position locating device, and communications equipment will be integrated
through an on-board central data processing unit (CDPU) to provide formatted

NBC reports over secure communications to area commanders on the battle-
field. Both existing and developmental subsystems are being integrated into
a cohesive package that will be installed in the M113A2 Armored Personnel
Carrier (APC).

The XM87 is the first of a series of reconnaissance systems. The FSD
program is scheduled to enter formal Government Developmental Testing (DT)
in 3QFY88 with subsequent Operational Testing (OT) commencing in 2QFY89.
Four prototype vehicles are currently being fabricated by the development
contractor, TRW, incorporated, Redondo Beach, CA. The XM87 will be type
classified by the U.S. Army in 2QFY90, with the first six XM87 systems
fielded in 3QFY92.

I Follow-on pre-planned product improvement programs will provide NBC
reconnaissance systems geared toward installation on a wheeled-vehicle
derivative and Armored Family of Vehicles (AFV).derivative in the FY 90-94

Iimeframe.
The capabilities provided on the XM87 system include:

a. Central Data Processing Unit (Severe Environment Computer System:
SECS-86, SAI 5000 Plasmascope display) - These commercially available
systems will provide the necessary computing power to collect data from

on-board subsystems, then correlate and present information to the
operator on various aspects of NBC systems operation. The CDPU will
formulate all data provided by on-board sensors and display the formatted
NBC messages for the operator to review, modify and transmit through the
communication system to area commanders.

I
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b. Point and Standoff chemical agent detection:

(1) XM21 Remote Sensing Chemical Agent Alarm (RSCAAL) - This
system is currently in FSD and will provide the XM87 with the capability to
remotely detect nerve and blister agent vapors at a distance of up to
5 kilometers. The XM21 will be mounted on the exterior of the XM87 and wili
be protected from conventional battlefield hazards by means of a composite
enclosure. This capability will provide the crew with early warning of
contaminated areas in their vicinity.

(2) M8AI, Chemical Agent Alarm & XM22. Automatic Chemical Agent
Alarm (ACADA) - The XM87 will utilize the existing chemical agent detection
capabilities provided by the M8AI to identify chemical agent vapors in the
immediate vicinity of the XM87. This point detection capability will provide
warning to the crew that the XM87 is in an area where a chemical agent vapor

hazard exists. The M8A1 will eventually be replaced by the XM22, which is
currently in development. The XM22 will provide an overall increase in
detection sensitivity and provide the capability to quantify/identify

chemical agent vapos.,

(3) MMI Mobile Mass Spectrometer (GEMS) - This German-made system
will provide the XM87 with the capability to detect, identify, and quantify
residual liquid agent contamination on the ground for all iknown chemical
agents. The GEMS will also have the capability to detect unknown agents
on the battlefield. The GEMS is extremely sensitive (HD,GD - .0001 mg,
VX - 0.1 mg) and is currently used by the FRG on the NBC reconnaissance
version of the FUCHS. A mechanized sampling system will be used in

conjuction with the GEMS to pick up residual contamination from the ground -
and present it to the (EMS probe for analysis. The sampling system will
utilize a set of mechanical booms that will drag silicone tubing on the
ground behind the XM87 and periodically move the tube up to the GEMS
for analysis.

(4) Chemical Agent Monitor (CAM) - This British-made monitor has
recently been adopted for use by the U.S. Army and will be externally
mounted to the XM87. The CAM will be used to identify nerve and mustard
agents on the exterior of the vehicle to determine the extent of
contamination after the XM87 has been exposed to chemical agents. This
handheld monitor will also be used to assess the extent of contamination on
equipment and crew prior to entering the XM87.

c. Nuclear detection: Radiac set (AN/VDR-2) - This sensor was recently
(2QFY87) type classified by the U.S. Army and will be utilized as part of
the XM87 for measuring gamma, neutron, and beta radiation dose rate. The
AN/VDR-2 will be internally mounted but will be easily removable for
dismounted use by the crew.
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I d. Mechanized surface sampling system - As mentioned above, this
subsystem will be used in conjuction with the GEMS and primarily consists of
two reels of silicone tubing, operated by a hydraulic manifold, that willI. automatically feed two booms on the exterior of the vehicle.. The reels
and manifold are contained within the vehicle (under the floor) and the
booms are attached to the curb side rear of the XM87. The operator
will be able to automatically control the function of the boom and reel
assemblies from within the vehicle.

e. Contamination and clear lane marking system - This subsystem
consists of contamination markers for marking nuclear, chemical, and
biologically contaminated areas by means of NBC drop-set markers. Also,

markers denoting clear lanes (or uncontaminated areas) will be part of this
subsystem. Markers will be internally stored within the vehicle and will be
manually deployed through a port in the XD487 tailgate.

f. Life Support System (LSS) - This subsystem of the M87 will provide
overpressure to the interior of the vehicle while at the same time supplying
clean, uncontaminated air to crew masks and cooling vests. This system is

being derived from many standard U.S. Army components which were developed
as part of the hybrid collective protection system (HCPE). The ambient air
filtering will be accomplished with two M48 gas-particulate filters, and

crew comfort will be maintained in both hot and cold climates by integral
heating and microclimate cooling components within the LSS. The conditioned
air will be provided to crew member's protective masks and cooling vests
through flexible hosing which will connect to the LSS, (similar to the crew
cooling in the Ml Abrams main battle tank).

g. Sample collection and storage - To transport samples of unknown
material for eventual analysis by a designated laboratory, the Y187 will
provide the capability to store 24 samples on the exterior of the vehicle.
This subsystem consists of four containers attached to the vehicle tailgate
that can store 24, 50 cc vials of material for later analysis. By means of
glove port, the crew will be'able to obtain and stbre samples without

exiting the vehicle.

h. Digital burst communication (Radio sets AN/VRC46 & AN/VRC47,
Communication Security Equipment) - The communications package will consist
of standard military components and will provide the capability to

communicate by digital and voice means. The communications package will be
tied to the CDPU for digital burst transmission of NBC messages. Voice

communication will be through the standard touch-to-talk microphone on the
AN/VRC 47 radio. Communications security equipment will be an integral part
of thp communication package.

i. Modular A7imuth Positioning System (MAPS) - This system will
provide position lc.: ating data for the crew. The MAPS is currently being
developed by the U.S. Army to provide accurate position locating data to
many different Army tactical systems. The MAPS displays grid coordinates
to the operator to accurately pinpoint the XM87 location on the battlefield.
MAPS accuracy is better than 2 percent of distance travelled, which allows
for BC reporting that will accurately identify contaminated areas to
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friendly troops on the battlefield. The system includes three components,

the Dynamic Reference Unit (DRU) which contains the inertial guidance
system. Vehicle Motion Sensor (VMS) adapts to the speedometer/odometer and
provides distance information, and the Control and Display Unit (CDU) which
provides position information to the operator and is the means to control
the MAPS functions. 5

The 487 is being designed to accommodate four crew members, but can be
operated effectively by three. Six XM87's will be located in the NBC
reconnaissance platoon at each heavy division and armored cavalry regiment
chemical company in the U.S. Army. Also, two XM87's will be allocated to LA

teams in each separate brigade. These dedicated NiC reconnaissance assets
will be utilized by the Army to conduct specialized reconnaissance in
support of division or corps operations throughout the depth of the battle-
field.

Potential application of NBCRS technology to airbase survivability and
maintenance in NBC environment could include:

a. Rapid Runway Repair:

(1) Mobile capability for sampling, quantifying and marking
contaminated areas for decontamination teams or area avoidance.

.(2) Microcli mate cooling and crew overpressure systems enhance
probability of survival for maintenance personnel moving and working in

contaminated environment.

b. Airbase Defense: The integrated NBCRS detector package could
provide early warning of chemical attack and identify migration of nuclear
contamination into operational areas..

2iI
I
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Representing the Human as a Three-Dimensional Solid
For Personal Equipment and Design and Evaluation

Kathleen M. Robinette
Research Physical Anthropologist

AAMRL/HEG

In response to new technological breakthroughs the U.S. Air force has
initiated a research effort to develop a system which treats the human as a
numerically measured three-dimensioanl solid in the design of persoanl
equipment and workstations. The system is called the Three-Dimensional
Anthropometric Computerized Evaluation System (3ACES). The effort includes
the development of a new automated three-dimensional acquisition device
capable of finely digitizing the entire surface of the human body in a matter
of seconds. Also included is the development of computerized data analysis
and design tools.

This information will improve our ability to design personal equipment, and
it is possible that the digital information could also be used in the
manufacturing process. In addition, since the acquisition device will be
capable of digitizing the surface of an equipped person, it should enable
designers to design for intergration of equipment such as helmet/mask
ensembles, and equipment/workstation systems. Furthermore, it will allow
computerized evaluation of equipment, improving our ability to identify the
source of fit and integration problems.

In this paper the 3ACES research effort will be described and application*
methods will also be discussed.
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MCU-2/P CHEMICAL BIOLOGICAL MASK PROGRAM

by

1Lt Christopher C. Erickson
Life Support System Program Office

Aeronautical Systems Divison, Wright-Patterson A.F.B.
25 Aug 87

This paper will be a review of the MCU-2/P chemical/biological
mask program. It will briefly describe the purpose of the program,
the background of the MCU-2/P development, a description of the mask,
it's performance characteristics, and the current status. Thisi
MCU-2/P overview should provide a general understanding of the mask,
how it works, and what the Air Force is doing to develop and procure
this system.

The objective of the MCU-2/P program is to procure a new
protective mask for USAF groundcrew personnel that will provide a 10
level of protection from chemical agents while improving visibility U
compared to current masks. The new mask must be available in sizes to U
fit USAF military personnel and mission essential civilians.

The USAF required a replacement for the M-17 series CD mask
and participated in the XM-30 program which was initially an Army
development. In 1982, the Army terminated the XM-30 program and the
Air Force assumed management responsibility. Subsequently the Air
Force redesigned the mask into the MCU-2/P. In September 1983, a
competitive production contract was won by Scott Aviation, and the I
first MCU-2/P's were delivered the following year. In May 1985, an
operational chemical defense exercise in Ramstein A.B., Germany (Salty
Demo) was sucessfully supported by the MCU-2/P mask. To satisfy the
additional Air Force requirements for the mask that had been I
identified in 1985, a second competitive contract wag awarded to Mine
Safety Appliance (MSA) in March 1986. The contract included an option
to develop and produce an improved configuration of the mask. Because I
of shortfalls in inventory requirements as well as national exigency
requirements identified by the Navy, additional actions were initiated
for procurement of the currently configured MCU-2/P. This effort
resulted in the awarding of competitive contracts to both Scott
Aviation and MSA for the production of the mask. The dual award was
an effort to produce the required amounts of masks in as timely a
manner as possible. The Air Force and Navy have identified additional
inventory requirements and follow on procurements will be full and
open competition based on the technical data package provided by the
program office. n

The MCU-2/P mask is designed to protect groundcrew personnel's
eye and respiratory system in a chemical/biological warfare
environment. The MCU-2/P has a full-face polyurethane lens, a molded
silicone facepiece, nosecup, and a drinktube. It includes I
polycarbonate plastic outserts to protect the lens from scratches and
contamination, a CD hood that covers the head and shoulders forprotection against liquid agents, two C-2 filter canisters, and a mask

2
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carrier case.

When used in its intended environment as a chemical/biological
mask, survivability for the wearer of the MCU-2/P is high. The
requirements for the current configuration of the mask is to meet the
10 protection factor for the 5th to 95th percentile of the Air Force
population. The mask is not effective in an oxygen deficent
atmosphere such as high altitudes because it is only a chemical agent
particulate filtering mask. The MCU-2/P mask is compatible with the
MAG-l spectacles and is USAFSAM approved for those requiring
corrective lenses. The full-face lens provides added visibility and
increased comfort, as well as easier identification of personnel
wearing the mask. The standard NATO C-2 canister can also be quickly
changed while still providing adequate protection to the wearer.

Research and development is complete for the current
configuration of the MCU-2/P, and the Air Force and Navy are currently
on contract for production of this mask. The program office. is also
involved in the development of an improved configuration of the
MCU-2/P. The improvements planned by MSA will be incorporated into
the mask to improve the fit (through sizing), the lens material, and
communications capability. The fit improvements incorporate an Air
Force anthropometric sizing system which will give an improved face
seal for 90% of the Air Force population. The new lens material will
be more resistant to petroleum products, yellowing and scratches, and
have less memory. Finally, the microphone will give an additional
communications capability to the MCU-2/P mask.

The Air Force is currently managing two separate production
- - efforts. The present production of the MCU-2/P by MSA, which includes

the current configuration and future production of an improved
configuration. The national exigency production of MCU-2/P's for the
Navy and Air Force which was awarded to both MSA and Scott Aviation
will begin deliveries in December 1987. The additional requirements
for the current and improved configurations of the MCU-2/P will be
accomplished by full and open competitive contract efforts.

I
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THE IMPERMEABLE CHEMICAL DEFENSE SUIT (IMP)

BY

JUANITA VERTREES, A.C., C.P.L., CiP.C.M.

PROGRAM MANAGER

AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION (ASD/AESD)

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OH 45433-6503

OVERVIEW

This paper presents information about the Impermeable Chemical Defense Suit
(IMP). Included are five areas: background, the IMP suit, design
modifications, future efforts and summary. The background presents historical
information on the program through which several-iterations of design have been
accomplished. The current IMP suit design is presented. Design modifications
are described in terms of the condition that required improvement and what was
done to correct the problem. Future efforts and summary show the direction
envisioned for the program and strengths of the IMP design approach.

BACKGROUND

Requirement. To develop and procure systems that will provide'better chemical
agent protection from known and suspected agents than the current ensembles
without increasing thermal burden or other restrictions. This program was
directed by Congressional interest; there was no user initially.

Major Milestones Completed. In September 1982, a sole source contract was
awarded to design, develop, test and produce prototype hardware for an
impermeable, one-piece, totally encapsulating, reusable chemical defense

ensemble for use in highly toxic environments. I
The initial design evolved into a version of the suit made from white fabric.
This was demonstrated in an Air Force Development Test and Evaluation in 1984.

A further improvement in several areas of the design was demonstrated
successfully at the USAFE exercise, "Salty Demo," in Germany in 1985. Salty
Demo was a full scale combat exercise with simulated chemical attacks and the
IMP suit was utilized in a variety of tasks. Among the skill types that used
and liked the IMP suit were: Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD), Integrated
Combat Turn (ICT) personnel, munitions loaders, parachute riggers, rapid runway
repair (RRR) personnel, and air traffic controllers.

The current phase of development was awarded in 1986 for the Continuing
Development/Equipment Redesign (CDER) phase, as a modification to the sole
source contract. The Critical Design Review was held in 1987 for this improved
design.
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A field decontamination study was also completed in 1987. This study showed

that field decontamination is effective with the IMP suit.

The User, Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD). The EOD community became a user

for the IMP suit in 1985, following Salty Demo. The U.S. Air Force wartime

effort requires protection of sortie generation. EOD ability to clear runways
and render safe unexploded ordnance (UXO)/munitions (chemical and otherwise)

protects sortie generation by the U.S. Air Force.

Replacement for Existing Chemical Suit. The IMP suit replaces the Toxicological
Agent Protective Suit (M3). Common problems with the M3 and other chemical

protective gear are restriction of vision by gas mask; heavy, bulky, clothing
that restricts air flow to cool wearer, and cumbersome boots. The M3 was

designed many years ago. Several layers of heavy clothing are required in the

complete M3 suit.

THE IMP SUIT

Figure 1 shows the IMP suit improved design from the 1987 effort. Highlights of

this chart are: Water is readily available through the drink tube mounted in

the clear visor. Communications passthroughs allow connection to standard field

radios outside the suit. Emergency breathing systems with air drawn by lung
power and a compressed air bottle are filtered at the front of the suit. A

system of one-way dump valves on the back, arms, and lower legs keeps the
internal air pressure at a comfortable, consistent level. There is a backpack
blower motor for moving air into the suit.

I Selected Features of the IMP Suit. This suit is designed for extended wear,
much longer than current chemical suits. The Powered Air Purifying Respirator
blows filtered air through the suit for circulation and wearer comfort. Meal
pouches can be carried in pockets inside the suit. The wearer can withdraw his
or her arms from the sleeves in order to eat food or adiust eauipmeht. within the
suit. With a hands-free mul:ti-channel radio, wearers can talk with other IMP
suit wearers or with another communications network. There is no requirement to

wear a mask with the IMP suit. The current configuration of the suit, with
large transparent areas in the hood, has a wide field of vision forward, upward,
downward, and to the rear. Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the wide field of
vision. The blown air keeps the visor clear, eliminates "fogging up." Field
decontamination of the IMP suit is possible.

I DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

Mobility. Batteries are used to power the ambient air system. Lithium
batteries require special transportation in accordance with DOT-E-7052. The IMP
suit batteries are lightweight and compact. These lithium batteries were

selected for their long term power supply (Figure 4). They have a BCX chemistry
to permit intermittant use, for minutes or hours and being turned off and on
several times. BCX lithium batteries do not produce harmful gasses; they are an
improvement over the older sodium oxide lithium batteries, but all lithium
batteries are covered by the same DOT regulation. However, an alternate

approach, using rechargeable batteries, requires no special transportation
arrangements. Although nothing in the U.S. Air Force inventory seems to be as

I
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compact and lightweight as the lithium batteries for the IMP suit, BOD teams can
deploy rapidly with rechargeable batteries for their suits. The rechargeables
provide short term, convenient power for deployment, training, or demonstrations

of the IMP suit.

Backpack Fit and Comfort. The backpack only weighs 13 pounds but in the
prototype suit and Salty Demo designs, the shoulder harness placed all the
weight on the shoulder straps. This caused the shoulder straps to eventually
cut into the wearer's shoulders and become uncomfortable. The chest strap was
difficult to close at times. The improved design uses a modified camper's
backpack frame. The weight is carried on the wearer's hips. The frame is
adjustable to short and tall people. The belt crosses the stomach and is easier
to reach and adjust. (Figure 5)

Optimal Air Pressure in Suit. Discomfort to the wearer's eardrums when
straightening up from deep knee bends occurred in the prototype suit. The Salty
Demo suit corrected the number and placement of one-way air valves. Now, the
suit quickly expells surplus air and regains the correct pressure to prevent
"popping" of the wearer's ears. (See Figure 1)

Water Access. The Salty Demo suit had one small water pouch in an interior
pocket of the IMP suit. This was a limited water supply, too little for long
wear of an impermeable suit. To use the water pouch, the wearer withdraws their

arms from the sleeves to hold the water pouch. Once empty, there was no easy
refill of the pouch. Now, the improved design IMP suit has a drink tube in the
visor so that the wearer can drink from standard NBC canteens kept outside the
suit. The wearer can drink as much water as there are canteens available. The
wearer keeps both hands inside the sleeves while drinking.

Cuff. The cuff in the Salty Demo suit and earlier versions was rigid plastic.
its large ring enabled wearers to easily slip their hands into the gloves, but
limited access in tight places. The clip type plastic cuff rings were hard to
snap closed and properly attach the gloves. Now, an O-ring is fitted into a

flexible groove, as shown in Figure 6. With a flexible cuff, wearers will be
able to reach into those tight places, as the glove cuff molds itself in the
shape of the wearer's wrist. When pressure against the cuff is released, the
cuff pops back into its circular shape.

Comparison to an Existing Suit. The weight of an IMP suit versus an M3 suit is
about the same. The IMP suit according to the specification cannot weight more
than 30 pounds, exclusive of the optional air bottle.. An M3 suit, with its
multiple layers of clothing and fireman's overboots, weighs about the same but
is bulky and time consuming to don by comparison. With the IMP suit, visibility
is enhanzed. Vehicles can be operated with vision through the visor pieces to
the side and rear of the IMP suit hood. Only limited vision is available with
the M3 suit. Food, drink and liquid waste elimination is available with the
IMP, but not with the M3. identification of the wearer is relatively simple
with the large visor area and no mask in the IMP. Identification is difficult
with the goggle type eyes of the M3 hood and mask. This is important for
security reasons, so that personnel are able to recognize wearers of chemical
gear. Visibility into the hood is also vital to EOD personnel who work in
closely coordinated team efforts. They must anticipate the next step to be
taken by their teammate; knowing who is in the suit and how they operate is
necessary. A further benefit from being able to see into the hood is the
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ability of a team member to recognize symptoms of heat stress, since EOD
personnel do not utilize work rest cycles.

FUTURE EFFORTS

Competitive Contract. The current contract, from 1982 through 1987, is sole
source. This contract was never structured to provide a production capability.
When the Competition in Contracting Act was enacted in the United States, that
required this program to be competed for production. Current plans are to award
a competitive contract for full scale development with production options. Due
to the effects of competition, the final configuration of the IMP suit may vary
from the current contractor's design. Additional options will be placed on
contract. For example: design changes that may be necessary to use night
vision goggles or for more comfortable wear of the suit when under threat of
chemical attack, (MOPP II). At the present, some personnel have worn the IMP in
a MOPP Il configuration by opening the zipper, removing their arms from the
sleeves, and pushing the hood back of their head. They are still in the suit
except for their arms and head, but are ready to obtain eye/respiratory
protection very quickly. For MOPP II, the wearer does not need to be fully
enclosed in the IMP suit.

Schedule. The Request for Proposal (RFP) for the competitive effort should be
prepared by second qusrter, fiscal year (FY) 88. Award of the full scale
development/production options contract is planned for fourth quarter, FY 88.
Full scale development should be completed by FY 90, followed by the production
decision. An effort will be made to shorten this schedule, if possible.I

SUMMARY

The IMP suit meets the primary requirements of the Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD) mission. Comparison with the M3-suit shows that the IMP suit is superior
to the M3 which it will replace. Much longer performance times will be possible
with the IMP design. The IMP suit will be used worldwide for EOD suoort of
airbase operability. This mission is primarily wartime, with training for

wartime. However, chemical hazards can also occur during peacetime; EOD will be
able to wear the IMP suit for a wide range of peacetime chemical uses.-

I
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Figure 1 - IMP Suit (Improved design, 1987)

Figure 2 - Wide Field of Vision (upward and downward)

I Figure 3 - Wide Field of Vision (side to side)

i Figure 4 - BCX Lithium Battery

Figure 5 - Backpack Frame and Harness

Figure 6 - Flexible Cuff
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I
U The Tactical Life Support System (TLSS)

Lt Col Mark A. Massen
Department of the Air Force

Headquarters, Human Systems Division (AFSC)
Brooks Air Force Base, TX 78235-5000

I "Incoming!" That's the verbal warning that conventional weapons are being
used against our forces. ("Silent pause") That is the sound of the warning the
we may get from the use of chemical/biological (CB) weapons: the deadly silent
of surprise. The concept of combined conventional and CB weapons is a very high
probability. If we, as a free nation, are to be able to counter any type
warfare, be it nuclear or conventional, we must be able to fly, and fight and
win; anywhere and anytime, that's the Air Force mission. Today's discussion is
one in a series of two very high-interest topics to the U.S. Air Force --
chemical warfare defense and high-G protection.

I Traditionally, life support equipment has been developed piecemeal and is,
thus, not well-suited to meet operational mission requirements for eitherI training or combat. To address this and expand operational.capabilities, a
program was established in 1983 to develop an integrated system call the Tactical
Life Support System, or TLSS for short. Weapons and aircraft technologies making
mission scenarios more intense and demanding. Over the past several years the
life support community has developed a good data base to better understand the
physiology of flight, especially in the higher altitude and higher G regimes.
This data has been used to formulate solutions to operational problems. I'll
outline the operational objectives for TLSS as established by an underlying
foundations of MAJCOM requirements. These objectives have leveraged technology
to provide the user's a menu to choose from for specific applications. The
bottom line is: High G protection has a near-term solution, and oh, by the way,
protection under chemical and laser threats while expanding the flight envelope,
is also provided.

I will describe the program in terms of the physiology involved and program
objectives, followed by a short system description. I'll then review the recent
flight tests results and tell you where I believe the technology is going.

With the advent of new technology engines and the necessity to travel longer
legs, operations into higher altitudes are ultimately advantageous. The TLSS
breathing system currently provides the aircre4 protection for flight operations
to at least 60,000 ft. The 9G requirement is certainly well understood. In a
moment we'll discuss how these two objectives are tied together. The chemical
protection by the head-mounted system and garments, and provides the same
altitude and G capabilities as the standard TLSS system. To reduce anticipated
heat stress under some conditions, an optional sub-system to provide body cooling
is provided. However, TLSS can function without it. A single integrated garment
(i.e., flight suit) ties all these functions together to provide routine don/doff
capability.

I
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Eye protection is provided by optional components for nuclear flash or multi-
wavelength laser protection. To reduce logistics burdens of LOX, TLSS is R
compatible with, but not dependent upon, an on-board oxygen system. So that you
will fully appreciate the intricate workings of the system, as opposed to piece-
mealed components, I'll now briefly review the equipment sub-system. I

The TLSS breathing system is made up of three components. First is the On
Board Oxygen Generation System. It's a 3-bed molecular sieve oxygen concentrator
that takes engine bleed air and basically separates the oxygen from the nitrogen,
and produces breathing gas at the proper oxygen concentrations for specific
altitudes. Such a system eliminates the logistics headaches of a LOX system.
Should the aircrew desire 100% oxygen, the system contains a stand-by sub-system.
He can make this selection with his oxygen control panel. The system contains a
regulator which provides the aircrew with the proper breathing gas pressure for
both altitude and acceleration protection. To eliminate clutter of many separate
connections, a single-point release Personal Equipment Connector for breathing
gas, G-suit air, and communications is mounted on the seat.

The TLSS anti-G system consists of a digital/programmable anti-G valve. A
design objective was to have the G-suit inflate in under two seconds to provide
protection in high G rapid onset rate situations. This valve has shown that it
can inflate the G-suit in just over one second. This particular G-valve is
pneumatically tied in with the breathing regulator to allow the regulator to
provide the proper level of positive pressure breathing for G protection.

.Basically, PPB increases the pressure level of the breathing gas to the lungs.
Equal mask pressure and a helmet bladder in the rear of the shell has the effect
of making the high pressure comfortable while increasing the internal chest
pressure with the breathing gas, TLSS provides external chest counter pressure to
ease breathing effort, and automatically aid the pilot in his anti-G straining
maneuver. Corresponding G-suit inflation helps to prevent blood pooling. This
has the total combined effect of providing more blood and oxygen to the eye and
brain, the result is less fatigue and increased endurance, without notice of the
automatic PPB system.

The TLSS man-mounted equipment consists of the TLSS garmentry and head
mounted systems. The garment is two-pieced for sizing considerations and is made
of charcoal impregnated NOMEX fabric for CD applications. It also comes in
standard NOMEX for normal operation. For G protection, the bladder coverage is
increased by approximately 40% and built into the lower garment. Optionally, the
TLSS cooling system provides conditioned or cooled liquid to a cooling vest to
remove heat for those situation requiring it. The garment combines several
functions into a single integrated garment "system". The helmet is a lightweight
KEVLAR helmet. The mask tensioning bladder, again used with PPB, inflates as PPB
is increased to provide a tight seal to eliminate leakage, and prevent slippage
under high Gs. In the TLSS CB mode, a hose hooks up to the rear right of the
helmet to provide ventilation/visor demist.

The TLSS mask has a new seal designed to hold the significantly higher mask
pressures without leakage. Other unique features are the side entry hose,
miniaturized microphone, and separate inhalation and exhalation valves. This
mask is used in both TLSS standard and CD designs. The center of gravity of the
head worn helmet and mask is virtually superimposed over the head's center of
mass. Thus, the downward forces currently imposed on the aircrews when under
high Gs are significantly reduced.
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I Laser protection is provided through the use of a laser visor that is

directly interchangeable with the standard sunshade. It provides absorption
protection against current enemy threats and friendly leaser. Finally, to
provide nuclear flash protection, a PLZT goggle is incorporated into TLSS by
mountinas external to either the standard or CD visor.

During the past year extensive testing has been accomplished both by the
prime contractor, Boeing Military Airplane Company- and by the Air Force. The
contractor was tasked and did accomplish both component and system testing for
performance under environmental conditions as identified by the usual military
(MIL) standards, one of which was windblast testing. Again this was done at both

the component and system levels. Once completed the next higher up level of
testing was accomplished with emphasis on integration. Once the government was
satisfied that all ystems met or exceeded specifications, the government
initiated man rating. Components and then higher level systems underwent a rigid
scheme of evaluations both manned and unmanned. In the altitude chamber we
evaluated the system for both routine and emergency situations for altitudes up
to and including 60,000 feet. Included in this evaluation were slow and rapid
decompressions under both manned and unmanned conditions. Subsequent testing on
the centrifuge was accomplished. Both slow and rapid rates of G onset were used
to subject the equipment to various conditions. Once satisfied that the
equipment worked with unmanned runs, qualified centrifuge subjects were used to
further evaluate the system. Eventually the subjects underwent the same G
profiles that the TAC aircrews are currently experiencing. The results were of
such a favorable nature that we decided to push the system's capability to see
what kind of improvement in sustained G capability could be obtained. From what
was seen in the centrifuge, we are currently to the point where a subject, to
include aircrews, using the TLSS system can sustain 9 Gs for one minute with no
light loss, tunnel vision, or other symptoms of G induced loss of consciousness.
We finally did a cockpit inteoration evaluation to identify problem areas and
compare TLSS with current aircrew equipment. After compiling results from the
above evaluations, the School of Aerospace Medicine determined that TLSS met all
specifications and was safe for flight testing in the F-15 and F-16 DT&EI profiles.

The flight objectives were designed to assess capabilities and shake out the
system. We wanted to identify benefits and weaknesses prior to full-scaleand~ iO&. h ested bythe Air Force
engineering development and IOT&E. The system was flight e by
Flight Test Center at Edwards AFB in the front cockpit of a F-i5B. The Class 1i
Mod was specifically designed for the purpose of collecting test data telemetry
and ease of maintenance removal, should removal become necessary. It was not
optimized as a Class V Mode would be. First flight was on 4 Dec 86. Prior to
the flight, three primary pilots received several days of specialized training to
include altitude chamber, centrifuge runs emergency procedures. The flight test
program was organized into two segments totaling 30 sorties. The first segment
consisted of eight familiarization sorties that provided an opportunity for pilot
checkout and engineering tests. These flights used real time telementry to
monitor system functions under specified conditions of airspeed, altitude and
acceleration. After initial bugs were eliminated with the test instrumentation
package, the system performed reliably and well. Pilot acceptance of positive
pressure breathing under G conditions was both immediate and spirited. Comments
at initual debriefs included, "9Gs feels like 5 to 7", and "No light loss, even
at 9.5Gs."

I
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System performance exceeded expectations and pilot acceptance was
enthusiastic, thus allowing it to advance to the next series of missions. At
this time we conducted one sortie that intentionally had a decompression to
28,000 feet to verify that the oxygen back-up system was functioning properly.
subsequent tests were designed to assess TLSS in representative air-to-air and
air-to-ground missions.

The pilots flew both mission types-in three different modes-standard TLSS,
chemical defense mode, and the laser visor.configuration. TLSS performance in
the air-to-ground mode served only to confirm its compatibility with the mission
use of positive pressure breathing. In the air-to-air environment, we
immediately saw verification of the increased endurance effects we previously
observed in the centrifuge studies. On return from sorties that involved as many
as ten ACM engagements with one or more tanker refuelings, the post flight
debriefs included such comments as, "I am not consciously aware of straining at
high G levels," I had no light loss even at 9 1/2 Gs," and "I now have no
hesitation to go to high G, Fatigue is no longer a factor." The results were so
positive that we thought it a good idea to have a TAC owned pilot fly several
sorties. In coordination with the TAC staff, Maj Osterman from the 57th Fighter
Weapons Wing at Nellis flew three sorties at Edwards. Some of his comments were,
"I could whistle Dixie at 9Gs. It cut my workload in half", "I expect an
increase sortie surge capability and I prefer to fly with it," and "The chem
defense mode is light years ahead of the present system>"

While the F-15 flight experience was designed to test several new
technologies, we also had a simultaneous package that was specifically designed
to apply positive pressure breathing into F-16 aircraft. The F-16 SPO, in
cooperation with the Life Support SPO and technical assistance from us, the TLSS
office, flew 33 F-16 sorties. The nature of the findings of the F-15 TLSS flight
experience along with initial findings of the F-16 suggests that positive
pressure breathing is an equipment solution to a part of the GLOC problem.

During the flight test, the pilots adjusted flight scheduling so that the F-
15 TLSS aircraft flew against the F-16 aircraft with its positive pressure
breathing. Although the F-16 was solely looking at the positive pressure .1
breathing, the F-15 flew against it using chemical defense mode and the laser
visors. To remain as an honest broker and not judge who shot whom on which
engagement, it is significant to emphasize that the aircrews began thinking and
talking about changing combat tactics in order to capitalize on the improved
total weapons systems capability and their enhanced advantages over potential
advisaries. Near the end of the flight test program several of the aircrews
informally expressed reservations about flying an air-to-air engagement against
an opponent that had the TLSS or positive pressure breathing system unless theytoo were so equipped.

Some specific aircrew quotes made during mission debriefs are as indicated. 3

We have a short three minute video that I would like to present that will
sum up this briefing so far. We now know that the system works. (In order to
field this system or its derivative so that it will benefit tactical aircrews, I
will discuss where this technology is going.) Our mission is to assist the F-16
and LSSPOs to package the system for specific F-15 and F-16 applications in order
to rapidly effect the deployment in a compressed time period.
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I It is obvious that when compared to current life support equipment, the TLSS
provides many improvements for the combat role. (i.e., 60,000 vs. 40,000 ft
ceilings, PPB technology for G-protection, etc.)

Three major conclusions can be drawn to date even before the final testi reports have been published. (1) Positive pressure breathing definitely
increases fighting capability. (2) Technology now exists to permit operation to
60,000 feet and (3) for least for two of the fighters there exists a system that
will operate in the chemical defense training and combat mode that represents aI quantum improvement of the present system while providing PPB for G protection.

In summary, the flight test at Edwards have confirmed laboratory
experiences. We, Brooks, and Wright-Patterson are taking a proactive approach to
rapidly field the solution to the line aircrews. We've designed a system for
rapid transit to FSED and are proceeding to execute it accordingly.
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PROTECTION (AERP) PROGRAM
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the Aircrew Eye/Respiratory Protection (AERP) program is to
provide all USAF aircrew chemical protection in a wartime environment. A
first-generation aircrew chemical defense mask (MBU-13/P) was fielded in the
late 1970s as an interim solution. The objective of the AERP program is to
develop and procure improved eye/respiratory chemical defense protection to
replace the MBU-13/P based systems. A four-phased approach is being taken to
match hardware to aircraft, test the proposed systems, accomplish limited
production for initial operational capability (IOC) aircraft, and then full
production for the remainder of aircraft in the Air Force inventory. Initial

concept demonstrations yielded seven primary candidate systems. Phase I,
conducted Jun-Aug 1987, matches a system to each of the three IOC aircraft
types. The paper will discuss laboratory testing and flight demonstrations used
to verify/refute contractor analysis, the results of the Phase I analysis, the
evolution of the AERP program from a USAF-only to a tri-service program, and the
growth from seven tactical fighter aircraft to over 140 multicommand,
multiservice aircraft.
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I OVERVIEW

In 1978, the USAF fielded the MBU-13/P Chemical/Biological Oxygen (CBO) Mask
System, consisting of the MBU-13/P mask, CRU-80/P filter pack, and HGU-41/P
protective hood. Concurrently, the USAF started development of an Integrated
Chemical Defense System (ICDS) for Tactical Air Forces (TAF) application. In 2
concert with this, the USAF explored a Chemical Defense Multipurpose Mask (CDM2)
concept *for Strategic Air Command (SAC) and Military Airlift Command (MAC) in
the early 1980's. In Nov 84, ICDS was cancelled due to technic~l and cost
problems and, in Dec 84, the USAF restructured the ICDS and CDM programs into
the Aircrew Eye/Respiratory Protection (AERP) Program. AERP is a USAF
tri-MAJCOM as well as a tri-service program. It is structured into several
phases:

I The first phase, completed in May 1986, was a 16 month study and analysis by
Quest Corporation that concentrated on three main areas. First, aircraft were
separated into nine categories based on weapon system similarity, 'threat
scenario, and aircrew responsibilities. Secondly, MAJCOM specific absolute
requirements were defined. Finally, Quest conducted a equipment/technology
search to identify all existing (foreign and domestic) aircrew chemical
protective systems. The end result was a recommended list of candidate systems
for each of the nine categories that warranted further evaluation for possible
fielding.

In conjunction with this, the USAF conducted limited testing and a
comprehensive flight demonstration on several candidate AERP systems. This
testing and demonstration (1) provided subjective feedback to verify the Quest
analysis, (2) identified operational constraints, (3) provided insight to the
type and complexity of aircraft modifications, and (4) identified design
deficiencies that could be corrected prior to formal DT&E.

Based on the Quesc analysis and flight demonstration results, seven AERP systems
were selected (by the USAF) for consideration in the full scale development
program. These systems are:

X-43
Advanced Chemical Defense Aircew Respirator (ACDAR)
Aircrew Respirator NBC No. 5 (AR-5) MK II
Aircrew Respirator NBC No. 5 (AR-5) MK III
High Performance Aircrew Mask (HIPAM)
Protective Integrated Hood/Mask (PIHM)
Tactical Aircrew Eye/Respiratory System (TAERS)

Phase II of the program was awarded on 8 Jul 87 to Boeing Military Airplane
Company (BMAC). This contract is divided into four smaller phases. The first
phase is a 60 day system selection analysis which will recommend an AERP system
for each of the nine categories. The goal of this system selection is to
minimize the number of AERP systems needed to meet all of the program
requirements. Once the systems selections are made, the second phase of the
contract begins. This consists of qualification testing, DT&E and IOT&E flight

2
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testing for ten USAF representative aircraft (Table 1). The third phase is the
limited production of the AERP system(s) and aircraft modification kits for one
(AV-8B and P-3C). Reprocurement data for the AERP system(s) is a deliverable in

this phase. The fourth and final phase of the contract will provide the
reprocurement data and one aircraft modification kit for all remaining aircraft
(84 USAF, 55 Navy, 4 Army).

BACKGROUND

Phase I began with the Quest analysis. Quest Research Corporation surveyed all
the users for their "absolute and desired" requirements. The users realized
that all their requirements could not be met. Absolute requirements were based
on requirements the users felt must be met to be operationally suitable and
effective. An example of an absolute requirement is a protectio factor of 10
An example of a desired requirement is a protection factor of 10 in the event
of a blower failure. The users "absolutes" were turned into the AERP Technical
Requirements Documents by AE engineering. Desired requirements would be
incorporated into the prime item development specification.

Quest categorized all the different Air Force aircraft into nine categories.
Later, when the Navy came aboard, the list was expanded. In each of the
categories, a representative aircraft was chosen. The aircraft were put into
these categories based on their mission and operational environment.

Quest surveyed the continental United States and NATO countries for existing
chemical defense systems. Based on this survey, seven systems became part of
the AERP Phase I laboratory testing and flight demonstrations. In addition to
the systems previously mentioned, the Dutch In-Helmet System (DIHS) and the
Advanced Israeli Hood/Blower System (AIHBS) were included.

TEST AND EVALUATION

The Laboratory evaluation started with USAFSAM/VNL performing man-rating t~ts 1
required for the safety of flight for the flight demonstrations. The ACDAR,
AR-5, TAERS, DIHS and AIHBS were man-rated. The M43 was not man-rated due to
its extensive testing by the US Army. The PIHM and HIPAM were not evaluated I
during this phase due to their unavailability.

The man-rating tests consisted of breathing tests, cockpit integration tests and
optics testing. The AERP systems were configured as non-complex as possible in
order to facilitate man-rating. Three deficiencies were found with the ACDAR. i
The optics were distorted due to the curved shaped lens and the manifold could
not be seen by the pilot. USAFSAM/VNL stated that the manifold being left in
emergency could cause the aircrew member to become hypoxic. The aircrew member
could not see to tell if the manifold was in emergency or normal. The third
deficiency found with ACDAR was the filter control manifold (FCM) disconnect
which rLused high breathing resistance after ground egress. Scott Aviation had
increased the FCM breathing supply quick disconnect tension to prevent water

from entering the oronasal mask through the inhalation valve. However, the
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I USAFSAM evaluations indicated that using the standard spring tension of the
CRU-60/P would prevent water from entering the mask. Therefore for the flight
demonstration, Scott Aviation reset the tension oi the FCM inlet quick
disconnect to that of the standard USAF CRU-60/P.

The AERP systems configured for the flight1 demonstrations were vindblast tested
to verify structural integrity, and ACES II compatibility using a F-16 ACES II
seat. All the AERP systems passed structural integrity tests to 450 KEAS. The
two hose systems and the over-the-helmet systems failed to meet the following

criteria: "ACES II aerodynamic compatibility shall be defined as both pitots
measuring sufficient airflow pressure to cause at least 8 milliseconds sustained
environmental sensor switching. Switching shall occur within the initial 37
milliseconds of the windblast, beginning at the peak airstream velocity
generated by the windblast nozzle. The target peak airflow velocity over the
test seat/mannequin shall be 350 + 25 KEAS at sea level". Most systems
marginally passed ACES II compatibility. Marginally is defined as only one
pitot tube switching to mode 2. TAERS was the only system that successfully
passed the initial testing. PIHM and HIPAM were also successfully tested.
Later the TAERS, ACDAR and AR-5 MK III were windblasted for ACES II
compatibility with LPU-9/P Life Preserver and Sea Water Activated Release System
(SEAWARS). The TAERS and ACDAR passed. The AR-5 HK III was again unsuccessful.

AR-5 MK III, the DIMS, TAERS, ACDAR, and AIHBS underwent egress testing at
Eglin. The egress testing consisted of water drag, ground- egress and
parachuting. No serious egress problems were noted except that the AR75 MK III
disconnected at up to a measured force significantly over the standard USAF
disconnect force of 12-20 lbs. Therefore, for the flight demonstration, the
AR-5 MK III was modifieg with a standard USAF connector instead of the connector
supplied with the AR-5.

After all the testing, the systems were given a safe to fly by the Life Support
SPO. The systems were flown into various AF aircraft. All the systems were
satisfactorily flown in fighter aircraft. The Air Force had a problem
integrating the M43, and the HGU-55/P with the Thermal Plastic Liner (TPL).

After successful fitting was accomplished using modified helmet fitting
procedure4, several helicopter sorties were flown with no reported comfort
problems.

The pilots flew the TAERS in a F-4, F-Ill, F-15, and F-16 using 100% oxygen.
Because the 100% oxygen regulator has a lower inhalation resistance than the
CRU-73/A but a higher exhalation resistance, pilots were requested to use the
modified CRU-79/P oxygen regulator by breathing on the ground for a minimum of
one hour prior to flights. The pilots flew the missions with no reported
problems. There was an adequate supply of oxygen left in the liquid oxygen
converter after the pilots flew representative fighter missions.

I To ensure that the AERP systems provided a protection factor of 104 , a
protection factor test was performed at the Chemical Research Development and
Engineering Center (CRDEC). The TAERS use of a low flow to provide overpressure and the ACDAR use of a charcoal hood were areas where the protection
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factor needed to be verified. The TAERS were initially provided with the
charcoal hoods. ILC Dover conducted an in house protection factor testing using
corn oil and found that the charcoal hoods permitted the aerosol to penetrate
the TAERS. Therefore, prior o the tests, the charcoal panels were replaced
with impermeable butyl cloth. The ACDAR, M-43, and TAERS were tested for
quality assurance prior to protection factor testing. The tests showed that the
systems leaked. The USAF decided to continue the tests by using silicone to
plug up the leaks. Once 4he leaks were plugged, the systems were able to obtain
a protection factor of 10 . To ensure that the production systems have a
quality assurance procedure, a leakage test was added to the AERP TRD. The M-43
had no quality assurance problems and easily provided a protection factor of

4

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, based on our study, analysis, flight demonstration, and limited

testing, all of the candidates systems that the AERP program is evaluating for
further consideration are under-the-helmet systems. For weapons systems with
ejection seats, especially the ones with ACES II seats, the USAF needs an
under-the-helmet system for ACES II compatibility and to use current on-helmet
systems such as thermal flashblindness protective devices. For MAC and SAC
missions that require electro-optical devices such as night vision goggles, an
under-the-helmet system is required to provide the necessary eye coupling.

The USAF Phase I AERP program met its goals. The USAF surveyed all the systems
that were available during the review. The USAF hopefully, identified most of
the deficiencies with these systems through testing to let the integration
contractor know that these systems needed to be modified before the Phase II
contractor initiated DT&E qualification tests. Finally, the USAF updated their
testing methodology from information obtained from the Army, Navy and ourallies.

Ii
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ABSTRACT

In 1979 NATO organised a conference with nearly the same title which

opened the eyes of the RNLAF for the need of chemical protection of

their pilots. A small study group was formed in which a pilot, a pro-

curement officer, an NBC officer and an NBC researcher were appointed.

In the first year the group studied the available solutions in the UK

and US, they were both rejected as unacceptable for F16 pilots. In the

second year it was tried to establish a cooperation with-Germanny for

a cooperative development and prototype developments in other countries

were studied. This route was abanaoned because the time frame in which

these developments would become available did not correspond to the

urgent needs of the RNLAF.

Therefore, the RNLAF started their own development, which resulted in

an over the helmet system for head ptotection, an integrated chemical

protective flight suit and impermeable gloves and overboots. The system

was completed by plastic covers for transport over the airbase. The

system was flight tested in the same year and although found acceptable

for NF 5 pilots, it was not accepted for F16 pilots (too heavy).

Based on the first prototypes a second version was developed which

actually is an in the helmet system. This system was flight tested by

NF 5 and F'6 pilots and was rated very good with no measuable'degrada-

tion in performance. The comments of the pilots were that the head and

body protection were comfortable to wear, the hand and foot protection

needed improvement. In stead of overboots, the pilots were provided

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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with permeable NBC socks, and instead of impermeable gloves a new type

of chemical protective flight glove was developed.

In first instance the system passed high speed wind tunnel and blast

testing for the ACES 2 ejection seat. At the moment that the flight

helmet was modified from HGU 26 P to HGU 55 P problems arose with

passing the test. In the last three years modifications have been

developed to obtain a system that will pass the blast test. This took

relatively long because there is only a very limited capability to

carry out those tests.

Th1.is summer final tests were run and the system has been accepted 'by

the RNLAF.

In the presentation the system will be described and some of the test

results will be discussed. An identical or very similar system is II
introduced or under consideration in Denmark, Norway, Belgium, and

Israel.

II
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I.
1. INTRODUCTION

I 1.1 History

Work in The Netherlands on aircrew chemical defence (CD) started in

1979 by a small working group of PNLAF personnel; including a pilot

and a member of the research community. The US and UK aircrew CD

systems and those under development in the US and Germany (1) were

not acceptable to the RNLAF. A cooperative development with Germany

was soon abandoned because of the costs involved and the relative

long development time. At the end of 1980 the working group decided

to develop a system in The Netherlands.

in the course of 1981 a system comprising respiratory, eye and skin

protection was proposed by PML-TNO (see Fig. 1). This system under-

went laboratory tests in several ways and was finally tested in NF-5

aircraft by the RNLAF and in Saab Dragon aircraft by the Royal Danish

Air Force (2). in both cases the system appeared to be acceptable.

The complete system and part of the tests have been described in

II. report 1981-26 (1).

During the flight trial doubt was thrown upon the acceptability of

the system for F16 aircraft because of interference of the 'above-the-

neck' protection with the Pitot tubes that sense the velocity of the

aircraft during ejection (the velocity during ejection determines the

mode in which the pilot is ejected). At that time two decisions were

made:

- To develop a new above-the-neck system that will not cause inter-

ference with the Pitot tubes.

- To ask the 'National Aerospace Laboratories' to test several air-

crew ensembles in their wind-tunnel for compatibility with the ACES

I II ejection seat.
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At the beginning of 1982 a new system was available and this system

was thoroughly tested on all aspects. In autumn 1982 flight trials

started with NF-5 and F-16 aircraft. In early 1983 the system was

approved for both aircraft.
During the flight tests the pilots commented on the overboot and the
impermeable gloves which both interfered with :he operational tasks.

Therefore, NBC-socks instead of overboots and flight gloves which

were permeable on one side were developed.

Before the system could be flown in a F-16 it had to be shown that

there was no interference with the proper functioning of the Pitot

tubes from the ejection seat. This was demonstrated in a high speed

wind tunnel. The CD helmet did not react differently from the normal

HGU 26 P helmet.

At the point in time that the system was up for acceptance two problems

arose. Firstly, it was decided that the HGU 26 P was too heavy for F 16

pilots and the helmet had to be modified to a 53 P configuration.

Secondly, a message came from the USAF that during blast testing of CD

helmets interference with the Pit6t tubes was found. The blast tests

carried out subsequently with the NL CD helmet showed that indeed tall

pilots could experience problems.

After a thorough discussion with US-experts on blast testing it appeared

that the conditions used during the NL/BRD tests needed adjustment. in

order to reduce those kinds of problems further, modifications of the

existing system, especially around the neck, were developed. In June

1987 blast tests were run again and the system has been accepted by the

RNLAF.

1.2 Previous reports and contents of present paper Ii

The first Over-the-Relmet System is described in ref. (1). The second

versioD, actually an In-the-Helmet-System, has been fully described

in PML report 1984-4 (3). In this report also the NBC-flight coverall

and the entry-exit prbcedure are described together with the tests
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carried out to demonstrate the chemical integrity oQf the system.

This report has been published also as a document of NATO A:C 225/

(Panel VII) Air Sub Panel, Working Paper 44 (4).

In PML report 1985-10 (5) the half permeable aircrew gloves are

described. Although the results of this development have been pre-

sented to the Air Sub Panel, the distribution of the report has been

Ilimited and the gloves will be described in somewhat more detail.
Possible modifications/improvements of the In-the-Helmet System are

described in PML report 1985-C-63, a study performed under contract

with -the USAF (6).

In the present paper the NL aircrew chemical defence system will be

described briefly. For detailed information the reader is referred

to the previously mentioned reports. The emphasis will be on the back-

ground of the whole development.

.2. BACKGROUND OF THE DEVELOP'.NT

2.1 General

In the study phase of aircrew chemical defence which started in 1979

and continued uptil now, the RNLAF and PML-TNO studied several ispects

and learned a lot.

.An important aspect of aircrew chemical defence is protection. The

required protection should be based on the quotient of the maximum

possible challenge dosage to aircrew and the maximum allowable exposure

of aircrew.

~CHALLENGE DOSAGE
CHALLENGEDOSA = PROTECTION FACTOR

ALLOWABLE DOSAGEI
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A second important aspect is comprised in the term COMPATIBILITY.

The system should be compatible with:

- The aircraft

- The life support equipment of the pilot

- The ground procedures to be followed by the pilot

- The operational task of the pilot, no interference with task

performance.

Requirements foll3wing from compatibility and protection factor can

work in an opposite direction. For instance when the challenge dosage

is chosen high, or the allowable dosage is low, then a high protection

factor is needed. High protection factors can be achieved by envel-

oping the pilot by an impermeable barrier. The higher the protection

factor needed the bigger is the barrier between the pilot and environ-

ment. Compatibility with aircraft and life support equipment becomes

questionable in that case and certainly there will be a degradation in 1

task performance. Generally speaking compatibility is inversely

related to the protection factor. C(,I.ATIBILITY = F(1/PROTECTION FACTOR).

Because of this relation it is mandatory to analyse the required protec-

tion factor in greater detail and thus evaluate quantitatively the '0

challenge to a pilot and the maximum allowable exposure. Typical Dutch

requirements are that the system must be cheap, simple and made from
'of-the-shelf' articles, available either in The Netherlands or friendly
countries. The system is composed of parts from Germany, Belgium, Japan,

UK and US.

2.2 Chemical Challenge Levels to pilots I
Chemical Challenge Levels to pilots on fixed air bases can be only

arrived at using classified information. In this paper we will use

imaginary figures for the discussion. Those data can be found in
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Working Paper 51 of the Air Sub Panel (7) or in recent studies from

the Special Project Office of USAF/HSD/HE (8).

Chemical Challenge is of two kinds, a vapour challenge and a liquid

challenge. The liquid challenge can be caused by direct contamination

or by secondary contamination from pick-up. Both vapour and liquid

challenge can occur in three phases:

I 1. During flight

2. During ground operations outside the Briefing Facility

3. During entry/exit or stay in protected Briefing Facility.

U Vaoour challen~e

The vapour challenge in phase I and 3 is mainly caused by evaporating

liquid brought in by the pilots themselves or by other personnel.

Sometimes the vapour suzked in through the Environmental Control System

5 is mentioned as a source of vapour challenge in phase 1 during take off'

and landing. However, concentrations are reduced considerably by the

ECS itself and the exposure times are very short, so the contribution

to the total challenge dosage is small.

The challenge directly from vapour is mainly when the pilot is on the

ground in the open. These times are relativel short-in the order of 15

minutes to half an hour. In addition the agents that form a direct

I vapour hazard are evaporating relatively quickly. For instance 99 Z of

a liquid GB challenge will disappear in 15 minutes under summer condi-

tions and 80 % of a liquid GD challenge has disappeared in 30 minutes.

it can be demonstrated (9) that in first approximation the vapour expo-

sure from liquid in enclosed ventilated areas is:

amount of liquid present in mg

Dosage Ct in mg.min/ml
ventilation rate in m3/min.
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This is an overestimation for slow evaporating liquids. If one assumes

100 mg of liquid to be present in a Briefing Facility with a ventila-

tion rate of 10 m /min the total dosage to which the inhabitants are

exposed is 10 mg.min/m! during a continuous stay. (The simple formula

given above can help a lot in evaluating the challenge to pilots, the

result is independent of temperature, kind of agent or volume of the

enclosed space).

If for some reason the same amount of liquid is found in a cockpit

with a ventilation rate of 0.3 m3 /min, then the total exposure would

become Ct -- 330 mg.min/m3 , again if the pilot stayed in the cockpit-

during the full evaporation time of the liquid.

SUuMiing Up the exposures to vapour one arrives at a certain value per

chemical attack. Assuming a ten day war with two chemical attacks per

day one could maximise the dosage by multiplying the dosage per attack

with 20. However, the chances of a pilot being always in the most un-

favourable conditions is very small, (the chances of being three times

in the most unfavourable conditions is 1:8000).

For further evaluations of the PF "we will use an exposure of pilots to

a Ct = 5000 mg.min/ml (99 percentile) of which 3000 mg.min/m3 is received

in short exposures leading to cumulative incapacitating effects and

2000 mg.min/m3 is received at low concentrations continuously over a

period of ten days.

Liauid challenge 1

Assuming that the eyes, respiratory system and the skin of the head J

are always covered in such a way that they are impermeable to liquid I
agents the challenge of liquid is to the skin of the body. This assump-

tion might be obvious but the requirement of impermeability of the 3!
above-the-neck protection is not always fulfilled in the present systems.

In laboratory tests some of the materials in use showed penetration of

dangerous quantities after 1-2 hours of after 24 hours in a simulated

re-use of the equipment (10).
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Relatively simple procedures can prevent the direct liquid contamina-

tion i.e. providing always a kind of overhead cover for the pilot e.g.

transport by car from SPBF to TAB V. To prevent direct liquid conta-

mination the pilots from the RNLAF are transported in disposable plastic

capes and boots in case of CW (see Fig. 2).

The remaining liquid challenge is from indirect contamination by pick-

up, e.g. a contaminated individual has serviced inside the cockpit or

the pilot has picked-up contamination from the outside of the aircraft

on entering. Although these contaminations will usually be small and

can be prevented to a large extent by being cateful they cannot be

completely disregarded. A special problem is when the liquid is present

on so-called pressure points, e.g. the seat. In that case liquid is

pressed into the protective fabric and the generated vapour can only

diffuse towards the skin. A similar situation could result during con-

tamination of the flight gloves and the throttle or stick. The analysis

of the challenge to air bases (7) has shown that only a fraction of the

service personnel will be contaminated with drops of say 1 mg or more

up to a level of I g/man or more."

The rule is that personnel contaminated to this level must go to a

3 decon-station. in the unfortunate event that they are not able to obey

this rule they might cause cross-contamination. The transfer of agent

from a contaminated man 'to other men or the cockpit is never 100 % and

the largest secondary contamination that might be expected is in the

order of 100 mg of liquid total in drop size upto 10 mg. The skin of the

body is covered by one or more layers that prevent the direct contact

of liquid with the skin. The hazard results, however, from vapour that

is generated by the liquid. The evaporation rate and the percutaneous

toxicity of the nerve agents combined with the fact that they are sys-

temic poisons make that the total expected liquid contamination is not

very hazardous. The situation is very different for blister agents.

They act locally on skin and the vapour generated by a drop of 1 mg or

smaller deposited on several layers of textile is sufficient to make a
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man a casualty. The emphasis of body skin protection must therefore

be against the secondary contamination with blister agents.

The possibility that a pilot is contamined on bare, skin during

doffing and donning of contaminated equipment can not be ruled out.

The quantities that are involved are again relatively small.

?robably maximum contaminations in the order of I mg and blister

agents are the main hazard. i

2.3 Allowable dosage

'what one is looking for are the dosages for varying exposure times

that would not cause effects interfering with the operational tasks

of a pilot. Those dosages are not available for humans. This lack of!i

data is also mentioned as a great difficulty-in determining required

protection factors in Working Paper 52 of the Air Sub Panel of AC/225

(11). Generally the. effects of nerve agents are cumulative upon succes-

sive exposures. Only in case of GB a very low detoxification rate is

known from literature. On the basis of the detoxification rate McNamara

et. a!. (12) have derived a concentration of GB to which workers in a

chemical ammunition disposal plant may be exposed continuously (0.005 I
mg/m3). This value could be used as a safe concentration in cases where

long exposure times and low concentrations are in' olved. Because of the

cumulative effects of successive dosages of nerve agents it is not

allowed to say that a Toxic Free Area in which the concentration stays

below 0.005 mg/m3 is safe (13). The human body is in that case still

aetox-9.yino absorbed agent from previous exposures to higher concentra-

ti6ns over'-hort periods. So only in the case that the exposures outside

the TFA are-always below 0.005 mg/a3 the Ct dosage can be expressed as

(C-a-) , in which a is the detoxification rate.

For short exposure times, upto half an hour, ref. 11 gives an eye and

respiratory incapacitating dosage. For demonstration purposes we will

adopt a value of ICt 5 = 5 mg.min/m3 . (The imaginary dosage for which

5 Z of the pilots would become incapacitated).
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Consequently for aircrew eye and respiratory protection two toxicity

criteria could be used. The most safe criterion is:

3 - The concentration of nerve agent vapour to which aircrew is exposed

should always be below 0.005 mg/m3 .

- For one short term exposure (upto half an hour) it would be accept-

able to restrict the exposure to a Ct = 5 mg.min/m3.

(This is the value adopted in this paper, the actual value to be

used should be derived from ref. 11).

The challenge from vapour to the skin is only one or two orders- of

magnitude higher then the incapacitating dosage and relatively small

protection factors can be regarded sufficient. The vapour hazard to

I the skin resulting from the local liquid challenge of blister agents

is a more serious problem. Penetrations as low as 4 ug/cm2 on sensi-

tive body areas can be incapacitating. For instance if a 10.000 pg
drop is present on the seat it must be reduced by adsorption in the

protective fabric, to less than 4 .ig.

2.4 Protection factor

IMnortant~esg

Using the total exposure value of Ct 5000 mg.min/ml in a ten day

war the exposure of pilots in a surprise attack (no warning, no pro-

tection) can be upto several hundreds of Ct. This is two orders of

magnitude larger then the allowable dosage. Therefore it would be

wise to develop a protective system that can be flown all the rime,

I sacrifying some of the protetion factor .against compatibility.

In the paragraph on challenge the total vapour dosage during a ten

day war was given as Ct = 5000 mg.min/ml from which 3000 is received

as short exposures and the remaining 2000 at a low concentration

during 14000 minutes. In the short term exposures the maximum concen-

tration that can be encountered by a pilot is 150 mg/m3. Using the
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two criteria for the allowable dosage one can arrive at various

protection factors for the eye and respiratory system:

- With a total challenge of 5000 mg.min/m and an allowable dosage

of 5 mg.min/m a continuous protection factor of 1000 is required.

- Using the criterion of the allowable concentration 0.005 mg/m3

and the maximum concentration that can be encountered by a pi\ot

(150 mg/m 3) a protection factor of 30.000 is required. However,

this high value is necessary only in the periods of high concen-

trations. During the majority of the time a protection factor ofL

100 would be more than sufficient to protect the pilots. (2000 Ct

in 14000 minutes gives an average concentration of 0.15 mg/m3). 3
41

The criterion of an allowable concentration of 0.005 mg/m3 holds

for the agent GB, for GD and VX it is unknown but probably lower,

but the maximum concentrations of GD and VX that can be experienced

by a pilot are lower because of the lower vapour pressure as a result

the required protection factor is of the same order.

From respiratory protection studies it is known that a protection

factor of 100-1000 can be achieved by a normal service respirator.

Critical points are face seal leakage, leakages through outlet valves

and leakages through filters. The military requirements for a filter 3
are leakages in the order of 3.10E-5. So by using normal military

filter canisters and reducing the leakages through the face seal and

the outlet valves a protection factor of 30.000 might be achieved. I
The reduction in leakages is normally achieved by creating an over-

pressure inside the mask using a powered air supply. An alternative 3
approach is providing clean air around face seal and outlet valve.

This latter approach is followed in the NL system.

The air supplied to the oxygen mask is filtered through the CRU 60 P

filterpack and clean air is provided from a filter blower unit to the

eye area and around the oxygen mask. The filter pack is mounted on

the parachute harness, the filter-blower unit is carried by hand or-
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I
mounted in the aircraft. In this way the weight increase on the pil6ts

head is minimal and what is felt as a comfortable stream of air is

provided over the face.

3Regarding the proteztion required for the body skin it became apparent

that the main hazard is from blister agents in sensitive body arias

and from accidental cross contaminations during donning and doffing.

An overall protection factor of 2500 is therefore required and special

precautions should be taken during donning and doffing. Most NBC pro-

tective materials in use in NATO armies provide this protection factor,

however, for a limited period of one or two hours only. If those

materials are used, their use is restricted to one sortie. The PTLAF

required an integrated chemical defence flight suit that could be

used during at least ten sorties. Therefore the high quality saratoga

materials were chosen. In a single layer they still could not meet the

stringent requirement of the RNLAF and chemical protective underwear

I was added. The conceDt of a NBC Drotective undercoverall also provides-

protection during donning and doffing.

2.5 Capacity of protection

For most NBC protective systems the protection factor as mentioned in

the previous paragraph is not provided for an infinite time or an

infinite large challenge. Mostly the operational required capacity is

based on the challenge met by an infantry soldier, e.g. the filter

canister must be able to protect against one blood agent attack and

Iagainst a series of nerve agent attacks. The protective clothing must

provide protection for at least six hours. It is clear that the

challenge to the eye and respiratory system met by pilots on a fixed

air base is of a different order. The capacity provided in normal

military filter canisters is more than sufficient to last the depicted

ten day war, with 20 chemical attacks.

The analXsis of the vapour challengshoewsthatreplacement of filters

is not reauired. An exception to this rule should be made for pilots
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experiencing a blood agent attack in the forward area after ejection.
A full analysis of the chemical challenge to the body skin- has not

been made yet. Protective fabrics are available that can stand 5

repeated 1.25 mg H contaminations on the same spot. The same fabric,

however, will provide just six hours protection against a 10 mg H drop.

It is expected that combining two layers with the same capacity would

provide a body skin protection for many sorties.

For the protection of the hands such a system would become too thick

and one time use NBC protective gloves have to be used.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMNT

3.1 General

It has become customary to divide chemical protection of aircrew in

three parts:

- Protection 'above-the-neck' mainly for the eyes and respirator system

- Protection 'below-the-neck' for protection of the skin against agents

in liquid and vapour form

- Entry/exit procedures.

In addition to the special clothing and equipment for C-protection the

pilot will use his ordinary gear. The complete outfit of the NL pilot

will be described in this chapter.

During his stay in the briefing room the pilot is wearing parts of

the total system. On the one hand this is done in order to be prepared

for a rapid exit, on the other hand to provide protection in case the

collective protection shows a failure. In the contamination control

area, where dressing and undressing takes place, clothing and equip-

ment is donned to provide full C-protection. Just before the exit of

the CCA the additional flying equipment is added and measures are taken
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to prevent heavy contamination. Then the pilot is transported by car

to his aircraft. Some precautions are taken to prevent contamination

transfer into the cockpit. The LNLAF is still working on proper pro-

cedures for turn around of aircrafts under chemical warfare conditions.

I This par: will not be described.

in :he following paragraphs the outfit is divided into three groups:

1 1. Clothing and equipment worn inside the ?BF

2. Clothing and equipment especially developed to provide chemical

protection; this is donned and doffed in thq dressing/undressing

area

3. The eduipment on top of a flying overall, normally used by a high

performance aircraft pilot.

The main arguments for the actual design and construction of the

various parts have already been given in report 1981-26 (1).

For every piece of equipment we will indicate whether it is standard

or especially developed and also whether it is meant for re-use

after a sortie or whezher i= is disposable.

3.2 Clothing and equipment worn inside the PBF

3.2.1 Short underpants, cotton, knitted fabric, standard, re-usable

3.2.2 Flying socks, wool, knitted fabric, standard, re-usable

3.2.3 NBC-protective under-coverall of a design shown in Figure 3.

The under-coverall is composed of, from inside to outside, knitted

cotton fabric, dots of charcoal spheres, knitted flame retardant

cotton fabric. Elastic bands are fitted on the sleeves and the legs

in order to hold the under-coverall in proper position during dressing

and undressing. The elastic bands fit around the thumbs and feet res-

* pectively. The under-coverall is disposable and has been developed by

B!tcher GmbH.
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3.2.4 Chemical protective charcoal loaded foam socks are worn on top

of standard flying socks. (Especially developed by Seyntex and Blicher

GmbE.) The foam socks are disposable. The socks can be made of the

same material as the under-coverall. In that case they can be integrated

into the under-coverall (Figure 3).

3.2.5 Cotton gloves, standard, disposable. These gloves are not worn

but are directly available from one of the pockets in the under-

coverall (Figure 3).

3.2.6 Chemical protective half permeable flight gloves, disposable.

Also directly available from one of the pockets in the under-coverall.

During the study several types of impermeable, semi-permeable and

permeable gloves have been considered. The half permeable flight gloves

(Figure 4) are preferred.

3.2.7 Carried on the man in the briefing room, a haversack with res-

pirator and atropine injector for-emergency situations, standard.

The respirator is re-usable. if the standard Canadian C-3 respirator

is used the pilot's head will not be protected against liquid contamina-

tion. Therefore, it is proposid to provide the pilots with US M-17

respirators including a hood.

3.2.8 Standard disposable plastic gloves and plastic bags (feet pro-

tection) are available at the e-xit of the briefing facility.

3.3 Clothing and equipment donned and doffed in the dressing area

In addition to the articles worn inside the PBF the pilot is provided

with:

3.3.1 An integrated chemically protective flame retardant flying

overall. The design of the overall is shown in Figure 5. The overall
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is especially developed by Blicher GmbH (Dusseldorf, Germany) and is

re-usable. The overall, is from inside to outside, composed of the

following materials: flame retardant cotton-layer of charcoal spheres

fixed onto the cotton, mineral fibre laminated onto flame retardant

cotton, treated oil repellent. The collar of the overall is of a

special design in order to get good C-protection around the neck,

I without restriction of the manoeuvrability of the pilot's head. In

all places where zippers or velcro is used there is an overlap of

active carbon-loaded material.

3.3.2 Modified HGU 26P helmet; details of the modification are shown

in Figure 4 An air inlet on the back-side provides air through a

channel in the custom fit lining to the area above the eyes via 10-12

nozzles. The modification is carried out by the life support groups

of the RNLAF. The helmet is re-usable.

3.3.3 Oxygen mask, 5P standard, re-usable after cleaning. The oxygen

mask can be provided with a valsalva unit.

3.3.4 Filter-pack, CRU 80P. The filter-pack is also used in the USA

interim solution. It is produced by Sierra (California, USA). The"

filter-pack is re-usable during more than 10 sorties.

I 3.3.5 Communication unit on the ground, designed by the electronics

work-shop of P.-TNO.

3.3.6 Neck cover, made out of Hylla-material (flame retardant cotton-

mineral fibre) combined with a layer of polyvinyl fluoride to provide

C-protection. It is disposable, the material is produced by Bliicher

GmbH, the covers are made up by the life supports group of the RNIAF.

3.3.7 Visor; a modified visor and housing of the HGU 55P helmet.

The modifications are shown in Figure 6.
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3.3.8 A filter-blower unit. The unit consists of a battery pack of

re-chargeable Hi-Cd batteries, a blower motor and a ventilator, all I
parts of a standard blower unit used in mining and produced by MSA

(USA). The housing is modified in order to fit a respirator canister

with NATO standard screw thread before the air inlet. Mounting is I
provided to mount the blower unit inside the cockpit of the NF-5

aircraft. For F-16 aircrafts the same elements are used in a different

configuration.

3.3.9 The hoses from filter-pack to oxygen mask and from the blower 1
unit to the helmet are covered with hylla-poly-vinyl fluoride in order

to make the hoses chemically resistant and to provide better flame

protection.

3.3.10 To facilitate dressing and undressing procedures the pilots

use in the CCA a trolley. The filter-pack, blower unit and communication

can be hooked onto the trolley.

3.4 Equipment on top of flying overall

3.4.1 Leather flying boots; standard, re-usable. The laces have been

devided into two parts in order to facilitate dreising and undressing.

3.4.2 Life preserver, standard, sometimes combined with parachute

harness.

3.4.3 Parachute and parachute harness. NF-5 pilots will wear the I
complete EFA parachute. F-16 pilots only wear the torso harness.

I
3.4.4 The filter-pack is mounted on the same CRU 60P connector as

the normal connector to the oxygen mask.
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3.4.5 A quick disconnect is mounted in the hoses from the blower

unit to the helmet. For F-16 pilots the quick disconnect is mounted

on the right hand side on the parachute harness; through a standard

3 clip-in fitting. For NF-5 pilots it is mounted on the lower left

hand side on the parachute harness.

13.4.6, Anti-G-suit, standard, re-usable.

3.4.7 Communication unit hooked onto Anti-G-suit.

3.4.8 Flying gloves, NBC protective half permeable (see Figure 4)

disposable.

3.4.9 Three colour liquid detection paper, fixed onto areas that

are likely to become contaminated, disposable.

3.4.10 Long plastic boots, disposable, produced by Helly Hansen,

* Norway.

3.4.11 Plastic cape, disposable, produced by Helly Hansen, Norway.

An example of cape and boots is shown in Figure 2.- These articles

are meant for additional protection during transport from and to

3the aircraft.
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MAINTENANCE OF AIRBASE OPERATIONS
IN A

CHEMICAL WARFARE ENVIRONMENT
SYMPOSIUM

CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING SYSTEMS FOR AIRCREW
APPLICATIONS

ABSTRACT

The US Air Force since 1981 has pursued the development of a fabric system
unique to the requirements of aircrews exposed to the threat of chemical
warfare agents. The ultimate goal of the USAF fabric development program
is to field a new aircrew coverall system which provides protection from a
vapor chemical agent threat in addition to retaining the necessary flame
protection, suit configuration, and fabric physical properties as required
by the standard, non chemical defense flight suit coverall. The current
operational concept employs the use of the British Mark I undercoverall

which is nonlauderable, has a relatively low air permeability and must be
worn with the standard flightsuit and nonthermal long underwear. This newIchemical defense ensemble will essentially combine those three pieces of
equipment into a single layer system. The fabric system is designed to be
launderable and still provide chemical protection. It is a woven fabric
with a higher air permeability which in combination with the reduced
number of layers provides improved comfort. The fabric system is also
designed to provide durability sufficient to employ the ensemble for
training use for an extended period of time.

Mr. Louis Sweitermann
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CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING SYSTEMS FOR AIRCREW
APPLICATIONS

The aircrew member engaged in a chemical warfare environment is faced with
some unique problems and limitations which will handicap the individual at
a time when he needs the least amount of hindrance possible. The
poisoning by chemical agents is an obvious hazard but equally hazardous
can be the debilitating effects of and the emcumbering aspects of wearing
the chemical protective equipment. So much so the enemy can actually
diminish the effectiveness of a fighting force simply by posing the threat
of chemical warfare.

Therefore the System Program Office at Wright Patterson AFB initiated the
chemical defense equipment development program to improve the operational 5
capabilities of our personnel involved in a chemical warfare environment.

The objective of our development effort entitled the Chemical Defense
Aircrew Ensemble is to initially develop or modify a unique fiber and
fabric system to provide the necessary chemical and flame protection..
Additionally the objective is to improve on current fielded equipments
limitations, such as heat stress and non reuseability. Once the fabric I
material has been established it is then cut and sewn into garments

designed for the speci.fic mission of the aircrew member.

BACKGROUND I
The Air force became aware of the potential threat from chemical warfare
as a result of the HAVE PLOT studyl.. The first generation equipment was
procured with minimal development effort and was an effort to put
equipment into the field as sooni as possible. Therefore the first
generation equipment was predominantly off the shelf equipment and in the
case of the British mark I undercoverall was purchased on a sole source
basis. The second generation equipment is the thrust of the ensemble
development effort initiated by the program office in 1981 with the award
of development contracts to two companies Gentex inc. and Rohm & Haas Co.
Concurrent with our own fabric development efforts, fabric research in the
other services and by foreign governments has been monitored for possible
applicability to the U.S. Air Force mission. One such concept based on
the German fabric technology has been identified for its potential and is I
being included in upcoming wear trials. All competing fabrics in the wear
trials will be cut and sewn into the same flight suit design.

DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGY I
The current US Air Force doctrine employs the use of several layers of
clothing to protect against the chemical threat.
They include the following;
A clear polyethylene disposable overcape used for transit to and from

the cockpit, the purpose for the overcape is to prevent liquid
contamination for a short duration of time.

I!
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3 The standard flightsuit coverall is retained during chemical warfare
situations and its primary purpose is to provide flame protection for theI aircrew member.
The chemical agent protection is provided by the use of the British mark

I undercoverall. The mark I is composed of a nonwoven polyamide and
m viscose rayon material treated for oil repellency on the outside and with

activated carbon powder coated on the inner surface. The mark I is a
disposable item.

Completing the ensemble is the use of cotton nonthermal long underwear
worn for two reasons one, to absorb perspiration and prevent saturation of
the Mark I's carbon and two, to prevent skin irritation to the individual.

SYSTEM DEFICIENCIES OF CURRENT FIELDED EQUIPMENT

The limitations imposed by the present ensemble are the increased thermal
burden, the low flame resistance of the undercoverall and the high cost of
a disposable garment. The higher than desirable thermal burden is
principally due to the multiple layers of garments that have to be worn
which in turn reduce the air permeability of the ensemble and the increase

the insulative effects due to the trapped'air layers. Additionally the
ensemble is bdlky and cumbersome restricting movement and requiring
additional time to don and doff. Because it is disposable it adds to the
logistics burden and increases the cost per man-year for use of the
garment.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NEW ENSEMBLE SYSTEM

Vith the deficiencies of the current system in mind the requirements of
the new ensemble system can be outlined. The fundamental change we are
making in going from a first to a second generation ensemble is to combine
the attributes of the multiple components into a single layer fabric
system, plus adding the capability to be laundered. The reason for a
single layer composite is that it is the best way we know of with present

technology to significantly reduce thermal stress.

I This is no easy task considering the contradictory nature of the
requirements for the materials. The fabric material must be optimized to
absorb chemical agents it does not directly follow that the fabric will be
nonflammable and furthermore the fabric will probably not be yery durable.
Reducing the weight and increasing the air permeability of a fabric will
improve its comfort but at the same time will reduce its resistance to
penetration from liquid contamination. Complicating the material
development further is the requirement that the fabric material must
provide chemical agent protection after being exposed to sweat, oil and
dirt contamination. It should also possess or be treated to possess
nonstatic producing properties. The new fabric if it is to be sewn into a
stand alone garment must be launderable and durable enough to make it cost
effective. These requirements can be achieved. Our study of some of the
fabrics indicate that these requirements can be met to a large extent.
However some trade-offs are required.
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SURVEY OF CANDIDATE TECHNOLOGIES SYSTEMS

The current technologies under consideration by this program are all
permeable woveii fabric systems and they can be separated into three
distinct categories. The laminated fabric concept is the most near term
technology and it is based simply by taking the multiple layers reducing
their weight and then laminating them into a single layer composite. The
Intimate blend concept takes this one step further by creating a
homogeneous fabric composed of flame resistant fibers and chemical
absorptive fibers held together mechanically. The ultimate woven fabric
concept is to incorporate reactive and absorptive resins into the fiber
itself and then weave fabric from the specially preformed fiber.

LAMINATED FABRIC APPROACH

The laminated fabric concept under consideration is referred to as
laminated Saratoga, Hylla Saratoga developed for the German ministry of
defense is the forerunner of the version which we are evaluating for
aircrews called Monopak Saratoga. The Monopak Saratoga uses the same
activated carbon spheres as used in the German development of Hylla
Saratoga. However the sphere weight and loading has been reduced from 180
to 120 grams per square meter. The spherical carbon is laminated between
an outer layer of flame resistant aramid fabric and an inner comfort
liner. The weight of the finished cloth is approximately 400 grams per
square meter. The critical aspect of this technology is the choice of
adhesive used in the laminating and manufacturing process. The glue must
be strong enough to withstand laundering and wear and at -the same time not
coat the carbon reducing it surface area' and thus preventing the
absorption of agents.
The advantages of this approach are that it has high retained absorptivity
after laundering and appears to be resistant to sweat and moisture2. Also
even though it is one of the heavier fabrics we have evaluated, it shows
substantially reduced heat stress compared to the mark I.

INTIMATE BLEND FABRIC APPROACH

The intimate blend fabric concept a product of the Air Forces own
development contract with Gentex Inc. is based on a yarn spinning process
which combines high strength flame resistant fiber with a more brittle
chemical agent absorptive fiber. The flame resistant fiber is the same as
is used in the standard flightsuit coverall which is Nomex aramid fiber.
The activated carbon fiber is derived from a Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)

precursor and is mixed into the yarn bundle to approximately 25 percent by
weight. The finished weight is 227 grams per square meter (6.7 Oz/Sq Yd).
The advantages of this approach are its very light weight of the finished
cloth and the ease with which it can be sewn. The fabric demonstrates a
very low accumulation of stauic electricity due to the conductive nature
of the activated carbon f",er distributed throughout the cloth. Also
because the fibers are mechaniically held together they should prove to be

more durable and launderable3. The Gentex fabric along with the previous
saratoga fabric are the two that will be tested in upcoming wear tests.
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RESIN LOADED FIBER APPROACH

The third type of fabric system evaluated, also the product of an Air
Force development contract is the Rohm and Haas resin loaded fiber
approach In this design, cabonacious absorptive resin and strong acid
reactive resin are loaded into a solution of polybenzimidazole (PBI) which
is then extruded into a fiber. The substrate fiber PBI is highly flame
resistant and provides sufficient strength to support fabric weaving. The
advantages of this concept are its inherent flame resistance and good
abrasion resistance.
However the fabric is not available in sufficient quantities to make
garments and therefore will not be tested in upcoming wear trials. The
overall technical shortfall of this approach is that the protective resins
are encapsulated in the finished PBI fiber form thus preventing absorption
of chemical agents. The fiber has shown demonstratively low absorption
for chemical agents4.

TEST PROGRAM RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The material tests for the various fabrics have been completed and a
ranking of each of the candidates has been put together: Of the various

concepts including the current British mark I the Saratoga possesses the
best chemical agent protection both new and when laundered. Through the

_ use of the thermal manikin test which measures the insulation properties
of a fabric the saratoga and gentex concepts ranked as the best5 See table
1. The test data listed in table 1. is the Copperman test performed by
Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine (ARIEM).

The PBI based Rohm and Haas fabric demonstrated the best flame
resistance. Finally the cost ranged from SlO0 for the disposable mark I
ensemble to $350 (Est.) for the Rohm and Haas ensemble.

SUMMARY

What we have concluded from this development effort so far is, that to
reduce the thermal stress and subsequently improve the comfort of an
individual is best achieved simply by eliminating the multiple layers of
protective gear and improving the moisture and air permeability of the
garment. The difficult aspect is to combine the un compatible components
into a composite fabric that works as one integrated system.
Secondly if we are to replace the current disposable system with a stand
alone garment it must be durable enough and launderable enough to make it
a cost effective alternative.
The durability, Launderability, and wear life issues will be evaluated in
our upcoming wear trials at the conclusion of the test program it will be
determined which system will best support our operational forces needs.
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Table 1. USAF Chemical Protective Uniforms
Thermal Manikin Test Data

clol. im2. im/clo

Battle Dress Overgarment Army 1.97 0.34 0.17
(baseline system) i
1. Winfield Inc. Monopak 1.45 0.34 0.23

Saratoga, Aramid shell fabric

2. Gentex Inc. Intimate blend 1.42 0.31 0.22
fabric, AC fiber, Aramid fiber

3. Hylla Saratoga flight suit 1.61 0.31 0.19

4. UK Undercoverall, flight suit 1.82 0.32 0.18 3
5. Rohm & Haas Inc. Reactive and 1.61 0.34 0.21

Absorptive Resin in PBI fiber

Note:
1. Insulation value of a fabric, 1 clo= 0.18 Deg. C m2 Br/ Kcal
2. Moisture Evaporative impedance, Range 0-1.0, O=Totally impermeable,

1.0 Totally permeable.
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3 ~Tt =ECR PLICTM PIR.TEMIV3T EQUT-TS ,-- -

by Iiaj. Gen. (Ret.) Pierre G. RICAUD

I ~Member of the Prench Defense Science Boan-d

Mlissions from chemically contaminated areas demandA that-+ aircrews

Iare protected agapinst CWd agents on gpound-inside base buildines and during

trnsf*er to airc: afts.'Pr-otection must be afforded in flight if'he cockvi-t3 is ontaminated.

This protection must be acompatible with.1" other flight equipments3 o= these equipments must integrate the chemical protection of the body and

th',e head.

I BODY PROMT~CTION

I - The French aioeiprotective clothinig is an air- and perspDiration-

,pervious suit, made of two layers, stopping toxic liquids -Zd vapors(ig1)
M Te outer !ayer is made Ci*) of MMTIZE(2)-viscose fire-proof fi;ber-s, with an

oiI- an-id water repellency finis14i- giving a high b~d-elimination capability:.3so toxic dr-o-s or aerosols will not adhere, they slide or stream off and

break in to d -ropplets. d 2 n t a w h u e V r ~ ~ S =
The toxic vapors, which could eert h ul~l~eaeasre3by activated ch-coal of the inner layer. TMis c~conit-shells oha~coal (3),

with a very larg-e :tspeific surface anid an excellent distxibutio P,- i-'-j

Iimpregnates poly4=ethane foams with fine open cells. These fil1ter- foeas (4)

are bounded to a cotton fabric.IChemaical suit s for A:,. grotnd people and overalls for Army =re made- -

on 1-t p=4nciple ()

3 *For airorews, thic suit (see ?ie.2,3 and 4) is made up .4ha ri;ng
collax for an, air-tiGht junction with the head pr otective devices.

U Ci) ZIC co
(2) aE-mm-oum.mC co aramia

1 (3) :PICI Co
(4) TI -:CO Co3 (5) 3O'"M or UGECOHA, approved- suppliers
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-his suit is complemented with special two Pieces gloves and charcoal

impregnated socks -+=r- a mat'erial sirzilar to the suit one.

IT1 -asic chzges are exv-ected in a near future for these tuit, but

irnnrovements in the fibers-inclusion of a glass filament core - in te impreg-

n-ted Ioamn t;o allow decontamination...

?~TSTATE: Fidhter pilots

?esentl the face, eyes and resp-iratory tract rotection is ensure3

by o-z "Over the helmet hood" (05) attached too the st.*n-d:srd ?Frenclh Air

Force helmet. (Fig. 3 end 4).
The rench Hood Blower Systems consists of:

- a hood/-.ask shroud

-the FAIT standard airorew helmiet and or-onas.l ::,ask

- a ventilation air maifold

- an airorew breathing filter

- a portable air- filte/blower unit

- a.:r hoses 2
The a hcmsk shroud c-vers entirely the oronasaj. mask and the hne -

t.o which- i is fixed by snaps. Klade of fir-e-proof' neoprene ru.bbe=, it

includes a flexible :5olycarbonate Visor and extend-, to the flight sulti U

ri116 collar-. A- tear-away wire embedded in the fabric around thie face
letsrelease the visor and pull off the oronrasal mask to avoid drownn.I

Eand suffocation.

on arrival on bocxd, thie pilot disconnects the manifold 'ram the

portable filtoer/blower unit used on ground, cnd connects iV to the air-

:r~.f' filter/blower for ventilationi air and to oxy~en system I or bre a-
(an atorantic valve closes the ventilata-ion hose duri.ng tr.seand.

chest breathing filter after the oxygen re~ulato= prevents ccntaina.

of inhaled oxygen).U

Bach blower provides 100 1/mmi air, filtered through two standa: d

canisters, Which maintains overpressure, inside the head/neck cavity3

.or protection and cooling.

A recharg-eable battery powers the portable unit, while the air=r

one operates on aircraft 28 volts DC power.

()UIzw Co
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I This eapioment is adopted by the ?A? fo= its fighter pil.ots.

3'Tr -DFl7=-OPM&7TS

Fj; Mter ' .ilots3 ~wo French fi-ms (7) develop jointly an i&tegal head equit-
ment =rovidin all the functions of a standzrd 'Lighter pilot he-lmet,

plus his c* eimical protection.

This equipment.. includes : (Fii&.5)
- an integral. press=-ized helm-et

I~ a i vent ilat ion/air itrn system

- the bresent 17MC s=it -:nd its accessoriesI The irltec =al pressurizeQ helzmet (:-ig.6) is mzde ixo of :

- a Keviax/car:bon shell

- an inner she!!

- an anti-slare =nd - Lase= visor r-etract-able between the twVVo e.

- an e:x;ernal NBC visor with integral rbber seal,

- a leclecollix, sealed to the helmet, covering the shoulders,
and overlappred bty th e Oi3C suitI- a potconnectinG the helmet to the air fLitration Unit

- an ziter-nal duct, ditectir,6 air= alorng the visor for de-.iistinz*=I Th e:tern~.li~3Cv~sr ca besetin 3 positions:
open : tirner: over the hielmet
0 and-by : in fr-ont position, but not sealed

: sealed in fr-ont poosition

The oxyge:: maki lme nie"h helmet whichn has ant

-aieuitconnected in the oxygen circuit, brmteeesmti itation unte

~e nuatorc anuh ocgn Dtask, withcopenstor sor iers-..-

3cnd hlose pressure drop. So the pilot can use the preisure

demand o::yZ-en supply in usual condition.

(7) BRONWIIa. AIR EW.IMT and G M .*U-GW1O
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The casing contains one rechaxrgeable battery for each uit,, for =L-

on .- ound. On boazd., a casing rack is connected to the 26 volts DC su;j~iy.

Icase of ejection, the -neimt o filtration unit is aitokmtica-IIy 4us-5

co-n"ected -nd both the helmet inside nd the o:ye akare sua lbe. W::

oxygen from an emergency cylinder(ig)

~elcoiter an ~caftcrews. other tban fir-hter z4 ots

Equipeit s siniilax to the present or f'ut.=e fithte= --ilots ones are -

develo-med focr other aircrrft or 'helicopter crews. These arxe sinier, -z1Lit

o.zy-jgen mask circuit and f iltr-atLion (i.)

For th puri-pose an "under the heizmet" -- s1 _osufidF~i

t-e -polmer.-mEA~e :a'ce ;,2.ce with. ti-lzer vsor-s we___ en

valve, a vocal membr=ne emna a d~rinhirZ dev,,ice. ;'hoac nect t

a ziltbring cniste=, itself connected to a.vnicin/iLtc

itpbwered by bat.er-ies. 7=his urnit, dietl owter suprolied on~

board, might be disconnected on i;round.

To sumn up, Frz-ench-- irForce procur-es nlow a good level of p-rotectiEon to fi; U-t,:
pil-ots. Si-rler eca~ipments -xe un-der d-evelozzent for the other crews, inclulin

helicozter crews.
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Oil ' n an-roletOuter layer
t 'Waer-andoi-I KerrneVViscose

Inside layer.Ieos Carbon-impregnated

hieh~em~errur, Flexible lining:'I ~ ~~~Toxic v'aPour absorbe~~Teroaheei

OUTER11 SIDE HUMAN BODY SIDE
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PROTECTING CLOTHING
Type T3P
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CHEMICAL WARFARE CHALLENGE TO NATO AIR BASES

Dr. Clyde R. Replogle
Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

Special Projects Office

The Air Sub-Panel (ASP) of the NATO Army Armaments Group (NAAG) NBC Defense
Panel (Panel VII) formed an Ad Hoc Group of Experts (GOE) to define the
liquid and vapor challenge levels on air bases resulting from chemical
attacks. This definition is essential in order to establish criteria for
design concepts in chemical warfare (CW) defense. Such concepts allow CW
defensive equipment, facilities, doctrine, and procedures to be designed so
as to minimize degradation, restriction, and cost, but at the same time,
maximize protection. This representation examines the potential liquid and
vapor chemical challenge to air bases based on Warsaw Pact capabilities.
Included are detailed discussions on CW agent selection, weapon systems,
tactics, air base vulnerability, target categorization, and weapon
allocations. j
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TITLE OF PRESENTATION: SALTY DEMO

PRESENTATION CLASSIFICATION: NATO SECRET (This narrative unclassified)

Col Edwin L. Stanford

SALTY DEMO was one of the largest demonstrations of air base survivability (ABS)
ever conducted. Its purpose was to realistically demonstrate integrated ABS
elements, to measure sortie generation capability after an attack, and to
provide decision-making information for acceptance or continued development ofimproved ABS capabilities.

Air bases must be able to survive repeated attacks and continue to generate
sorties. ABS initiatives enhance our ability to disrupt and destroy attacking
forces, protect personnel, quickly return the injured to duty, limit damage, and
ensure the survival of command and control capabilities.

To provide realism and credibility, SALTY DEMO was held at a USAF main operating
base in central Europe during April and May 1985. SALTY DEMO used in-place ABS
capabilities, newly fielded systems, and development items. Therefore, this
documentation was unique and not a tactical evaluation of the unit's combat

l readiness.

Ten functional area working groups assisted in the planning, scheduling,
executing, and reporting of SALTY DEMO. Over 1,000 people collected data and
assessed the results in support of this effort.

The volumes of the NATO-releasable version, SALTY DEMO final report, are as
* follows:

VOLUME # TITLE

I Executive Summary
HI (Part 1) Purpose and Description
III (Part 2) Combined Functional Analyses
IV Aircraft Operations
V Aircraft Generation
Vi Active Defense
VII Base Recovery After Attack
Viii Command, Control, and Communications
IX Medical
A Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Defense
XI Camouflage, Concealment, and Deception

Eighty copies of the NATO-releasable version of the Air Base Survivability
Demonstration Final Report, YQ-DR-86-2, 19 Aug 1986, were sent to various NATO
agencies when the report was originally published. Since then, the entire
report has been sent to the Defense Technology Informaion Center (DTIC) for
further distribution. Additional copies should be obtained, in whole or in
part, through the following agency (contact the appropriate technical library
for assistance):

Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC)
Cameron Staion
Alexandria VA 22314
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SALTY CHASE 87

Lt Col Allan M. Dickson
Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

Special Projects Office

Exercise SALTY CHASE 87 was conducted jointly by the Aeronautical Systems
Division (ASD) Life Support System Program Office, the Armstrong Medical
Research Laboratory (AAMRL) and the 50th Tactical Fighter Wing (50 TFW) at
Hahn AB, Germany during 2-4 February 1987. In response to directions from
the Commander in Chief, U.S. Air Force - Europe (USAFE), he exercise was I
planned as a Command Post Exercise (CPX) for the 50 TFW Wing Operations
Center (WOC) Battle Staff. The exercise demonstrated the Chemical Hazard
Assessment System (CHAS) and validated the AAMRL Chemical Warfare (CW) data
bases in an operational environment.

The exercise Control Staff consisted of representatives from AAMRL augumented
by personnel from the 50 TFW. The Control Staff simulated friendly
operations external to the WOC such as higher headquarters, units assigned to
Hahn AB, and aircraft generation, launch and recovery. The Control Staff
also simu'ated enemy attacks, chemical contamination, casualties, air base
damage and other activities through use of the AAMRL CW data base and CHAS
simulations of ongoing operations.
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Use of Air Base Contamination Manacement Informazion

Robert J. Reyes, Ph.D., Deouty Director
iL Steven 0. Miller, Program Manager

Lt. Zoe M. Hale, Program Manager
Chemical Defense Advanced Development Program Office

Human Systems Division

Air base mission effectiveness is directly measured by the number of sorties
aenerated. A combined conventional/chemical attack on an air base decreases the
sortie generation effectiveness. The purpose of this paper is to descibe the
chemical contamination information needed, as weli as how it can oe used, to
regain effective sortie generation. The air base Survival Recovery Center (SRC)
monitors contamination levels and conventional damage and directs corresponding
actions before and after air base attacks. The threat of or actual chemical
attack will require the SRC commander to obtain warning, dewarning, monitoring

* and ail-clear information. Each of these functions provides critical information
for contamination avoidance, decontamination and Mission Oriented ProteczivePosture (MOPP) reduction decisions. We will define the above information needs,

describe the use of the information for contamination management decision making,
and descibe how use of effrective decision making wili promote higher sortie
generation rates. The results of our analysis will show that sortie Generation
can be improved by minimizina chemical aaent contamination and reducing MOPP

* levels. We conclude that an air base detection system comDosed of an area
detection system and a network Of point detectors will provide the timely and
accurate chemical agent information needed tc make effec:ive contamination
management decision, which will minimize the dearading effect of combined3 conventional!chemical attacks.

II
I

I1

I1
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Operational Analysis - A More Detailed View

Dr. John T. Bartlett
CDE Porton Down, UK

A fundamental element of any Operational Analysis (OA) Study of operations on an
airbase in a chemical environment is a realistic appreciation of the probable
nature of chemical attacks on the base.

Work in the UK has concentrated upon defining realistic scenarios for attacks on
RAF bases bv enemy forces, taking account of the types of agents and the delivery
systems available to possible attackers.

The initial results of these studies will be descibed and an indication will be
given of the possible distribution and duration of the chemical hazard on a
typical airbase filling what are believed to be credible attacks.
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USAF/NATO Conference "Maintenance of A.ir Base Operations
in a Chemical Warfare Environment."

Fire Fighters Chemical Warfare Ensemble

Briefing Paper Material
Briefer: Mr Wade H. Grimm

Research into the effects of conventional weapons on an air base
show that without passive defensive measures, the air base fire
fighter faces numerous, simultaneous fir fighting tasks. The
crash rescue mission of the air base fire fighter -directly affects
the generation of sorties more than any of his other missions. Of
the many .=uired :o eff ect;ivel." _arti
environment, his protective clothing is vital to accomplish his
taskings.

I Existing fire proximity clothing has an unsatisfactory use-life
(4-6 months), is heavy (28 pounds), and has a very limited
capability in a chemical warfare environment. Fire fighters
currently don the ground crew ensemble-in a CW environment whichIa
provides them no protection from the flames or heat of a fire. As
a result, they must remain inside their vehicles during fire
fighting operations. This severely hampers their effectiveness.
AFESC has developed an ensemble which provides Cw and proximity
protection for fire fighters in a fire fighting/rescue
environment. The ensemble consists of the following:

- a 5-year wear life proximity suit
- a CW protection undergarment
- a CW/communications fire fighting helmet
- a 2-hour self-contained breathing apparatus

I
I
I
I
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CHEMICAL~ DEFENSE COMMUNICTbONS

BY I

MARK R. STEPHENSON

CHARLES W. NIXONV
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INTRODUCTION .

Several factors in Chemical Defense environments may

substantially reduce the sustained effective task performance

required for.mission accomplishment. Primary factors are the

chemical agents and antidotes themselves. However, the personal

equipment essential for protection may also interfere with the

capability to accomplish mission objectives. Voice

communications effectiveness is one important performance

capability that has been degraded to varying degrees by some CD

masks and hoods. Nevertheless, effective voice communications

are vital to successful task performance by many AF personnel in

CD environments. Personnel who accomplish activities such as

aircraft maintenance, aircraft quick turn'around, air traffic

control, security enforcement and emergency medical care must be

able to communicate effectively while wearing CD individual

protective equipment (IPE). The voice communications features of

IPE systems must be investigated to identify those providing

satisfactory voice communications, as well as those with

deficiencies that require improvements to achieve acceptable

communications. In concert with these requirements the Armstrong

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AA14RL) has been conducting

a program with the following objectives:

(1) To identify deficiencies and weaknesses in audio

communications performance of current CD protective equipment.
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(2) To develop quidelines and specifications for CD systems that

will ensure acceptable voice communications.

I
(3) To develop techniques for effecti~e-Tnterfacing of

communications gear in ind 1;2 l protective equipment to

standard voice communication links ...

(4) To develop and evaluate new voice communication concepts and

systems with CD apolcatins.

Ful.fillment of these objectives will provide a great measure of

assurance that effective task performance in CD environments will

not be subverted by inadequate voice communications. This paper

discusses the results of analyses- of the'voice communication

performance o: selected current CD protective ecuinment and the F
,/status of the present and planned R&D efforts to provide enhanced

voice communications 'in CD environments.

1.. EVATUATION OF VOICE COMMUNICATIONS WEI.E WEARING THE MCU-2/P

CD PROTECTIVE MASK

4p
The MCU-2/P is an all puz-pose chemical defense protective"

mask designed for use by ground personnel in a wide range of

operational environments. Voice communications capability is -!

provided by two voicemitters. A small diameter voicemitter.,

located on the right side of the mask, is designed for use with a

standard commercial telephone handset.. A larger diameter
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Ivo~icem~i4tz_-er-, located in the frontC o: the mask, is desianed

3 Drimarilv for use in face-to-face communications, but may also be

used with1- communication eauiDment such as the walkie-talkie

Four different communication configurations were emoloved to

3evaluate the voice comimunicat;Cions caoabiities oif the MCU-21P

mask:

3(1) Talker and !lstener wore the _MCU-2!?P mask and hood in

tace-to-Iface sitIuations.

(2) Talker and listener wore the MCU-2/P mask and hood and

Icommunicated using the st;-_andard commuer-cial tel cohone handset

.nter-aced with the small voicemitter.

3 (3) Talker and li1stener wore the IMCU-21P mask and hood and

communicated with the security police hand held walkie-talkie

3 interf~aced with the larae voicemitter.

I(4) Talker and listener wore the 14CU-2/P mask and hood with11

3 he Hi-133 ground communication headset over the hood; the talker

snoke into the "tear-drop" microphone noise shield held tightly

3 against the large voicemitter.
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:,nvesziaati4cn C'm the voice communications in each of these U
con-cicurazions was accomvplished using the facilities of the AAMP-T3

Voice Cornuni;.ca=Jon Research and Evaluat'-ion Sys-tem. (VOCRES). Ten

exnerienced volunteer subjects were fully trained to participateU

i~n voice communications effectiveness studies. All subjects were

otologicaliy normal and had hearina threshold levels of 15 dB or

lesat standard audiomet;Cric test frecuencies :rcm 300 Hz to 6000 3

H z.1 The test of choice for evaluating the nerforrnance of

m~liarvcommunication ecui'ment is the M4odifi ed Rhyme Test I
(MIRT) 2 The MRT consists of- multi:ple lists ofE 50 one-syllable

words. The test is administered by having a talker speak a test U
word embedded in the standard- car-r 4e r phrase, "Nme.. you3

will mark- , ease." Listeners then select from a set

of si.x words displayed before them, that word which was believed

to have been spoken by the talker. The results for a given word

list are renorted in terms of the average percent correct for theI

number of listeners participating In that phase of the study.

The scores are adjusted for correct answers obtained by guessing,

and the final Dercent correct score is referred to as the

~ntlliibiitylevel for that Condition. A more detailed

descriwCtJon o: t-he eauipDment and procedures used to conduct these

~ntlliibiitvstudies has been previously published in AAMRL

3 3
TR-85-0 50.

Evaluations in this investigation were accomplished in two

different noise environments: (1) a low level, broad band noise

(in this case, 77 dB SPL re 20 uPa), and (2) the far-field noise
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environment of an F-15A tactical aircraft with both engines at

80% RPM as measured at a distance cf 73 meters from the aircraft.

SThe spectrum of: the F-15 environment was accurately reproduced in

the AAMRL Biological Acoustics Branch high intensity sound

facility, using measurement data provided by the AAMRL

Biodynamics Effects Branch.- The overall sound pressure levels

I of 95 dB, 105 dB and 115 dB were representative of the

operational noise levels in a flight-line environment.

Performance Criteria

3 On the basis of past data, experiences, and reports from field

personne! a set of criterion measures of the VCCRES laboratory

data has been adopted as a predictor of the expected performance

I in operational situations. Using the VOCRES laboratory and

methodology described, systems and components that perform at an 

3intelligibility level of about 70% or less are usually

unacceptable for operational applications. Those with

intelligibility ranging from 70% to 80% are characterized as

providing marginally acceptable communications, their success in

the field being dependent upon the specific conditions under

which they are employed. Communication systems exhibiting

intelligibility performance of 80% or above are fully acceptable

under most operational conditions. The MCU-2/P mask performance

was evaluated relative to these criteria.
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Results of Communication Evaluations of the Standard MCU-2/P'Mask

and Hood

Overall, satis.factory voice communications with 'the MCU-2/P mask

and hood were obtained only in the low level noise conditions of

this investigation. Speech intelligibility progressively

decreased as the levels of the noise conditions were increased

until communication was totally unsatisfactory at the highest

level noise conditions. Appendix 2 summarizes the communications

performance of the MCU-2/P.

Face-to-Face Communications

Percent correct intelligibility scores are presented as a

function of communication configuration, separation distance and

noise condition in Figure 1. Speech communications were

satisfactory in the baseline condition with intelligibility

scores of 80% and better except for the marginal performance at

the separation distance of ten feet in the 105 dB level of noise.

The MCU-2/P configurations with and without the hood showed good

communications for the 77 dB noise condition, however,

intelligibility is unsatisfactory for the 95 dB and 105 dB

conditions at both separation distances.

Subjects wore an Air Force standard earmuff sound protector

during the 105 dB noise conditions in compliance with allowable

noise exposure standards cited in AFR 161-35, Hazardous Noise

Exposure. The duration of the test session exceeded the
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allowable exposure time for that level for unprotected ears,_

therefore subjects were provided earmuff hearing protectors. As

a consequence, the measured speech communication performance was

reduced by the additional sound isolation provided by the earmuff

3device in combination with the mask and hood. Personnel are

prohibited from wearing the mask and hood without hearing

Iprotection in the operational situation for the-durations and
highest level of noise used in this communication configuration.

The use of the earmuffs in the 105 dB noise condition is a

realistic representation of an operation situation.

in virtually all measurements the speech intelligibility was less

at the ten than at the three feet separation distance.

Differences ranged from about 2% to 9% and were greater for 95 dB

and 105 dB than for the 77 dB noise condition. Intelligibility

scores were only slightly less for the mask measurements with the

hood than without the hood, indicating that it had very little

etfect on performance.

IA
intelligibility for all face-to-face conditions was adversely

affected by the noise exposures. The greatest reductions

occurred for the mask conditions which showed a drop from the

baseline data of about 40% for the 95 dB and 50% for the 105 dB

noise conditions. The mask conditions in the higher level noises

exhibited speech intelligibility scores of about 40% and less for

all conditions.
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Commercial Telephone Handset

Data for voice communication performance with the telephone

handset and the "walkie-talkie" handset in the noise environs is

summarized in'Figure 2. Telephone handset voice communications

were quite good with the mask and hood in the 77 dB noise

condition. The intelligibility dropped from 94% at 77 dB to 69%

correct at the 95 dB level of noise. The standard deviation

values of ±10% were more than double those measured in the 77 dB

noise, indicating a substantially increased variability in

communication performance.

"Walkie-Talkie" Handset

Speech intelligibility data for the "walkie-talkie" handset in

noise is also shown in Figure 2. Voice communications were

satisfactory in the 77 dB noise but dropped to 64% in the 95 dB

noise condition. As with the telephone handset, the standard

deviations for the 95 dB noise were about double the values

measured in the 77 dB condition. Subjects wearing the MCU-2/P

mask and hood displayed somewhat better intelligibility when

interfacing with the commercial telephone handset than with the

"walkie-talkie handset." However, both instruments provided

satisfactory communications in the 77 dB noise and unsatisfactory

communications in the 95 dB noise.

H-133 Ground Communication Headset
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I
The communications capability of the MCU-2/P mask and hood using

the standard Air Force H-133 ground communications headset with

the AIC-25 intercommunication system in four different noise

1 environments is summarized in Figure 3. Performance is shown as

mean percent correct intelligibility and standard deviation

scores. Satisfactory voice communications were measured in the

3 two lower level noise conditions of 77 dB and 95 dB.

Communications were marginal to unsatisfactory in the 105 dB

I noise and clearly unsatisfactory in the 115 dB noise. At noise

levels above 95 dB, the percent correct intelligibility decreased

I about 15% for each 10 dB increase in the level of the noise

I . environment. Standard deviation values were reasonably small

except for the 105 dB condition where they were double the value

3 of those for the other noise conditions.

I The H-133 ground communications headset-microphone unit is

designed to provide acceptable voice communications in noise

levels of up to about 135 dB. The unit typically provides

* satisfactory communications in the field in all except some test

cell type environments. This study shows that the MCU-2/P mask

3 and hood interface with the H-133 unit results in a significant

reduction in voice communications capability for the H-133 unit

at the level of 115 dB. The communications capability with these

systems in the field is expected to be seriously deficient at

noise levels above 115 dB that are experienced in typical

aircraft ground maintenance activities.
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Summary

The above data clearly demonstrate the existence of significant

deficiencies and weaknesses in audio communications for persons

wearing the MCU-2/P mzask and hood. Voice communications were

unsatisfactory in all except the lowest noise levels for

face-to-face communications and with the hand telephone,

walkie-talkie, and H-133 ground communications headset

equipment. The specific reasons for the lack of adequate voice

communications differ, depending on the communications

configuration and the interface with the mask and hood. These

reasons include such factors as the size and fit of the

equipment, the quality of the voicemitters and the mating of the

handsets with the mask. However, all of these result in the tj

overriding factor which is the masking effect of the ambient

noise conditions on the speech signai.j

ii1. DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS WITH CD PROTECTIVE

ENSEMBLES

t
Present IPE voice communications capabilities are provided

by vcicemitters or by wearing existing headsets over CD mask and

hood ensembles. The preceding section demonstrated that these I
provide unsatisfactory and/or impractical communications

capabilities in many operational environments. This section

discusses efforts designed (1) to develop a highly portable I
communication system for IPE, and (2) to develop a microphone for
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use with the MCU-2/P mask. A combination of these two concepts

should result in a communication system which is lightweight and

highly portable, offers a high level of speech intelligibility

and is compatible with CD personal protection requirements.

DeveloDment of an Infrared Communication Headset

I
Pilot efforts conducted by this laboratory demonstrated the

I feasibility of an infrared line-of-sight voice communications

system. The present effort will develop a wireless, personal,

infrared, line-of-sight voice communication system that is

3 compatible with CD personal protective ensembles. Successful

development and application of this technology will satisfy the

3 need for an effective voice communication system for use in a

wide variety of operational situations.

The development of the "bread-board" operational model will

proceed in four phases. Phase one will be the design phase.

* Present plans call for the design of a battery powered headset

that will interface with standard AF headgear and provide speech

I intelligibility equivalent to that provided by a hardwired

system, i.e., the H-133 headset, under identical conditions.

Following design approval, two preliminary bread-board unita .ll

be constructed and delivered for laboratory evaluation. The

results of these evaluations will form the bases for phase three,

the design of an advanced bread-board model. Within three months

of approval of the design for the advanced bread-board model, 10
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units will be constructed and delivered for testing, The design

of these units shall be sufficiently developed to permit

initiation of preliminary field trialsi

Successful develooment of the 1-R headset will provide the

nucleus of a versatile voice communication system for use by many

AF personnel in CD environments. However, improved voice

communication effectiveness will also require adaptation of the

CD mask to include a microphone.

Development of a CD Mask Microphone

Two CD mask microphone concepts have recently been developed and

evaluated. The first concept involved adaptation of the MCU-2/P I
front voice-mitter to include an internally mounted M-101

microphone. The second concept involved replacement of the front 3
voice-mitter with an M-169 microphone internally mounted on a

chemically impermeable disc. Hereafter, these two modifications,

will be referred to as the mic-mitter and mask-mic, respectively.

Evaluation of the mask microphone was conducted using the VOCRES

research facility at AAMRIL. The equipment and procedures

followed are similar to those previously described above for the

evaluation of the MCU-2/P mask. As before, speech communication

effectiveness was measured with the Modified Rhyme Test.
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Voice communications were evaluated in the following

configurations:

(1) Talkers wore the MCU-2/P mask and hood with the

mic-mitter modification. Listeners wore the MCU-2/P mask and

hood with the H-133 headset over the mask and hood.

(2) Talkers wore the MCU-2/P mask and hood with the mask-mic

modification. Listeners wore the MCU-2/P mask and hood with the

H-133 headset over the mask and hood.

Figure 4 compares the intelligibility scores for the mic-mitter

with those for the mic-mask. Also shown are the intelligibility

scores for the MCU-2/P mask and hood in which the H-133

headset-microphone was worn with the "tear-drop" noise shield

directly over the large voicemitter. There continues to be a

predictable relationship between speech intelligibility (as

measured by percent of words heard correctly) and the noise

environment of the talkers and listeners. At the lowest noise

levels, all microphone/headset combinations performed

satisfactorily. As the noise levels increased and the percent

intelligibility decreased, the differences between the microphone

systems become more apparent. Of the two developmental

microphone systems, the mask-mic consistently demonstrated better

intelligibility than the mic-mitter.
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The data rebresented in Figure 4 for the 115 dB noise condition

are of particular interest. This noise level is representative

of many flight-line and engine maintenance noise environments. t

The mic-mitter performance in this condt-on is better than that

of the H-133 worn over the, U2/P. The mask-mic provides/\
areater in__elligibiy than the other units, however all fall -

below the criteria for satisfactory voice ccmmunications in

operational situatons.

The mask-mic modification is the system of choice for use with,

the MCU-2/P mask, however at the higher noise levels voice

commLunications are still marginal to unsatisfactory. Figure 5 1
presents the intelligibility of an H-133 headset worn without a• I
CD mask .(talker and listener wearing H-133 headsets) and worn

over the MCU-2/P mask with the mask-mic. The former represents [
7 the best intelligibility that can presently be obtained with a

standard ground communication headset in high level ambient'

noise. This data illustrates that adding the

mask-mic to the MCU-2/P provides improved voice communication but I
does not eaual the performance of the H-133 in the highest level

of noise. I

Future Efforts I
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Integration of the mask-mic with the infrared headset is

I currently being planned for FYs 1988-1990. In addition, plans

are also underway to incorporate recent advancements in active

It noise reduction technology into the CD voice communication

3 headset. Active noise reduction (ANR) is a method of reducing

acoustic noise levels of low frequency sounds by generating an

out of phase acoustic signa! to cancel the undesired acoustic

noise. This process significantly increases the headset's

hearing protection, thereby improving intelligibility. These

3 characteristics have been verified during laboratory trials of

the ANR headset at AAMRL. The amount of improved sound

3 attenuation and speech intelligibility provided by the AR r

shown in Figures 6 and 7.

interfacing ANR technology with the infrared system and the

Sfurther integration of this system with a CD mask microphone will
3 result in an effective voice communication system for use with CD

protective equipment. This design would meet the need for

portability and the need for effective voice communications in

high ambient noise. Current plans call for final laboratory

I testina bv the end of FY 1990 and availability of advanced models

for field testing shortly thereafter.

SUMMARY

The Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Biological

Acoustics Branch, has completed a series of experiments examining
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the voice communications effectiveness of the MCU-2/P mask.

Results demonstrated generally unacceptable voice com-unications

in noise in face-to-face situations as well as with existing,

headsets, telephones and walkie-talkies. Persons in CD

environments need voice communication systems designed for use

with CD personal protective ensembles. An effective system must

provide good sound attenuation, speech communication in noise and

be lightweight and portable.

An infrared line-of-sight voice communication svtem is being

developed to satisfy these needs. A CD mask microphone is being

developed to further improve speech intelligibility

characteristics. Finally, recent advances in active noise

reduction technology have been successEu 11y applied to voice

communications headsets. Plans to interface ANR technology with

an integrated IR headset/mask-microphone communication system

should be complete by the end of FY 1990.
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APPENDIX 1

VOICE COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE OF MCU-2/P IN VARIOUS COMMUNICATION MODES IN
MODERATE AND HIGH LEVEL NOISE.

95 dB SPL

Performance*

Communication Condition Satisfactory Marginal Unsatisfactory

Face-to-Face (Baseline)
MCU-2/P #
MCU-2/P with Hood
MCU-2/P with Telephone
MCU-2/P with Walkie Talkie
MCU-2/P with H-133 #

105 dB SPL

Communication Condition Satisfactory Marginal Unsatisfactory

Face-to-Face (Baseline) # (3 ft) # (10 ft)
MCU-2/P
MCU-2/P with Hood

!II
MCU-2/P wit.-h H-133 F (at _15 dB)

*Scores for satisfactory performance (>80% intelligibility) represent
communications circumstances in which most messages are heard correctly the
first zime. Marginal performance (70-80% intelligibility.) represents
circumstances in which communications are unclear and must be repeated.
These messages may or may not be understood even with repeated transmissions,
thereby increasing the risk that persons may not be able to perform their
tasks. Unsatisfactory performance (<70% intelligibility) represents
conditions in-which the information content of messages is not sufficient for
understanding or satisfactory task completion.
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Norwegian Model for Eye/Respiratory Protection of F-16 Pilots

Dr. Bjorn A. Johnsen
Per J, Karlsen

Norwegian Defence Research Establishment
Norway

The Norwegian development of an eye/respiratory protection for F-16 pilots was
originally based on an over-helmet hood. This model seems to interfere with the
function of the pitot ports at the ejection seat in the plane and initiated our
work t6 develop a new model avoiding a bulky hood over the helmet. The Norwegian
model is instead based on the idea of enclosing the space in front of the helmet
by use of the existing pilot equipment. The vesir and the oxygen mask are then
connected to a specially designed rubber front. The protection is based on a
continuous flow of clean air introduced close to the eyes inside the enclosed
area. The stream of air prevents penetration of contaminants.

The equipnent has a protection factor higher than 10,000 when the air stream is
varied between 10 and 60 liters per minute. In this experipment a concentration
of 100 ppm isoamyl acetate was applied. The protection properties of the
Norwegian model is therefore satisfactory. In addition, pilot training in
laboratory and in flight are carried out with satsifactory results.
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1000 USAF Chemical Warfare Defense Program (G) -- Lt Col Lawrence Haaenauer,
office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Acquisition)

1030 US Army CW/CBD Overview (G) -- Dr. Billy Richardson, US Army, PEO for.
Chemical and Nuclear I

7-
1i00 US Navy Overview ,of CBR Defense Survivability Issues (G) -- Dr. Gloria

Patton, NAVSEA System Command /
/

1200 Lunch -- Keynote Address, Gen Charles L. Donnelly, Jr. USAF (Ret)

1400 US Air Force Air Base Operability (ABO) Overview (ABS) -- Col Edwin L. I
Stanford, AD/YQ (AFSC)

1430 Design and Acquisition of Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Contamination - Survivable Systems (ABS) -- Maj Gerard M. Miknis, OSD

' - 1500 NBC Contamination Survivability (ABS) -- Dr. William S. Magee, Jr,"
CRDEC

1530 Operations Analysi.-An Overview (ABS) -- Dr. John T. Bartlett, United
Kingdom

1600 Chemical Warfare Proliferation (G) -- Mr. Gary B. Crocker, State
Department

1900 Informal Reception -- Cash Bar
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Tuesday, 1 September

0800 Conference Desk Opens

0820 DUAL SESSION BEGINS

SESSION I

Administrative Announcements

Contamination Control
Chairman: Dr. William S. Magee, Jr, CRDEC

1 0830 Base Recovery After Attack Training (BRAAT) (ABS) -- Lt. Col. Horst G.
Haeusser, AFESC/RDC

3 0900 Commanders' Guide For Operating In a Chemical-Environment (G) -- Maj
Craig A Reichow, AD/YQO

0930 Medical Aspects of Chemical Warfare: Operational Reallity (G) --
Col Craig H. Llewellyn, USUHS

S 100 Refreshment Break

1030 The Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Operations Interservice Working
Party -- The US Services NBC Operational Access to NATO (G) -- Plaj3 Robert j. Kainz, USANCA

1100 Avionics Decontamination Program (CC) -- Capt Candace J. Tomlinson,3 ASD/AESD

1130 US Army Decontamination Program. Overview (CC) -- Dr. James A Baker,
CRDEC

1200 Lunch-

1300 A Portable Contamination Monitoring Unit (CC) -- Maj Gen (Ret) Pierre
G. Ricaud, France

i330 NBC Sanator -- New Developments (CC) -- Mr. Steven R. Harlacker, CRDEC

1430 Optional Tours of Colonial Williamsburg with Dinner at Selected Inns --
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SESSION II

Administrative Announcements

Collective Protection
Chairman: Lt Col James Seawell, ASD/AESD

0830 Chemical Warfare/Chemical-Biological Defense Information Analysis

Center -- Mr. Stephen E. Lawhorne, CRDEC

0900 Chemical Defense Data Base (G) -- Mr. Fred C. Meyer, Jr., AFWAC/MLSA

0930 Collective Protection for Air Bases (CP) -- Maj Gen (Ret) Pierre G.
Ricaud, France

1000 Refreshment Break

1030 Survivable Collective Protection System Program (CP) -- Mr. Curtis
L. Moser, ASD/AESD

1100 Transportable Collective Protection System (CP) -- !Lt Regina M.
Connor, ASD/AESD

1130 Chemically Hardened Shelter System (CP) -- Mr. Jose A. Miletti, NRDEC

1200 Lunch

1300 Advanced Air Purification Systems (CP) -- Mr. Charles M. Lawson, CRDEC

1330 The Personal Protective Equipment - Collective Protection Interface
(CP) -- Mr. Robert E. Simpson, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (KRUG)

1430 Optional Tours of Colonial Williamsburg with Dinner at Selected Inns --

Wednesday, 2 SeDtember

0730 Conference Desk Opens

0750 Administrative Announcements

0800 USAFE Chemical Defense Program -- Lt Col William R. MacPherson, Maj
George B. Tredway, Capt William R. Saunders, Capt Dale G. Derr, iLt
Charles E. Morrison, USAFE

0945 Refrehment Break
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1000 Dual Sessions Begin

SESSION I

I Chemical Detection, Identification and Warning Threat (CDIW)

Chairman: Dr. Clyde E. Replogle, AAMRL/HETI
1000 German Chemical Detection Fluorescence Monitor (CDIW) -- Mr. Wolfgang3 Diehl, .Dipl.-Ing Federal Republic of Germany

1030 Use of CAM on Airbases- (CDIW) -- Dr. John T. Bartlett, Mr. David A.3 Blyth, United Kingdom

1100 Remote Detection of Chemical Agents by IR-Lidar (CDIW) -- Mr. Wolfgang
Diehl, Dipl- Ing., Federal Republic of Germany

1130 DISC/DIAL Technology for tB Detection (CDIW) -- Mr. Kirkman R. Phelps,
CRDEC

I 1200 Lunch

1300 Area and Remote Detection in an Air Base Environment (CDIW) -- Maj Gen
(Ret) Pierre G. Ricaud, France

1330 Fixed Site Detection and Warning System (FSDWS) (CDIW) -- 1Lt Jeffrey3 C. Stephan, ASD/AESD

1400 Future Use of the Chemical Hazard Assessment System (CHAS) (CDIW) --
Mr. Burnham R. Foley, ASD/AESD

1430 Refreshment Break

1500 Assessment of the Chemical Contamination Density by Means of Liquid
Detection Paper (CDIW) -- ir. M. van Zelm, the Netherlands

1530 US Army NBC Reconnaissance Program (CDIW) -- Mr. Joseph D. Wienand,
CRDEC

1900 Reception/Conference Banquet -- Cash Bar

Banquet Speaker -- Col Hugh Stringer, Jr., Deputy for Chemical Matters,
OSD

3
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SESSION II

Individual Protection (IP)
Chairman: Mr. William Yri, ASD/AE

1000 Representing the Human as a Three-Dimensional Solid for Personal
Equipment Design and Evaluation (IP) -- Mrs. Kathleen M. Robinette,
AAMRL/HEG

1030 MCU-2/P Chemical Biological Mask Program (IP) -- 1Lt Christopher
Erickson, ASD/AESD

1100 Impermeable Chemical Defense Suite (IMP) (IP) -- Mr. Juanita
Vertrees, ASD/AESD

1130 Impact of Individual Protective Equipment (IPE) on Performance of Air
Base Maintenance Operations (IP) -- Capt Alan Deibel, AFHRL/LRC

1200 Lunch

1300 Tactical Life Support System (IP) -- Lt Col Mark A. Massen, HSD/YAL

1330 Aircrew Eye/Respiratory Protection Program (IP) -- Mr. Robert Tompkins,
ASD/AESD

1400 Netherlands Chemical Defence Gear for F16 Pilots (IP) -- Dr. J. Medema,
The Netherlands

1430 Refreshment Break

1500 Chemical Protective Clothing Systems for Aircrew Applications (IP) --
Mr. Louis Schwieterman, ASD/AESD

1530 The French Flight Protective Equipments, Present and Future (IP) -- Maj
Gen (Ret) Pierre G. Ricaud, France

1900 Reception/Conference Banquet -- Cash Bar

Banquet Speaker -- Col Hugh L. Stringer, Jr., Deputy for Chemical
Matters, OSD
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I Thursday, 3 September

I 0715 Transportation to Ft. Eustis

0800 Registration and Security Check

0820 Administrative Announcements

CLASSIFIED SECRET SESSION

I Airbase Survivability/Operability (ABS)
Chairman: Col Edwin L. Stanford, AD/YQ (AFSC)

3 0830 Threat Overview (G) -- Mr. Charles Clark, DIA

0900 Chemical Warfare Challenge to NATO Air Bases (G) - Dr. Clyde R.3 Replogle, AAMRL/HET

0930 Salty Demo (G) - Col Edwin L. Stanford, AD/YQ (AFSC)

1030 Refreshment Break

1045 Salty Chase 87 (G) -- Lt Col Allan M. Dickson, AAMRL/HET

1 1115 Use of Air Base Contamination Management Information (CC) -- Dr. Robert
J. Reyes, HSD/YYAL

1145 Operational Analysis A More Detailed View (ABS) -- Dr. John T.
Bartlett, United Kingdom

3 1215 Lunch

1330 Fire Fighter's Chemical Warfare (CW) Ensemble (IP) -- Mr. Wade H.3 Grimm, AFESC/RDFC

1400 Chemical Defense Communications (G) -- Maj Mark R. Stephenson, AAMRL

5 1430 Norwegian Model for Eye/Respiratory Protection of F-16 Pilots (IP) --
Dr. Bjorn A. Johnsen, Norwegian Defence Research, Establishment, Norway

m 1500 Refreshment Break

1530 Conclusion -- Mr. Fredrik E. Anderson

Legend: (G) General
(ABS) Airbase Survivability/Operability
(CDIW) Chemical Detection, Identification and Warning/ThreatI (CC) Contamination Control
(IP) Individual Protection3 (CP) Collective Protection
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F~inal Reeistration List

Margaret G. Alford Fredrik E. Anderson Gary Anguiano.
Inventory Management Spec. Asst. Deputy Civil Engineer
U.S. Air Force Aeronautical Equipment MAVFAC Naval Facilities
Cloth. & Tex. Office/MMIC U.S. Air Force 200 Stovall Street
2800 S. 20th Street Aerorautical Systems Division Alexandria, VA 22314
Philadelphia PA 19101-8419 ASD/AE 703-325-9044
215-952-3850 WPAFB, OH 45433-6503 AV: 221-9044
AV: 444-3850 513-255-3475AV: 785-3475

Kathleen Bagge Craig Baker James A. Baker
Operations Res. Anal. Rand Corporation Chief, Decon Tech. Branch
U.S. Army Natick Research P.O, Box 2138 U.S. Army
Development & Engrg. Center Santa Monica, CA 90406-2138 Chemical R, D & E Center
ATTN: STRNC-AC 213-393-0411 APG, MD 21010-5423
Natick, MA 01760-5015 301-671-3234
617-651-5071 AV: 584-3234AV: 256-5071

Delbert F. Balster Russell Barnes John Z. Bartlett
Chief Systems Engineer Sr. Research Scientist Chemical Defence Establish.
U.S. Air Force Battelle Columbus Division Porton Down
ASD/AESE 505 King Avenue Salisbury, Wilts SP4 OJ
WPAFB, OH 45433-6503 Columbus, OH 43201 United Kingdom
513-255-3082 614-424-5007 UK 722 610 211
AV: 785-3082

Joseph Benzoni Mike Bergman LT COL Jimmie Blackwood
Rand Corporation Chief, Collective Prot. Chief, War Plans Div.
P.O. Box 2138 U.S. Air Force Air Force Logi'tics Comm.
Sanca Monica, CA 90406-2138 Chemical Defense Division Logistics Operations Center
213-;393-0411 ASD/AESD 2411 Clubside Dr.

Deputy for Aeronaut. Equip. Beavercreek, OH 45431
WPAFB, OH 45433 513-257-4910

513-255-7060 AV: 787-4910
AV: 785-7060

Jan Blanch David A. Blyth MAJ Michael E. Bond
Principal Scientist British Government (MOD) Chief, Testing Branch
Norwegian Defense 102K Waldon Rd. U.S. Air Force
Research Establishment Abingdon, MD 21009 Tactical Air Warfare Ctr.

NDRETOX 301-671-2416 USAFTAWC/THLOT
P.O. Box 25 Eglin AFB, FL 32542-6008
N2007 Kjeller 904-882-8535
Norway AV: 872-8535
(47-6) 8072395

Lemuel Boyles MAJ Ronald 0. Brock Michael S. Burdo
Chaplain U.S. Army Disaster Preparedness Off.
U.S. Air Force Chemical R',D & E Center U.S. Air Force
HQ TAC/HC SMCCR-OPR 2750 Air Base Wing
Langley AFB, VA 23665-5001 APG, MD 21010-5423 WPAFB, OH 45433

301-671-2155 513-257-6865
AV: 584-2155 AV: 787-6865
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SMSGT Charlie Burns, Jr. LT COL Raffaele Cariglia Paul F. Carpenter

Chief, Plans/Programs Div. Italian Air Force Chemical Engineer

7 AF Air Base Oper. Dir. M.O.D. Italy U.S. Air Force

U.S. Air Force Stato Maggiore Aeronautica Aeronautical Systems Division

7 AF/DOH 4 Rep. ASD/AEEE

Osan AB, ROK Viale Universita' 4 WPAFB, OH 45433

APO SF 96570 Roma 513-255-9167
AV: 284-4622/5601 Italy 00100 AV: 785-91677

202-265-3193

Sebastian P. Castorina Shib C. Chattoraj Charles Clark

Chief Materials Engineer Chemical Engineer

Curriculum Development U.S. Air Force Director

U.S. Air Force ASD/AEEE Defense Intelligence Agency
Air Base Combat Support WPAFB, OH 45433 ATTN: D.T. - 5A
Training Complex 513-255-9167 Washington, DC 20340-6053

Det 2 AFESC AV: 785-9167 202-373-4280

205 Taooco Drive Av: 243-4280

Eglin AFB FL 32542
904-882-8925
AV: 872-8925

Kathryn Cliett ILT Regina M. Connor MAJ Onofrio Corona

Acquisition Mgmt. Spec. Program Manager, TCPS Italian Air Force

U.S. Air Force U.S. Air Force M.O.D. Italy

S ASD/AESD HQ ASD/AESD Stato Maggiore Aeronautica

WPAFB, OH 45433 WPAFB, OH 45323 4 Rep.

513-255-5058 513-255-7060 Viale Universita' 4

AV: 785-5058 AV: 785-7060 Roma
Italy 00100
202-265-31-93

Thomas Cousin Joseph H. Cox, Jr. MSGT Richard E. Crabtree

.rincial Research Scient. Director Disaster Preparedness Lia.

Battelle Edgewood Opers. Tactical Survivability U.S. Air Force

113 Emmorton Park Rd. U.S. Air Force ASD/AESD

Edgewood, MD 21040 Tactical Air Warfare Ctr. WPAFB, OH 45433-6503

301-676-0200 USAFTAWCITHLO 513-255-6847
Eglin AFB, FL 32542-6008 AV: 785-2479
904-882-5595
AV: 872-5595

Francis Crinmins Ernest D. Cruea Bruce H. Dahlquist3 Director, CBIAC Program Manager Chief, Crew Syst. Branch

Battelle Edgewood Opers. ANSER U.S. Air Force

2113 Emorton Park Rd. Suite 800 HQAFOTEC/OAHL

Edgewood, MD 21040 1215 Jeff. Davis Hwy. Kirtland AFB, NM 87117

301-676-0200 Arlington, VA 22202 505-844-9606
703-685-3131 AV: 244-9606
AV: Z24-3960

ayne K. Davis LTC William L. DeVaughan LT COL Allan M. Dickson

Chief, Coll. Protect. Div. Chemical Officer Acting Chief, Special Proj.

Phys. Protect. Dir. HQ, U.S. Army U.S. Air Force

U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command AAMRL I5EG
Chemical R, D & E Center ATTN: AMSAV-ES WPAFB, OH 45433-6573

APG, MD 21010 4300 Goodfellow Blvd. 513-255-7583
301-67!-I 22 St. Louis, MO 63120-1798 AV: 785-7583

AV: 584-4208 314-263-1631/1633
AV: 693-1631/1633

Wolfgang Diehl M. Bruce Dobbs GEN Charles L. Donnelly, Jr.

Dipl.-Ing. Manager U.S. Air Force

Battelle-Institut e.V. Battelle Crystal City Op. 4500 S. Four Mile Run Dr.

Am Roemerhof 35 2001 Jeff. Davis Hwy Apt. 213
Postfach 900 160 Suite 606 Arlington, VA 22204

D-6000 Frankfurt am Main 90 Arlington, VA 22202 703-845-0223

D-6000 Fed. Rep. of Germany 703-920-8866
69/7908-2802

I
I
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Mark Eimer MAJ Joachim Elte G. Enderby
Biomedical Engineer Air Staff Group Captain
U.S. Air Force Royal Netherlands Air Force Defence NBC Centre (UK)
FTD/TQTR Binckhorstlaan 135 Winterbourne Gunner
WPAFB, OH 45433-6508 The Hague Salisbury, Wiltshire
513-257-6351 The Netherlands 2526 BA Unitid Kingdom SP4 OES
AV: 787-6351 31 70 492248 (UK) 0980-611381, S. 28

Elmer Engquist ILT Christopher Erickson John P. Fields
Mgr., Edgewood Operations Program Manager, MCU-ZIP Chief, Medical Readiness
Battelle Edgewood Opers. National Exigency Prog. Training Branch
2113 Emorton Park Rd. U.S. Air Force U.S. Air Force
Edgewood, MD 21040 ASD/AESD HQ, School of Health
301-676-0200 WPAFB, OH 45433 Care Sciences

513-255-2479 Sheppard AFB, TX 76311-5465
AV: 785-2479 817-851-6603/6668

AV: 736-6603/6668

MAJ Oystein Flemms Burnham R. Foley Paul Fruge
HQ DEFCOMNOR/Air Staff Chief Engineer
Oslo MIL/Huseby Detection & Warning Branch U.S. Air Force
N-0016 Oslo 1 U.S. Air Force ASD/AESE
Norway ASD/AESD 1036 Wyburn Way

WPAFB, OH 45433 WPAFB, OH 45433
513-255-2479 513-255-5759
AV: 785-2479 AV: 785-5759

COL Richard Garrett George G. Gibbs Roger L. Gibbs
Office of the Chaplain General Engineer Chemical Engineer
U.S. Army Marine Corps Development & Naval Surface Weapons Ctr.
Transportation Center Education Command Mail Code H31
Ft. Eustis, VA 23604 Firepower Division Dahlgren, VA 22448

804-878-3061 D094 703-663-8621
Quantico, VA 22134 Av: 249-8621
703-640-2092

COL Joseph B. Goss, Jr. Virginia C. Greene LT COL Raymond W. Gregory
Chief Chemist U.S. Air Force
Nuclear Chemical Division U.S. Army ASD/AESD
HQ U.S. Army Foreign Sci. & Tech. Ctr. WPAFB, OH 45433
Europe & Seventh Army 220 7th St. NE 513-255-2479
ATTN: AEAGC-NC Charlottesville, VA 22901 AV: 785-2479
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APO New York NY 09403-0103 AV: 274-7554
AV: 370-8608/8041
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Project Manager U.S. Army U.S. Air Force
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904-283-6156 Chemical R, D & E Center APO New York NY 09283-5000

SMCCR-PPC AV: 723-5403
APG, MD 21010
301-671-2126
AV: 584-2126

MAJ Craig A. Reichow Clyde Replogle Robert J. Reyes

U.S. Air Force Chief, Spec. Proj. Off. Deputy Director

Air Base Operability Sys. U.S. Air Force Chemical Defense ADPO

Management Office AAMRL/HET U.S. Air Force

AD/YOO WPAFB, OH 45433-6573 Deputate foi Development

Eglin AFB, FL 32542-5000 513-255-7583 & Acquisition

904-882-4695 AV: 875-7583 HQ Human Systems Div./YAX

AV: 872-4695 Brooks AFB, TX 78235
512-536-2842
AV: 240-2842

MAJ GEN Pierre G. Ricaud Billy Richardson Kathleen M. Robinette

Conseil Scientifique Technical Director Res. Phys. Anthropologist

de la Defense U.S. Army U.S. Air Force

Ministere de la Defense Chemical R D & E Center Armstrong Aerospace
12 rue Robert Schuman SMCCR-TD Medical Research Lab.

Athis-Mons 91200 APG, M9 21010-5423 AAMRL/HEG

France 301-671-4364 WAI OH 45433-6523

033-1-60 48 02 11 AV: 584-4364 513-255-8810
AV: 785-8810

Catherine G. Sanchez Robert J. Sarvaideo CAPT William R. Saunders

Systems Engineer Chief U.S. Air Force

U.S. Air Force Chemical Defense 32TFS
ASDIAESE U.S. Air Force PSC 1, Box 1068

WPAFB, OH 45433 HQ AFSC/DLH The Netherlands

513-255-3082 Andrews AFB, MD 20334 APO New York 09292

AV: 785-3082 301-981-3342 03
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SMSGT Harold E. Sayne LT COL Karl Schuessler Peter Schulien
U.S. Air Force German Air Force National Defense
513th Combat Support Grp. General Air Force Office Research Organization
RAF Mildehhall, U.K. A31c, Spec. Comm. NBC-Def. Physics & Electronics Lab.

513 CSG/AO PO-Box 902500/501/03 P.O. Box 96864-

APO New York, NY 09127-5000 Kolhi 90 The Hague
AV: 238-2828 West Germany D-5000 The Netherlands 2509JG

02203-602-5301

Louis J. Schwieterman Reginald P. Seiders COL Raymond A. Shulstad
Program Manager Chemist Deputy Commander
U.S. Air Force Army Research-Office U.S. Air Force
Chemical Defense Div. SLCRO-ZC Deputy for Aeronaut. Equip.
Aeronautical Syst. Div. P.O. Box 12221 ASD/AE
MC: 6503 Res Triangle Pk NC 27709 WPAFB, OH 45433-6503
WPAFB, OH 45433 919-549-0641 513-255-5933
513-255-2479 AV: 935-3331 AV: 785-5933
AV: 785-2479

Achille Silvestri James E. Singer Karen Sistek
Supervisory Chemist Director Analyst
U.S. Army Life Support System Battelle Edgewood Opers.
Detection Directorate Program Office 2113 Emmorton Park Rd.

Detection Technology Div. U.S. Air Force Edgewood, MD 21040

CRDEC ASD/AES 301-676-0200
APG MD 21010-5423 WPAFB, OH 45433
-301-671-3729 513-255-5659
AV: 584-3729 AV: 785-5659

1LT Svein Skaar Wayne P. Speigel COL Edwin L. Stanford
Army Material Command Chief, Operability Div. Dit:ector
Lorenvn 36, Oslo 1 HQ Military Airlift Comm. U.S. Air Force
N-0016 Oslo HQ MAC/XOND Air Base Operability
Norway Scott AFB, IL 62225-5001 Syst. Mgmt. Off. HQ AD/YQ

618-256-2970 Eglin AFB, FL 32542-5000
AV: 576-2970 904-882-4681

AV: 872-4681

ILT Jeffrey C. Stephan COL Hugh L. Stringer SMSGT Paul D. Sutphin

Program Manager Acting Deputy Asst. to the Fire Protection Supt.
U.S. Air Force Secretary of Defense U.S. Air Force
ASD/AESD (Atomic Energy) Engineering & Service Ctr.
WPAFB, OH 45433 (Chemical Matters) HQ AFESC/DEF
513-255-2479 Office of the Secretary Tyndall AFB
AV: 785-2479 of Defense Panama City, FL 32403

Room 3E1074, The Pentagon 904-283-6158
Washington, DC 20301-3050 AV: 523-6158

202-695-5448

LT COL William F. Thompson LT GEN William E. Thurman COL Thomas L. Ticktin
U.S. Marine Corps Commander Chief
Headquarters U.S. Air Force Air Base Operability Div.
Code ASL-41 Aeronautical Systs. Div./CC HQ Air Force
Washington, DC 20380 WPAFB, OH 45433 XOORB
202-694-1133/1187 513-255-4726 Room BF-888 Pentagon
AV: 224-1133/1187 AV: 785-4726 Washington,, DC 20330

212-695-9131
AV: 225-9131

Steve W. Todd, Jr. CAPT Candace J. Tomlinson Robert H. Tompkins
Security Officer Program Manager Acquisition Manager
U.S. Air Force U.S. Air Force U.S. Air Force
ASD/AE ASD/AESD ASD/AESD
WPAFB, OH 45433-6503 WPAFB, OH 45433 WPAFB, OH 45424
513-255-3361 513-255-2479/6847 513-255-3017
AV: 785-3361 AV: 785-2479/6847 AV: 785-2479

MAJ George B. Tredway COL Bartow C. Tucker N.G. Tucker
Chief, Programs Branch U.S. Air Force Squadron Leader
U.S. Air Force SAF/AQPN Defence NBC Centre (UK)
HQ USAFE/Desk The Pentagon Winterbourne Gunner
Ramstein AF, West Germany Washington, DC 20330 Sa rjsbury, Wiltshire

APO New York NY 09012-5430 202-697-7161 United Kingdom SP4 OES
06371-47-6726 AV: 227-7161 (UK) 9080-611381, X.34
AV: 480-6726
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I mAJ Jan Van Hoof M. van Zelm Juanita Vertrees

RNLAF Prins Maurits Lab. TNO Program Manager

HQ Allied Airforce C. Europe National Defence Res. Org. U.S. Air Force
Office: DOSX P.O. Box 45 ASDIAESD
Ramstein AB Rijswijk WPAFB, OH 45433
6792 Ramstein The Netherlands 2280 AA 513-255-2479/6847
West Germany 3115138777, F-t. 383 AV: 785-6847
06371-478831

LT COL Philip A. Viscasillas George H. Warner James D. Webber
USAF Liaison Officer Chemical Engineer Project Manager
U.S. Army Chemical -School U.S. Air Force U.S. Army
Comdt., ATZN-CM-C(AFLNO) ASD/AE Aviation Logistics School
Ft. McClellan AL 36205-5020 WPAFB, OH 45433 2760 Fergusson Circle
205-238-3307/3483 513-255-9167 Ft. Eustis, VA 23604
AV: 865-3307/3483 AV: 785-9167 804-878-6663/6665

AV: 927-6663/6665

Billy E. Welch Alice Westbrook CMSGT David A. WhitcomL
Chief Scientist Protocol Office Chief, Operations Division
Human Systems Dir. U.S. Army U.S. Air Force
U.S. Air Force Transportation Center 7 AF Air Base Oper. Dir.
HSD/CA Ft. Eustis, VA 23604 HQ, Seventh Air ForceI Brooks AFB, MX 78235 7 AF/DOH
513-536-2903 APO San Francisco, CA 96570
AV: 240-2903 AV: 284-4622/6641

I Joseph D. Wienand MAJ Guy A. Wills William D. Yri
Development Proj. Officer Chief Special AssistantI NBC Recon System Doctrine Literature Div. U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army U.S. Army ASD/AE
Chemical R D & E Center Aviation Logistics Schl. WPAFB, OH 45433
ATTN: SMCCR-DDE Fort Eustis, VA 23604-5422 513-255-5516
APG, n 21010-5423 804-878-6663/6665 AV: 785-5516I 301-671-3892 AV: 6663/6665
AV: 584-3893
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